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Tuition to increase 5.9 percent 
Cherie Skoczen 
Ass1stant News Editor 
Tuition at john Carroll Univer-
sity will increase 5.9 percent next 
year, bringing total expenses for a 
full-time, on-campus student to 
$18,672. 
Effective Fall Semester 1996, 
flat rate undergraduate wition 
will be $13,122, and room and 
board will be $5,550. Although 
this is a $732 increase in tuition, 
room and board will remain the 
same pnce it has for the last two 
years. Thus,totalexpensesfornext 
year will increase 4.1 percent. 
"[The 4.l percent increase] is 
actually pretty good," said john 
Gladstone, dean of Admissions 
and Financial Aid. "Given the 
economy, we want the increase to 
stayinsingledigits. lwasactually 
fearing a larger increase. The ad-
ministration and the Board [of 
Trustees] have done a good job of 
keeping costs down." 
Carroll ranks 13th out of 27 
other rivate schools in the star 
for combined tuition and room 
and board. "Among the private 
schools in Ohio, this year we're 
among the bottom third in tuition, 
but we're third or fourth in room 
and board," Gladstone said. 
Rev. Richard P. Salmi, SJ., Vice 
President for Student Affairs, said 
he thinks the increase in wition is 
more than reasonable, and he said 
he is glad the university has k~pt 
the increase in room and board at 
zero. "I'm very pleased, as I think 
students should be, that there's no 
increase in room and board,"Salmi 
said. "The university has taken 
great care to make sure it didn't go 
up-"[Since the l992-93school year, 
room and board has increased 
$100.] 
The two main factors in the tu-
ition increase are faculty /staff 
salaries and financial aid, Glad-
stonesaid. "Theschooltriestopay 
its employees 
a just wage 
and make -
their salaries 
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He said about 
$12,139,000 was awarded through 
fourmainscholarshipsandgrants 
this year and about $13,100,000 
will be awarded next year. 
About 95 percent of aid for 
grants and scholarships are 
awarded throu h " L e Bi F ur " 
the American ValuesScho arship, 
the john Carroll Scholarship, the 
john Carroll Grant and the 
President's Honor Award, Glad-
stone said. 
Sophomore Christine 
McGovern satd she relies on schol-
arships to pay about 90 percent of 
her tuition. "I'm glad to see an 
increase in funding for scholar-
ships, but I don't like the increase 
in tuition," she said. She said she's 
not happy with the increase in 
next year's expenses because she 
personally has to pay what her 
scholarships don't cover. "It's hard 
for kids who have to pay on their 
own," she said. 
Lisa Cassidy, sophomore, said 
she a !so relies heavily on scholar-
ships to fund her education. "The 
increase in tuition is a little steep, 
but if they are going to increase 
funding for scholarships, I think 
it's fair," Cassidy said. 
A bout 65 percent of Carroll stu-
dents receive need-based assis-
tance, Gladstone said. Such assis-
tance includes money from the 
john Carroll Grant and the john 
Carrol SC r h1 ' l -
era! and srate assistanc . 
The Ohio Srudent Choice 
Grant, which was$678this year,ts 
given to all Ohio restdents who 
attend a private school in Ohio 
full-time. Gladstone said he an-
ticipates the grant will mcrease to 
$798 next year. 
Similarly, there is also a reci-
procity agreement between Penn-
sylvania and Ohio in terms of 
need-based grants that enable stu-
dentsfrom Pennsylvania to attend 
a private school in Ohio. This 
means that Pennsylvania resi-
dents can use a grant funded by 
their state,similar ro the Ohio Stu-
dent Choice Grant, to attend a pri-
vate school in either Pennsylva-
nia or Ohio. "Pennsylvania is the 
only state that Ohio has reciproc-
ity with," Gladstone said. 
Several campus-based federal 
see TUITION, page 3 
Ten students nominated for SU offices 
Cherie Skoczen 
Assistant News Editor 
Ten students accepted nomi-
nations for positions in the execu-
tive office of the Student Union at 
Tuesday's SU meeting. 
"[ think the nominations went 
really well," said SU Vice-Presi-
dent Bill Glunz. "There were a lot 
of positive things said about each 
of the students." 
Primary elections will be held 
next Monday and Tuesday, Feb.l2 
and 13 for the offices of vice-presi-
dent and treasurer. 
junior Bishoy Mikhail and 
Sophomores Aaron Marinelli and 
Kate Robinson will run in the pri-
mary election for the office of ex-
ecutive vice-presidem. 
junior Jamie Morris, Sopho-
more Keenan Harden and Fresh-
man Ryan Daly will run for the 
office of executive treasurer. 
"It's good that we have prima-
ries for the offices of vice presi-
dent and treasurer," said jason 
Stevens, Student Union treasurer. 
"It's important that we have con-
tested elections. It brings open-
ness and honesty to the races." 
As a result of the primary elec-
tions, the number of candidates 
foreachof the offices of vice-presi-
dent and treasurer will be reduced 
to two. These candidates then wtll 
run in the general elections Feb.l9 
and 20. 
Other candidates in the gen-
eral election include junior Tim 
Brainard and Sophomore James 
Sullivan for chief justice. 
junior Doralice Tavolario will 
run unopposed for Student Union 
President, and Sophomore Sherrie 
Mikhail will run unopposed for 
executive secretary. 
"I think it's really positive that 
so many people are running," said 
john Cranley,presidentof the Stu-
dent Union. "It shows the strength 
of the Student Union." 
Cranley said it would be im-
possible for him to try and predict 
the outcome of the elections. "I've 
never seen so many qualified can-
didates in one election," he said. 
The Student Union is hoping 
for a large voter turn-out at next 
week's primary elections, Stevens 
said. "We're hoping to get a lot of 
people to come out and vote for 
the people who are going to repre-
sent them " 
Glunz said whenever there is a 
political issue surroundi nga cam-
paign, more people tend to come 
out and vote. 
"With the whole [Student Ad-
visory Budget Board]thmg,I thmk 
we'll have some major voter turn-
out," he said. 
JCU lands on WWW 
Lisa VIscusi 
Staff Reporter 
john Carroll's Information Ser-
vices recently created a prelimi-
nary home page on the World-
Wtde Web that has landed john 
Carroll on the information super-
highway. 
Two-thirds of all colleges and 
universities already have a home 
page on the World Wide Web, ac-
cordmg to information provtded 
m a semmar attended by 1 aryn 
Runco, dtrcctor of admiss10ns 
"A home page is an informa-
tional sne on the Web that can be 
created by anyone who wants to 
put out information ," said Jackte 
Kulbago, treasurer of Carroll's 
dtapter of the Association of 
Compunng Machmery (ACM). 
The ACM was approached by 
people from the admissions office 
who had hopes of creating a web 
site, said jackie Brown, prestdent 
oftheACM . 
Runco said she believes that a 
home pa!!,e on the Weh would he 
-n ·[1 r l L t ·o · · v,l._. .. . ~ ...... 
sion and Financial Aid as ~II as 
other organizations because pro-
spective students would be able to 
access information about Carroll 
veryquicklyandefficiently,a ben-
efit to the student and the univer-
sity. 
"When considering a web site 
for Carroll, I didn't want us to be 
among the first colleges to use this 
technology." Runco said. "I don't 
think tharaccuratelyreflects who 
weare. On the other hand,ldidn't 
want us to be one of the last ei-
ther." 
Additional mformation from 
the seminar says that colleges and 
umversiriesare much more inter-
ested in the I mer net and Web than 
are today'sstudents, but questions 
the interest of the students of to-
morrow. That is what Runco is 
concerned about ilS well. She said 
she wants 10 make sure that stu-
dents who want to find out about 
Carroll will he able to access all 
the perttnent informanon they 
want and need 
Carroll's home page was put 
onto the World Wiele Web by In-
formation ServicesdunngChnst-
mas break. Only one link can cur-
rent! y be accessed while the rest 
of the page 1s "underconstructlon • 
"ACM and Information Ser-
vices arc still working our dctatls, 
and dates are not set m stone." said 
Kulbago. "We have to work 
through lnformanon Services, so 
we are waiting for everything to 
be fine-tuned" 
Accordmg to a recent memo 
sent to rhc univcr-;it v C<,mmumt v 
dtrecror'rJf •,;,~~;~~·~@~~::-~-~~. 
f urrherconstrucrion oft he page is 
m the works. 
Information Services will be 
handling the home page which 
will give general information 
aboutjCU, Brown said. However, 
she added that as of now, Informa-
tion Services won't be handling 
the home pages of mdtvidual or-
ganizations. 
ACM has taken the responsi-
bility of helping university orga-
nizations create their own home 
see WWW, page 3 
Go for the old. 
Slessy Ztkr 
Gesu Elementary School held a mini-Oiympics in the intramural 
gym at John Carroll University this past weekend. Each 
classroom that participated represented a country. 
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SABB: Proceed with caution 
James Aurlcchlo 
The Carroll News 
Let me make this clear before I 
begin pan two: the only people 
who deserve personal potshots on 
this campus are young republi-
cansand Steelers fans. Secondly, 
the Stud em Union deserves a good 
amount of creditforthework that 
it has put into this issue, so far. 
Commentary 
of service to the community. 
Please note that no chanered ac-
tivity should involve a $10 dollar 
refund when you a redone with it. 
To spend tuHion money on alco-
hol would be truly disgusting and 
disheartening. Can organizations, 
particularly Greek organizations 
(they haven't all been denizens of 
the greater glory in the past) be 
trusted not to embarrass the stu-
dent body? 
Nothing personal, but before 
we sign on the dotted line the stu-
dent body needs to decide if they 
rea lly want a student run SABB. I 
know what your think in g. Auric-
ch 10 you're off your rocker if you 
think the student body doesn't 
want control over their own tu-
ition money. But there are some 
questions/comments that need to 
be answered before I (a concerned 
voter)can back this proposal. You 
see 1 have been too busy partici-
pating in student activities to re-
ally sit down and listen to the is-
sues: 
3. This proposal makes theSU's 
"to do" list longer than NASA's 
check list for take-off. So to our 
soon to be elected representatives: 
do you really want more thi ngs to 
do? 
had a race riot because part of the 
SAB was spent on a "Smashing 
Pumpkins" concert two years ago. 
How will you react 10 years from 
now when people complain that 
Pi Sigma Phi gets more money than 
BUSA? I pray to God that the fu-
ture representatives handle criti-
cism with maturity and class, re-
gardless of how immature and 
classless the criticism is. They will 
be elected officals. They will make 
decisions that affect everyone on 
campus. They need to know that 
criticism is a part of the job. To 
expect everyone to jump on the 
band wagon would be like Bill 
Clinton expecting the world to 
love his 1997 budget Cit would be a 
lot like that actually). How will 
the SABB legislature handle these 
cnticisms? 
Democrat State Representative Jane Campbell. 
4 There is no hidden city of 
gold, the money many organiza-
tions ge[ may not seem worth the 
effort of vonngon the whole thing. 
Many organizations don't really 
have legitmate reasons for gening 
more than the fifty dollars they 
get right now. Will all those in-
volved really care lO years from 
now? 
Campbell speaks at Carroll 
1. The student body needs to be 
aware that voting in student elec-
tions now counts for something 
more than that warm fuzzy feel-
ing you get from doing something 
responsible. There'scash involved. 
Cash for your organizations. Vote 
wisely and for good responsible 
ethical people that have your in-
terest in mind. Elections cannot 
continue to be a populari ty con-
test (no personal shot intended). 
Can the student body be trusted 
to do this? 
2. lf you are a member of an 
organization please realize that the 
money you get should ac tually be 
s nt on our chartered activities 
5. Is the current proposal now 
written explkirly enough so that 
[hirty years from now our sons 
and daughters will work this as 
intended? The perameters of the 
proposal must not be a fodder for 
the debate society, but it also can't 
beset instoneeither. That's a rough 
balance I know, but I think theS.U. 
is up to the task(why yes, tha t was 
a compliment). 
6 To the SU: If you think part 
one of this commentary was an 
ignorant, arrogant, and petty at-
tack, you are in the wrong busi-
ness. Whatdoyouthink thecriti -
cism is going robe like 10 years 
from now? 
Bu£falo State Colle e almost 
7. Finally, our elec ted repre-
sentatives must always have the 
student body's interest in mind, 
even those who sit in the base-
ment of Dolan playing century 
club. Chances are that kid didn't 
vote, but that doesn 't mean you 
don't represent him. Please don't 
read into this, but sometimes we 
all get so excited about things, we 
forget what were supposed to be 
doing. Hell, even I have been 
known to wander around an issue 
Are you absolute! y positive that 
the student body, the en_tire stu-
dent body, wants this proposal ro 
come to pass? If yes, then proceed, 
bur as one of my predecessors at 
the CN said,proceed with caution. 
Editors note: No specific indi-
viduals were in any way person-
ally and underhandedly targeted 
in part one of this commentary. 
Any other reading would beer-
rant. 
ALL writers, new and old, must attend one 
of the following CN writer's workshops. WANT 
TO 
WRITE? 
Friday, Feb. 9 from 3-5 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb.lO from 12-2 p.m 
in the O'Dea Seminar Room #4 
Exclusively for JCU Students! 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
One person can make a differ-
ence in legislation, said Democrat 
State Representative jane 
Campbell at Thursday's Political 
Science Forum. 
According toCampbell, whose 
district includes john Carroll, no 
matter who you are, if you com-
municate with your legislators, 
things will change. 
"One person can make an ex-
traordinary difference (in poli-
tics]," she said. "One person in leg-
islation could fo rce something 
that the people are really for." 
Camp bell, who was the young-
est woman to be elected to the 
House of Representatives at age 
31, stressed that it is nor one per-
son alone who com mun icates 
with legislators but many other 
people working together for the 
good of the whole. 
Campbell was asked to speak 
ence department to bring in lead-
ers from the greater Cleveland 
area, said Larry Schwab, chairper-
son of the department. 
"Every semester we try to bring 
in three leaders from Ohio," he said. 
"!In the past] we've had a number 
of key leaders in government and 
politics." Such leaders have in-
cluded members of the Ohio Su-
Large Pizza Late night munchies? 
$§.!% 
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preme Court and the President of 
the Cleveland City Council. 
According to Schwab, though, 
this forum was among the best. 
"I think most students there got 
a lot our of it and enjoyed it," he 
said. "It had an excellent turnout." 
Campbell, who is serving her 
sixth term in the Ohio House Fi-
nance Committee, centered her 
remarks on her li fe since she be-
came part of the General Assem-
bly in 1984. She said rhatwhar has 
helped her greatly since then is 
involvement (rom the people she 
represents. 
"When (people in teract] with 
representatives serving in govern-
ment, there will be more under-
standing that representatives are 
responsive to the involvement of 
people and those who represent 
people are regular folks with fami-
lies," she said. 
Campbell said tharourformof 
government is the messiest, but 
other. The only way to have are-
sponsive government is for people 
to take act ion, she said. 
"It's not just the individual 
things I do in public office, but it 's 
interaction between me as a pub-
lic official and people who recog-
nize and understand what their 
needs are," she said. "We have real 
problems bur have real solutions 
if there is communication." 
Junior Bishoy Mikhail said he 
was impressed ro see that 
Campbell was able to maintain a 
successful political career main-
taining a family. 
"l think she was emphasizing 
the importance of sta te govern-
ment because a lot of what they 
do in stare legislature has an al-
most immediate direct effect on 
the citizens because it isn't occur-
ring in faroffWashingron," he said. 
According to Schwab, the next 
forum will be given by the Na-
tional Editor for the Plain Dealer. 
"We're getting into the medi a 
in politics," he said. "It will be 
around the time of the Ohio pri-
maries, so it should be good." 
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CO department awarded for excellence 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
The department of communi-
cations was officially presented 
with the national Program of Ex-
cellence Award from the Speech 
Communication Association of 
America last Wednesday. 
This is the second award that 
jCU'sdepanment of communica-
tions has received in the past year. 
According to jackie Schmidt, 
department chairperson, the de-
partment was informed they won 
the award for overall excellence in 
curriculum, program quality and 
course design at the nationa l 
SCAAconference held in San An-
tonio, Texas, this November. 
"We were obviously very ex-
cited !when we found outl," she 
said. "This is a very strong col-
laborative award, and it is really 
shared by faculty, students and 
alumni." 
TUITION 
continued from page 1 
programs also exist to help the 
neediest students, Glad stone said. 
These include th e Perkins loan, 
student employment, and the 
Suppleme ntal Educational Op-
portunity Grant (SEOG) "Any 
need -based program, whether it 
be federal, stare, or through john 
Carroll requires that a student file 
the FAFSA !Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid I." 
"We see the number of finan-
cial aid applications increasing 
each yea r,"G iadstonesaid. "Fami-
lies are relying more on financial 
aidforcollege. ldon'tseethattrend 
changing." 
Each year the university aims 
to have 790 st Ltdems in the resh-
man class and !30 transfer stu-
dents, according to Gladstone. 
"Wit hour financia l aid, we clear! y 
could not reach those goals." 
According to Schmidt, the 
SCAA was looking at the under-
graduate department, and the 
group said that Carroll has a very 
strong integrauve communica-
tions curriculum in a liberal arts 
setting. 
A ian Stephenson,communica-
tions professor, said that SCAA 
was impressed by the 
department's diverse programs. 
The on-campus presentation of 
the award took place in the TV 
studio in the O'Malley Center so 
the award could be shared with 
the students, Schmidt said. The 
award was presented by Donovan 
Ochs, member of the SCAA, who 
spoke at the presentation on 
"Epideictics, Ethos and Educators." 
An epideictic citation, accord-
ing ro Ochs, is ad iscourse of praise 
and covers a broad spectrum of 
language usage. 
"All of us, teachers and stu-
dents, we need to be more aware of 
the raw power of this thing I'm 
calling epideictic," he said. 
Ochs went on to explain the 
importance of how people are 
praised, the effects of such praise. 
"Only the star, the individual, 
is praised, not the supporting cast," 
he said. 
www 
The American Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Busittess 
accredited MBA programs in 
Ohio are: 
Representatives 
from the AACSB 
Accredited MBA 
Programs in Ohio 
will be available 
University of Akron 
Bowling Green State 
University 
to discuss 
Case Western Reserve 
graduate business 
education 
opportunities at 
the following 
locations: 
University 
University of Cincinnati 
Cleveland State University 
University of Dayton 
John CarroU University 
Kent State University 
Miami University 
The Ohio State University 
Ohio University 
Wright State University 
Xavier University 
The problem is, Ochs said, 
praising publicly a past virtuous 
action sets a standard against 
which future standards are set 
"Excellence as an ideal then 
becomes unattainable," he said. 
Ochs suggests a partial solu-
tion to this problem saying that 
mdi vidualizingall the people who 
contribute to a success will keep 
excellence attainable. With that 
in mind, Ochs presented the 
award. 
"I think that each of you ought 
to feel you are an important part 
of this award," Ochs said. "You 
folks are incredibly spoiled, in-
credibly bright and dedicated and 
richly deserving of this award." 
Receiving this award enhances 
the program nationally and pro-
videsmoreopportunitiesand net-
works for students, she said. "It's a 
nice validation of what we felt 
about our program," she said. 
According to Stephenson, the 
department is looking at adding 
coursework to keep up with the 
contin ually growing field. 
"The department is going to 
continue to have a strong under-
graduate program, and we are 
looking to develop a graduate pro-
gram," Schmidt said. 
on the page," Brown said. 
"This service will be offered to 
different organizations as a fund-
raiser for ACM ," said Marc 
Kirschenbaum, a math and com-
pute( science professor at Carroll. 
Brown said there will be a charge 
forthisservice, but compared to a 
professional company's price, 
ACM will be offeri ng a grea t deal. 
Sophomore Ann Hricko,mem-
ber o[ ACM, sa id she thinks it's 
January 29. 1996 
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Eating disorders screening program tonight 
A national eat ing disorders screening program will take 
place tonight (Feb. 81 from 7 p.m. to 9 p.m. m the SAC Con-
ference Room. Several doctors and nutritionists will speak 
about disorders, treatment and nutrition. There will also be 
a panel to answer questions, and a self -screening test will 
be available after the presentation. The program is spon-
sored by JCU and the Cleveland Clinic Foundation Depart-
ment of Psychia try and Psychology. 
Voter registration deadline Feb. 20 
The last day to register to vote in the Ohio primary elec-
tion is Tuesday, Feb. 20. Students who would like to register 
at thetr local address, on ca mpus or off-campus, or at their 
home address, if m Oh10, can obtain a registration form from 
joe Farrell, dean of students. Out-of -state students who 
would like to register using their permanent out-of-stare 
address must do so through their state's and county's board 
of elections. The Oh1o primary election IS Tuesday, March 
19. The general election is Tuesday, Nov. 5. 
Lucrez.ia Culicchia Award nominations open 
Nominauons arc now being accepted for the Lucrez1a 
Culi chia Award for Teaching Excel lence. The$1,500award 
will be presented at the Fall 1996 faculty meeting of the 
ollegeof Arts and Sciences. Nom mat ions must be submit-
ted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sc iences, 
by Friday, Feb. 23, and are open to faculty and students. 
Nominations for Beaudry Award due March I 
Nominations are also being taken for the Beaudry Award, 
a student award given to a graduating senior at the May com· 
mencement. Any student, faculty or staff member can 
nominate a senior for this award. Nommation forms can be 
obtained in the cam pus ministry office, and they are due by 
March l. Members of the senior class will vote for there-
cipient of this award on March 25 
ing a trip to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and Museum 
on Saturday, Feb. 17. Half -priced tickets may be purchased 
for $6 this week m the Atrium. Transporta tion w1ll be pro 
vided from the Belvoir lot at 1230 p.m., however, seanng is 
limited. 
Pro-choice discussion group started 
A Pro-choice discussion group is being started. Anyone 
interested in voicingconcernsorsbaringfeelingsshouldcall 
321-9987. 
NewsBnefs were compiled by Cherie Skoczen, 
assistant news editor 
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SABB: Proceed with caution 
James Aurlcchio 
The Carroll News 
Let me make this clear before I 
begin pan two: the only people 
who deserve personal potshOLson 
this campus are young republi-
cans and Steelers fans. Secondly, 
theStudentUniondeservesagood 
amount of credit for the work that 
it has put into this issue, so far. 
Commentary 
of servi ce to the community. 
Please note that no chartered ac-
tivity should involve a $10 dollar 
refund when you are done with it 
To spend tuition money on alco-
hol would be truly disgusting and 
disheartening. Canorgamzations, 
particularly Greek organizations 
(they haven't all been denizens of 
the greater glory in the past) be 
trusted not to embarrass the stu-
dent body? 
Nothing personal, but before 
we sign on the dotted l1 ne the stu-
dent body needs to decide if they 
reallywam a student run SABB I 
know what your thinking, Aunc-
chio you're off your rocker if you 
think the student body doesn't 
want control over their own tu-
ition money. But there are some 
questions/comments that need to 
be answered before I (a concerned 
voter)can back this proposal. You 
see [ have been too busy panici-
panng in student activities tore-
al ly sir down and listen to the is-
sues: 
3. This proposal makes the SU's 
"to do" list longer than NASA's 
check list for take-off. So to our 
soon to be elected representatives: 
do you really want more things to 
do? 
had a race riot because part of the 
SAB was spent on a "Smashing 
Pumpkins" concert two years ago. 
How will you react lO years from 
now when people complam that 
Pi Sigma Phigetsmoremoneythan 
BUSA? l pray to God that the fu-
ture representatives handle criti-
cism with maturity and class, re-
gardless of how immature and 
classless the criticism is. They will 
be elected offica Is. They will make 
decJSions that affect everyone on 
cam pus. They need to know that 
criticism is a part of the job. To 
expect everyone to jump on the 
band wagon would be like Bill 
Clinton expecting the world to 
love his 1997 budget Cit would be a 
lot like that actually). How will 
the SABB legislature handle these 
criticisms? 
Democrat State Representative Jane Campbell. 
4. There is no hidden city of 
gold, the money many organiza-
tions get may not seem worth the 
effort of voting on the whole thing. 
Many organizations don't really 
have legi tmate reasons for getting 
more than the fifty dollars they 
get right now. Will all those in-
volved really care JO years from 
now? 
Campbell speaks at Carroll 
1. The student body needs to be 
aware that voting in student elec-
tiOns now counts for something 
more than that warm fuzzy feel-
ing you get from doing something 
responsible. There'scash mvolved. 
Cash for your organizations. Vote 
wisely and for good responsible 
ethical people thar have your in-
terest in mind. Elections cannot 
continue 10 be a popularity con-
test (no personal shot i mended). 
Can the student body be trusted 
to do this? 
2. If you are a member of an 
organization please realize that the 
money you get should actually be 
s nt on our chartered activiues 
5. ls the current proposal now 
written explicitly enough so tha.t 
thirty years from now our sons 
and daughters will work this as 
intended? The perameters of the 
proposal must not be a fodder for 
the debate society, but it also can't 
be se t in stone either. That's a tough 
balance l know, but I think theS.U. 
is up to the task (why yes, that was 
a compliment). 
6. To the SU: If you th ink part 
one of this commentary was an 
ignorant, arrogant, and petty at-
tack, you are in the wrong busi-
ness. What do you th ink the criti-
cism is going to be like 10 years 
from now? 
Buffalo State Colle e almost 
7. Finally, our elected repre-
sentatives must always have the 
student body's interest in mind, 
even those who sit in the base-
ment of Dolan playing century 
club. Chances are that kid didn't 
vote, but that doesn't mean you 
don't represent him. Please don't 
read into this, but sometimes we 
all get so excited about things, we 
forget what were supposed to be 
doing. Hell, even I have been 
known to wander around an issue 
Are you absolutelypositi ve that 
the student body, the entire stu-
dent body, wants this proposal to 
come to pass? lf yes, then proceed, 
but as one of my predecessors at 
the CN said, proceed with caution. 
Editors note: No specific indi-
viduals were in any way person-
ally and underhanded! y targeted 
in part one of this commentary. 
Any other reading would be er-
ram. 
ALL writers, new and old, must attend one 
of the following CN writer's workshops. WANT 
TO 
WRITE? 
Friday, Feb. 9 from 3-5 p.m. 
Saturday, Feb.lO from 12-2 p.m 
in the O'Dea Seminar Room #4 
Exclusively for JCU Students! 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
One person can make a differ-
ence in legisla tion, said Democrat 
State Representative Jane 
Campbell at Thursday's Political 
Science Forum. 
According to Campbell, whose 
district includes John Carroll , no 
matter who you are, if you com-
municate with your legislators, 
things will change. 
"One person can make an ex-
traordinary difference [in poli-
tics]," she said. "One person in leg-
islation could force something 
that the people are really for." 
Campbell,whowastheyoung-
est woman to be elected to the 
House of Representatives at age 
31, stressed that it is not one per-
son alone who communicates 
with legislators but many other 
people working together fo r the 
good of the whole. 
Campbell was asked to speak 
ence department to bring in lead-
ers from the greater Cleveland 
area, said LarrySchwab, chairper-
son of the department. 
"Every semester we try to bring 
in three leadersf rom Ohio," he said. 
4ln the past] we've had a number 
of key leaders in government and 
politics." Such leaders have in-
cluded members of the Ohio Su-
Large Pizza Late night munchies? 
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preme Court and the President of 
the Cleveland City Council. 
According to Schwab, t]lough, 
this forum was among the best. 
"l think most students there got 
a lot out of it and enjoyed it," he 
said. "It had an excellent turnout." 
Campbell, who is serving her 
sixth term in the Ohio House Fi-
nance Committee, centered her 
remarks on her life since she be-
came part of the General Assem-
bl yin 1984. She said that what has 
helped her greatly since then is 
involvement f;om the people she 
represents. 
"When !people interact] with 
representatives serving in govern-
ment, there will be more under-
standing that representatives are 
responsive to the involvement of 
people and those who represent 
people are regular folks with f ami-
lies," she said. 
Campbell said that ourform of 
government is the messiest, but 
other. The only way to have are-
sponsive government is for people 
to take action, she said. 
"It 's not just the individual 
things I do in public ofrice, but it's 
interaction between me as a pub-
lic official and people who recog-
nize and understand what their 
needs are," she said. "We have real 
problems but have real solutions 
if there is communication." 
Junior Bishoy Mikhail said he 
was impressed to see that 
Campbell was able to maintain a 
successful political career main-
taining a family. 
"I think she was emphasizing 
the importance of state govern-
ment because a lot of what they 
do in state legislature has an al-
most immediate direct effect on 
the citizens because it isn't occur-
ringinfaroffWashington,"hesaid. 
According to Schwab, the next 
forum will be given by the Na-
tional Editor for the Plain Dealer. 
"We're gett ing into the media 
in politics," he said. "It will be 
around the time of the Ohio pri-
maries, so it should be good." 
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CO department awarded for excellence 
Christina Hynes 
News Editor 
The department of communi -
cations was officially presented 
with the national Program of Ex-
cellence Award from the Speech 
Communication Association of 
A me rica last Wednesday. 
This is the second award that 
jCU's department of com m un ica-
lions has received in the past year. 
According to jackie Schmidt, 
department chairperson, the de-
partment was informed they won 
the award for overall excellence in 
curriculum, program quality and 
course design at the national 
SCAAconference held in San An-
tonio, Texas, this November. 
"We were obviously very ex-
cited [when we found out]," she 
said. "This is a very strong col-
laborative award, and it is really 
shared by faculty, students and 
alumni." 
TUITION 
continued from page 1 
programs also exist to help the 
neediest students, Gladstone said. 
These include the Perkins loan, 
stud ent employment, and the 
Supplemental Educational Op-
portunity Grant (SEOG). "Any 
need-based program, whether it 
be federal, state, or through john 
Carroll requires that a student file 
the FAFSA !Free Application for 
Federal Student Aid!." 
"We see the number of finan-
cial aid applications increasing 
each year," Glads tone said. "Fami-
lies are relying more on financial 
aidforcollege. Jdon'tseethattrend 
changing." 
According to Schmidt, the 
SCAA was looking at the under-
graduate department, and the 
group said that Carroll has a very 
strong integrative communica-
tions curriculum in a liberal arts 
sening. 
AlanStephenson,communica-
tions professor, said that SCAA 
was im pressed by the 
department's diverse programs. 
Theon-campuspresentationof 
the award took place in the TV 
st udio in the O'Malley Center so 
the award could be shared with 
the students, Schmidt said. The 
award was presented by Donovan 
Ochs, member of the SCAA, who 
spoke at the presentation on 
"Epideictics, Ethos and Educators." 
An epideictic citation, accord-
ing to Ochs, is ad iscourse of praise 
and covers a broad spectrum of 
language usage. 
"All of us, teachers and stu-
dents, we need to be more aware of 
the raw power of this thing I'm 
calling epideic tic," he said. 
Ochs went on to explain the 
importance of how people are 
praised, the effects of such praise. 
"Only the star, the individual, 
is praised,not thesupponingcast," 
he said. 
www 
The problem is, Ochs said, 
praising publicly a past vmuous 
action sets a standard against 
which future standards are set. 
"Excellence as an ideal then 
becomes unattainable," he said. 
Ochs suggests a partial solu-
tion to this problem saying that 
individualizing all the people who 
contribute to a success will keep 
excellence attainable. With that 
in mind, Ochs presented the 
award. 
"l think that each of you ought 
to feel you are an important part 
of this award," Ochs said. "You 
folks are incredibly spoiled, m-
credibly bright and dedicated and 
richly deserving of this award." 
Receivingthisaward enhances 
the program nationally and pro-
vides more opportunities and net-
works for students, she said. "It's a 
nice validation of what we felt 
about our program," she said. 
According to Stephenson, the 
department is looking at adding 
coursework to keep up with the 
continually growing field. 
"The department is going to 
continue to have a strong under-
graduate program, and we are 
looking to develop a graduate pro-
gram," Schmidt said. 
on the page," Brown sa id. 
"This service will be offered to 
different organizations as a fund-
ra iser for ACM ,' said Marc 
Kirschenbaum, a math and com-
puree science professor at Carroll. 
Brown said the re will be a cha rge 
fort his service, but compared to a 
professional company's pr ice, 
ACM will be offering a great deal. 
Eating disorders screening program tonight 
A national eating disorders screening program wtll take 
place tonight [Feb. 8] from 7 p m. to 9 p.m. m the SAC Con-
ference Room. Several doctors and nutritionists will speak 
about disorders, treatment and nulrltton. There wtll also be 
a pane.! to answer questions, and a self-screening test will 
be avat lable after the presentation. The program ts spon-
sored by JCU and the Cleveland Clinic Foundation Depart-
ment of Psychiatry and Psychology. 
Voter registration deadline Feb. 20 
The last day to register to vote in the Ohio primary elec-
tion isTuesday, Feb. 20. Students who would like to register 
at thetr local address, on-campus or off -campus, or at their 
home address, if in Ohio, can obtam a regtstratlon form from 
joe Farrell, dean of students. Out of state students who 
would like to reg1ster using thei r permanent out-of-state 
address must do so through thetr state's and county's board 
of elections. The Ohio primary election is Tuesday, March 
19. The general election is Tuesday, Nov. 5. 
Lucre:z:ia Culicchia Award nominations open 
Nominations are now being accepted for the Lucrezia 
Culicchia Award for Teaching Excellence. The $1 ,500 award 
will be presented at the Fall1996 faculty meeting of the 
College of Ar tsandSciences. Nominations must besubmn-
ted to the Office of the Dean, College of Arts and Sciences, 
by Friday, Feb. 23, and are open to faculty and students 
Nominations for Beaudry Award due March 1 
Nominations are also bemg taken for the Beaudry Award, 
a student award given to a graduating senior at the May com-
mencement. Any student, facu lt y or staff member can 
nominate a sentor for this award. Nomtnation forms can be 
obtai ned in the campus ministry office, and they are due by 
March 1. Members of the senior class wtll vote for there· 
cipient of this award on March 25. 
3 
Each year the university aims 
to have 790 students in the res -
man class and 130 transfer stu-
dents, according to Gladstone. 
"Without financia l aid, we clearly 
could not reach those goals." 
continued from page 1 
pageswhichcan be accessed indi-
vidually or through JCU's home 
page, Brown said. "lf organiza-
tions such as sororities, sports, or 
any other clubs want information 
put out on a home page, then ACM 
would help them do that ," said 
Brown. She also said this is a con-
venientservice because once ACM 
i ~~:~~~~~~~~~~~~~~:~·~~;~~~~~·~t,~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~-~~~~~ .. --~ the organization, ACM will teach page. •It's a great idea, 
themhowtooperateit. "Then any The John Carroll home page 
time they want to they can add, can be accessed at http:/ I 
Sophomore Ann Hricko,mem-
ber of ACM , said she thinks tt's 
ing a tr ip to the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and useum 
on Sawrday, Feb.l7 Half priced tickets may be purchased 
for $6 this week m the A mum. Transportation wtll be pro 
vided from the Belvoir lot at 12:30 p.m., however, seating is 
limited. 
delete or change any information WWWJCU.EDU. 
The Americatt Assembly of 
Collegiate Schools of Busittess 
accredited MBA programs in 
Ohio are: 
University of Akron 
Bowling Green State 
University 
Case Western Reserve 
University 
University of Cincinnati 
Cleveland State University 
University of Dayton 
John CarroU University 
Kent State University 
Miami University 
The Ohio State University 
Ohio University 
Wright State University 
Xavier University 
Representatives 
from the AACSB 
Accredited MBA 
Programs in Ohio 
will be available 
to discuss 
graduate business 
education 
opportunities at 
the following 
locations: 
January 29. 1996 
CINCINNATI 
Bl11c ,h/t Hotel 
d! Cuttfcn'IIU' Cmtcr 
J.il at Pfcilfcr Road 
Exit 15 
;:oo- ·:oo I'·"'· 
January 30. 1996 
DAYTON 
Hulitlnr ltm 
Da1·fo11 .l1nll 
I-"'5 Davton ~I all Exit 
31 Pr~stigc Plaza 
5:00- ~:OU I'·"'· 
Pro-choice discussion group started 
A Pro-choice discussion group is being st:arted. Anyone 
mterestedinvoicingconcernsorsharingl'eelingsshouldcalJ 
321-~87. 
News Briefs were compiled by Cherie Sfwcze n, 
assistant news editor 
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rid Forbes' platform: beyond flat tax 
i e f s 
First U.S. soldier killed in Bosnia 
The body of Sgt. 1st Class Donald Dugan, the first U.S. soldier 
killed in the peacekeeping mission in Bosnia, was flown to Ger-
many Monday. Dugan, who was from Logan County, Ohio, was 
died after stepping on a land mine. 
NATO troops kill gun-man 
French anti-sniper reams fired on two Serbian gun-men in a 
Sarajevo suburb killing one Serb and capturing the other in the 
first combat fatality involving NATO troops in Bosnia 
Pro-lifer goes on trial 
john Salvi went on trial Monday accused of killing two abor-
tion clinic receptiomsts and wounding another five people in a 
rampage. Salvi's trial, being held in Dedham, Mass., is expected to 
last four rosix weeks. Television cameras have been banned from 
thecoun room. 
Teenagers charged in bombing plot 
Three 13-ycar old boys from the Syracuse, NY. area were 
charged with plotting to setoff a homemade bomb in their junior 
high school last Friday. The boysobta med the plans fort he device 
on the Internet. Police seized a small quantity of fertiltzer,a bottle 
containing diesel fuel and other items that can be used to as-
semble born bs. The boys have been suspended from school and 
charged as juveniles w1th conspiracy. 
Mattei withdraws bid 
Mattel toy company announced Friday that it withdrew its 
$52 btllion bid for Hasbrotoycompan yaf terencounteringstrong 
res1stance. Mattei said it will nor continue with the bid unless 
Hasbro agrees to cooperate. 
Brian Chandler 
Staff Repoorter 
With 1996 being a presidential 
election year, voter interest has 
revolved around the contenders 
for the Republican nomination. 
With the first primaries opening 
in a matter of weeks, the advertis-
ing blitz has already been initi-
ated in the states of New Hamp-
shire and Iowa. During the recent 
months, the public has had a in-
creased Interest in the newcomer 
to the national political scene: 
Steven Forbes. 
Forbes has currently spent 
more than $10 million on televi-
sion ads in New Hampshire, Iowa, 
and on nationwide net works such 
as CNN and Lifeline. In light of 
this advertising, Forbes has faced 
a substantial criticism for the 
amount of negative ads he has 
aired, as well as for the massive 
amount he has spent on such com-
mercials. Unlikeothercandidates 
for the Republican nomination, 
Forbes finances his own cam-
paign. Therefore, he is not subject 
to the federal limitations on cam-
paign spending as his opponents 
who depend mostly upon politi-
cal contributions. 
Nevertheless, many see Forbes 
as a two dimensional candidate, 
advocating the infa mous flat tax 
rate and the fact that he is a Wash-
ington outsider. Recently, Forbes 
Bug discovered for Microsoft's Windows '95 has attempted to diversify his 
Sophos, a British software company, announced last Sunday campaign platform, with the 
that 1 t has found the f1rst com purer virus targeted specifically at hopes of closing upon the 36 per-
Microsoft's Windows '95. The name of the virus is "Boza" and cent lead that Sen. Bob Dole cur-
corrupts programs so they no longer work properly, states a rently carries in the polls. 
report in London'sindeprndent. Microsoft said that it is aware of Indeed, many seem uncertain 
the report but has nor received any complaints about the virus. on what Steven Forbes really 
~--~~~.-.. -.-,_,.~--~--~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~Fo ""~""'"'~~ "' w orU!I oneof thenation's ea -
marco~s 
Pizzo 
Soum tuclid 
4163 Mavlield Rd. & Villa 
382-5111 
ing business news magazines, 
Forbes magazine, is considered to 
be one of the leading figures in the 
publishing and periodical indus-
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try. Forbcsmagazinewasfounded 
by Forbes' grandfather, and has 
been the family business for over 
half a cemury. Forbes' father, 
Malcom Forbes Sr., like his son 
Steven, was interested in politics. 
Twice he ran for the position of 
governor of New Jersey. 
Upon graduation from 
Princeton, Forbes took a position 
at Forbes magazine, and utilized 
his position rewrite on policy mat-
ters. In essays and commentaries 
such as the piece in the March 1992 
issue of Forbes magazine, Steven 
Forbes became well known as an 
advocate of a flat tax system. 
It does seem that the establish-
ment of a 
flat tax 
Some critics, however, have 
pointed out that the flat tax may 
be somewhat regressive in nature, 
fort he flat tax is levied only upon 
earned income. Therefore, the 
lower middle class may be hit the 
hardest. 
Forbes' campaign does em-
body other issues. Forbes advo-
cates a return to the gold stan-
dard,a system bywhichcurrency 
is backed by gold. A return to 
such a system, however, could 
prove difficult in maintaining 
monetary policy. 
Forbes has also attacked the 
"isolationist" policies of his oppo-
nent, Patrick Buchanan. Forbes 
warned that 
an "isola-
system is 
the cor- The flat tax may be tionist" poli-cies , advo-
cated by 
Buchanan, 
would result 
in another 
"global eco-
nomic de-
pression." In 
his previ -
ously men-
tioned 
March 1992 
nerstone 
of Forbes' 
campaign. 
Basically, 
the Forbes 
tax pro-
posal con-
sists of the 
establish-
ment of a 
!?percent 
tax on all 
somewhat regressive 
in nature, for the flat 
tax is levied only upon 
earned Income and 
might therefore hit 
income the lower middle class 
commen-
tary in 
Forbes ear ned. the hardest. 
Forbes 
also pro-
poses to abolish the Federal inher-
magazine, 
Forbes criti-
cized the Bush ad ministration for 
itance tax , the capital gains tax,as its lack of involvement in Russia's 
well as the Social Security payroll 
tax. The present corporate income 
tax rate would also be reduced 
from the current 35percent to 
17percent. 
.t <; 
wouTd e muc s1mpler an 
straight-forward than the current 
marginal progressive tax system. 
These policies, said Forbes, will 
result in economic growth. 
attempt to privatize its economy. 
In Iowa lastweek,Forbesstated 
in regard to his stand on Ameri-
can foreign policy, "lt's still a dan-
gerous world even through the 
invo ved. We have been a sra i1iz-
ing influence. "Forbes, like H. Ross 
Perot in the 1992 election, is at-
tempting to ride this new popu-
list wave into the White House. 
Ethiopian prejudice 
protested, results in riot 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
jews from Ethiopia angerly 
stormed the Israeli Prime Minis-
ter Shimon Peres' office in jerusa-
lem last Sunday. The cause the 
raid was the Israeli practice of re-
jecting and disregarding Ethio-
pian blood donations 
Their blood was discarded for 
fear of it being tainted with the 
virus that causes AIDS. 
More than 1,000 Ethiopians 
gathered in front of Peres' office in 
protest of the rejected blood dona-
tions, a occurance uncovered by 
Israeli news media. 
Hundreds of police officers 
wearing riot gear tried to use force 
to push the crowd back from the 
prime minister's office as protest-
ers began to throw stones and 
smashcarwindows.1nanattempt 
to hold the crowd back,policefired 
tear gas, a water cannon and rub-
ber pellets at the crowd. 
Seventy rioters and police of-
fleers were injured. 
Thecrowddispersedaf ter Peres 
announced that an investigation 
would be made. 
Ethiopian community leaders 
met with Peres and the ministers 
of immigration and health. Peres 
promised to investigate the alle-
gations through . . a 
committeeincludmg Eth10p1an 
members. 
The committee also will look 
into discriminatory practices 
against Ethiopian Israelis. 
The United Ethiopian jewish 
Organization has protested to the 
Israeli Supreme Court, asking for 
the resignation of the head of the 
Israel Blood Bank and the health 
minister. 
The health minister has de-
fended the blood rejection policy, 
stating that immigrants from 
Ethiopia had a 50 perrcent higher 
chance of being infected with 
AIDS than the general population 
in Israel. 
Health professionalsarguethat 
donors can be screened before do-
nating blood, and that there was 
no need to reject all donations by 
Ethiopian jews. 
"Ethiopians clearly see it as a 
racism issue," said Verghese 
Chirayath, director of interna-
tionalstudiesatjohnCarroll Uni-
ve:rsity. 
"lt is no different from racism 
prevalent in our own armed ser-
vices when black regiments were 
kept from engaging in combat,or 
the treatment of the japanese 
Americans during the time of 
Pearl Harbor. There has been a fair 
amount of embarrassment caused 
by publicity given to this issue by 
the world press." said Chirayath. 
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Congress worst in history, result of 
unfullfilled Republican promises GOP contributions dwindle 
significantly since last quarter 
Kevin Phillips 
I!:> The Los Angeles Time 
The l04th Congress may be the worst in 
50 years. 
It has another 10 months before it nails 
down top(bottom?) honors.lr'stimefor the 
national debate to start, because what 
Commentary 
Americansdecide todoaboutCongress will 
color what kind of president they'll want 
to pick (or settle for)in November. Believers 
in the Washington system,once described 
as dropping coins into the elephants' and 
donkeys' mouths and getting laws and 
regulations out the other end, were cheered 
in early 1995 by the apparent renewal of 
tired political parties and government 
mechanisms represented by ultra powerful 
new House Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga., 
and his bold agenda of national change. 
A year later, two-thirds of the"Contract 
With America" is sitting in the Senate's 
dumpster or crumbled in the president's 
veto basket; Congress' ratings are back to 
autumn 1994contempt levels,andGingrich 
has set records for first-year credibility loss 
by a new speaker. 
The notion of a "reform" GOP Congress 
is now right up there with Tinkerbell and 
the Tooth Fairy; and Washington lobbyists 
are wondering how they will ever collect 
on the regulatory breaks and tax loopholes 
they thought they'd bought at the Grand 
Old Auction Party last winter. 
Recent surveys have shown voters say-
ing President Clinton should be re-elected 
to block the unpopularCongress. But other 
new polls show the electorate is starting to 
tilt Democratic for the House, as well . 
mbe is rner i 11 d 1 
cum-challenge: Would dumping the H'ouse 
GOP and eliminating Gingrich as speaker 
rna ke it safe to oust Clinton as president, 
while his fam ily and staff start setting 
records for time spent before grand juries? 
Clinton's great success with his State of 
the Union speech isn't likely to repeat itse lf 
if he has to make a State of Integrity follow-
up. But Clinton's foibles have already been 
debated in two elections: 1992 and 1994. It 
is the failures of the GOP Congress that 
might well be the focus of 1996. 
Take the "Contract With America." This 
started out as a smart campaign ploy, but 
GOP strategists let its dozen or so promises, 
from budget balance to a line-item veto, 
become the be-ali and enc~-all of Repu bli-
cancongressionalachievement.Afewgood 
ideas, congressional accountability and 
prohibition of unfunded federal mandates 
being imposed on the states, for example, 
made it across Clinton 's desk and into the 
statute books; but other popular themes 
(term limits) bogged down, and some ideas, 
such as tort reform and environmental 
overhaul, lost favor as the involvement of 
lobbyists became all too evident. 
The collapse of publicsupportwasstun-
ning. Polls by the Times-Mirror Center 
found that, in winter 1994-95, voters ap-
proved congressional GOP policies by 52 
percentto28percent; but, by January 1996, 
they disapproved, 54 percent to36 percent. 
The NBC News poll found virtually the 
same shift in the sharpest slump in policy-
approval ever measured for a new Congress. 
The crown jewel of the contract, huge 
tax cuts tilted toward business and the 
wealthy combined with a seven-year zero 
budget-deficit blueprint, was especially 
flawed and, worse still, a practical contra-
diction. The tax cuts proved a zero-deficit 
program over seven years wasn't even a good 
idea. 
Meanwhile, the l04th Congress has 
emerged as a beacon light of· hypocrisy 
when it comes to institutional reform and 
money in politics. The promise of term lim -
its wasquicklyscuttled,and new GOP lead-
ers, especially in the House , have used the 
same kind of closed-door legislative tactics 
they attacked under the Democrats. The 
vaunted lobbying "reforms" passed this 
winter, turn out to have something else: A 
downshift from criminal penalties to civil 
penalties with the usual game of widening 
as many escape hatches as are closed. 
Discussing the loopholes in the gift ban, 
the president of the American League of 
Lobbyists remarked, "I would prefer to call 
them pathways or, in some cases, 
interstates." 
As for campaign finance, serious reform 
has already been mocked and foreclosed. 
Congress' new GOP leaders have collected 
bigger campaigncomributions,from more 
special interest groups, than any prervious 
set of first timers. 
The final mega-problem is the 
"extreming" of Congress since the 1994 elec-
tion. Not only has the ideology been radi-
cal. but, on the House side, Gingrich and 
the 74 House GOP freshmen are becoming 
a 26 percent to 34 percent approval rating, 
while 55 percent to 58 percent disapprove. 
No new speaker has ever dropped so far so 
fast. 
The right-leaning freshmen are in just 
as much trouble. OneJanuarypollfound 70 
percent of Americans disapproved of the 
freshmen's willingness to shut down gov-
ernment in the budget debate, with 45 per-
cent calling the freshman "ideological ex-
tremists who are holding the federal gov-
ernment hostage." 
ls there a remedy? Not necessarily, al-
though defeating enough Republicans in 
the House to depose Gingrich as speaker 
could be a start. After all, if Americans 
Clinton edges Dole in total funding, 
Buchannan and Lugar in debt 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
With primariesquickl yapproaching. 
GOP candidates campaign funds are be· 
ginning to diminish . 
Senator Bob Dole of Kansas began 
1996 with $4.4 million in campaign 
funds, substanually more than his GOP 
rivals. Last year Dole raised more than 
$25 million. Phil 
Gramm,hisnearest 
Republican com-
petitor for cam-
paign donations, 
raised $16.3 million 
last year and has 
added $4.8 million 
more from his Sen-
ate campaign. 
Steve Forbes has 
spent about $15 
million so far, most 
of ithisownmoney, 
but has not said 
how much is left in 
his campaign fund. 
An election 
comission spokes-
man stated last 
30 
25 
Bill 
CllntJDn 
week that a routine 
letterrequestinginfomationabout trans-
actions between the campaign and 
Forbes Inc. wassenttothecampaign last 
December. In a report filed last fall, the 
Forbes campaign reported several pay-
ments to the company for expenses like 
usage of equipment, rent and trav l re-
violation of the law Dei::au:se 
mean that the company had given the 
campaign something of value. Laws bar 
corporations from making campaign 
contributions.. 
nal quarter of 1995, significantly more 
thanGramm's$l.8million. Buchanan's 
campaign has raised substantial 
amounts of cash funding by targetmg 
large numbers of people making small 
donauons of about $100 or $200. A 
Buchanan campaign treasurersaJdthat 
telemarketing and direct-mail cam· 
pa1gns brought inanestimate$900,000 
0 CASM 0111 HAND 
• TOTALFUNOS 
tn Janu-
a r y . 
Buchanan 
ended 
1995with 
o n I y 
$107,661 
in h1s 
c a m -
p a i g n 
1reasury 
and $1.4 
million 
in debts. 
Do I e 
n d a 
Gramm 
have re-
hed on 
donors 
making 
the maximum contribution of $1,000 
for the general election. No pledge 
greater than $1,000 Is allOWI!d for ,pn· 
era! eledions. 
Lamar Alexander, former Governor 
ofTennessee and former EducationSec-
raiscd $1 ') million this 
catnPQlign n .... n .. _ o( Senator 
Richard Lugar of Indiana faded a bit 
since last quarter He raised $697,000, 
nearly $200,000 less than in the previ-
ous quarter, and ended the year $1.4 
million in debt. 
AU major candidates except Forbes 
received at million in Federal 
A Forbes campaign representative 
stated last Friday that Forbes Inc. had 
never advanced any money to the cam· 
paign. In its report, the C:~~~~:~~::~r~~=~ 
curately described .advances 
of the C'GblpaD}" jet as "travel reimburse- President Bill Clinton hadl$13l .. DIII- ··-
ments,'said the campaign spokesman. hen in his campaign treasury as the 
ConservativecommentatorPatrickj. election year began, three umes more 
Buchanan raised $2.4 milhon in the fi- than Dole's total. 
start deciding that the ,------------, 
104th Congress is the great scores 
worstinmemory,oreven • • • 
first runner -up, then it 
could betimeforvotersto 
demand a different set of 
arrangements and re-
forms.ln Congress, as well 
as in presidentia 1 elec-
tions, the two-party sys-
tem, with its false prom-
ises and special-interest 
masters. has arguably be-
come part of the problem, 
not part of the solution. 
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rid Forbes' platform: beyond flat tax 
i e , s 
First U.S. soldier killed in Bosnia 
The body of Sgt. 1st Class Donald Dugan, the first US. soldier 
killed in the peacekeeping mission in Bosnia, was flown to Ger-
many Monday. Dug~~n, who was from Logan County, Ohio, was 
died after stepping on a land mine. 
NATO troops kill gun-man 
French and-sniper reams fired on two Serbian gun-men in a 
Sarajevo suburb killing one Serb and capturing the other in the 
first combat fatality involvmg NATO troops in Bosnia 
Pro-lifer goes on trial 
john Salvi wenron trial Monday accused of killing two abor-
tion clinic receptionists and wounding another five people in a 
rampage. Salvi's trial, being held in Dedham, Mass.,isexpected to 
last four rosix weeks. Television cameras have been banned from 
the court room. 
Teenagers charged in bombing plot 
Three !J-ycar old boys from the Syracuse, NY. area were 
charged with plotting co setoff a homemade bomb in their jumor 
high school last Friday. The boys obtained the plansforthedev1ce 
on the Internet. Police seized a small quantity of fertilizer, a bottle 
containing diesel fuel and other items that can be used to as-
semble born bs. The boys have been suspended from school and 
charged as juveniles with conspiracy. 
Mattei withdraws bid 
Mattei toy company announced Friday that it withdrew its 
$52 billion bid for Hasbrotoycompanyaf terencounreringstrong 
resistance. Mauel said it will not continue with the bid unless 
Hasbro agrees to cooperate. 
Brian Chandler 
Staff Repoorter 
With 1996 being a presidential 
election year, voter interest has 
revolved around the contenders 
for the Republican nomination. 
With the first primaries opening 
in a matter of weeks, the advertis-
ing blitz has already been initi-
ated in the states of New Hamp-
shire and !owa. During the recent 
months, the public has had a in-
creased interest in the newcomer 
to the national political scene: 
Steven Forbes. 
Forbes has currently spent 
more than $10 million on televi-
sion ads in ew Hampshire, Iowa, 
and on nationwide networkssuch 
as CNN and Lifeline. In light of 
this advertising, Forbes has faced 
a substantial criti cism for the 
amount of negative ads he has 
aired, as well as for the massive 
amount he has spent on such com-
mercials. Unlikeothercandidates 
for the Republican nomination , 
Forbes finances his own cam-
paign. Therefore, he is not subject 
to the federal limitations on cam-
paign spending as his opponents 
who depend mostly upon politi-
cal contributions. 
Nevertheless, many see Forbes 
as a two dimensional candidate, 
advocating the infamous flat tax 
rate and the fact that he is a Wash-
ington outsider. Recently, Forbes 
Bug discovered for Microsort's Windows '95 has attempted to diversi fy his 
Sophos, a British software company, announced last Sunday campaign platform, with the 
that][ has found the first computer virus targeted specifically at hopes of closmg upon the 36 per-
Microsoft' Windows '95. The name of the virus is "Boza" and cent lead that Sen. Bob Dole cur-
corrupts programs so they no longer work properly, states a rently carries in the polls. 
report in London'sind!pendenl. Microsoft said that itisawareof Indeed, many seem uncertain 
the report but has nor received any complaints about the virus. on what Steven Forbes real! Y 
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382-5111 
ing business news magazines, 
Forbes magazine, is considered to 
beoneof the leading figures in the 
publishing and periodical indus-
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try. Forbes magazine was founded 
by Forbes' grandfather, and has 
been the family business for over 
half a century. Forbes' father, 
Malcom Forbes Sr., like his son 
Steven, was interested in politics 
Twice he ran for the position of 
governor of New jersey. 
Upon graduation from 
Princeton, Forbes took a position 
at Forbes magazine, and uti lized 
his position towriteon policy mat· 
ters. In essays and commentaries 
suchasthepiecein the March l992 
issue of Forbes magazine, Steven 
Forbes became well known as an 
advocate of a flat tax system. 
It does seem that the establish-
ment of a 
flat tax 
Some critics, however, have 
pointed out that the flat tax may 
be so mew hat regressive in nature, 
for the flat tax is levied only upon 
earned income. Therefore, the 
lower middle class may be hit the 
hardest. 
Forbes' campaign does em-
body other issues. Forbes advo-
cates a return to the gold stan-
dard,asystem bywhichcurrency 
is backed by gold. A return to 
such a system, however, could 
prove difficult in maintaining 
monetary policy. 
Forbes has also attacked the 
"isolationist" policies of his oppo-
nent, Patrick Buchanan. Forbes 
warned that 
an "isola-
The flat tax may be tionist" poli-cies, advo· 
cated by 
Buchanan, 
would result 
in another 
"global eco-
nomic de-
pression." In 
his previ-
ously men-
tioned 
March 1992 
somewhat regressive 
in nature, for the flat 
tax is levied only upon 
earned income and 
might therefore hit 
system is 
the cor-
nerstone 
of Forbes' 
campaign. 
Basically, 
the Forbes 
tax pro-
posal con-
sists of the 
establish-
ment of a 
17percent 
tax on all 
income 
earned . 
Forbes 
a I so pro-
the lower middle class 
the hardest. 
poses to abolish the Federal in her· 
itance tax, thecapitalgains tax, as 
well as the Social Security payroll 
tax. The present corporate income 
tax rate would also be reduced 
from the current 35percent to 
17percent. 
.F c 
would e rnuc s1mpler an 
straight-forward than the current 
marginal progressive tax system. 
These policies, said Forbes, will 
result in economic growth. 
Ethiopian prejudice 
protested, results in riot 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News & Business Editor 
jews from Ethiopia angerly 
stormed the Israeli Prime Minis-
ter Shimon Peres' office in jerusa-
lem last Sunday. The cause the 
raid was the Israeli practice of re-
jecting and disregarding Ethio-
pian blood donations. 
Their blood was discarded for 
fear of it being tainted with the 
virus that causes AIDS. 
More than 1,000 Ethiopians 
gathered in front of Peres' office in 
protest of the rejected blood dona-
tions, a occurance uncovered by 
Israeli news media. 
Hundreds of police officers 
wearing riot geartried to use force 
to push the crowd back from the 
prime minister's office as protest-
ers began to throw stones and 
smash car windows. lnanattempt 
to hold the crowd back, pol ice fired 
tear gas, a water cannon and rub-
ber pellets at the crowd. 
Seventy rioters and police of-
ficers were injured. 
The crowd dispersed after Peres 
announced that an investigation 
would be made. 
Ethiopian community leaders 
met with Peres and the ministers 
of immigration and health. Peres 
promised to investigate the alle-
gations through . . a 
comm itteemcludmg EthiOpian 
members. 
The committee also will look 
into discriminatory practices 
against Ethiopian Israelis. 
The United Ethiopian jewish 
Organization has protested to the 
Israeli Supreme Court, asking for 
the resignation of the head of the 
Israel Blood Bank and the health 
minister. 
The health minister has de-
fended the blood rejection policy, 
stating that immigrants from 
Ethiopia had a 50 perrcent higher 
chance of being infected with 
AIDSthanthegeneralpopulation 
in Israel. 
Health professionals argue that 
donors can be screened before do-
nating blood, and that there was 
no need to reject all donations by 
Ethiopian jews. 
"Ethiopians clearly see it as a 
racism issue," said Verghese 
Chirayath, director of interna-
tionalstudiesatjohnCarroll Uni-
versity. 
"It is no different from racism 
prevalent in our own armed ser-
vices when black regiments were 
kept from engaging in combat, or 
the treatment of the japanese 
Americans during the time of 
Pearl Harbor. There has been a fair 
amountof embarrassment caused 
by publicity given to this issue by 
the world press," said Chirayath. 
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Congress worst in history, result of 
unfullfilled Republican promises 
Kevin Phillips 
e>The Los Angeles T1me 
The 104thCongress may be the worst in 
50 years. 
1t has another 10 months before it nails 
down top(bottom?) honors. It's time for the 
national debate to start, because what 
Commentary 
A mericansdecide todoaboutCongresswill 
color what kind of president they'll want 
to pick (or settle for)i n November. Believers 
in the Washington system,once described 
as dropping coins into the elephants' and 
donkeys' mouths and getting laws and 
regulations out the other end, were cheered 
in early 1995 by the apparent renewal of 
tired political parties and government 
mechanisms represented by ultrapowerf ul 
new House Speaker ewt Gingrich, R -Ga., 
and his bold agenda of national change. 
A year later, two-thirds of the"Contract 
With America" is sitting in the Senate's 
dumpster or crumbled in the president's 
veto basket; Congress' ratings are back to 
autumn l994 contemptlevels,and Gingrich 
has set records for first-year credibility loss 
by a new speaker. 
The notion of a "reform" GOP Congress 
is now right up there with Tinkerbell and 
the Tooth Fairy; and Washington lobbyists 
are wondering how they will ever collect 
on the regulatory breaks and tax loopholes 
they thought they'd bought at the Grand 
Old Auction Party last winter. 
Recent surveys have shown voters say-
ing President Clinton should be re-elected 
to block the unpopular Congress. But other 
new polls show the electorate is starting to 
tilt Democratic for the House, as well. 
proved congressional GOP pohcies by 52 
percent to 28 percent; but, by january 1996, 
they disapproved, 54 percent to36 percent. 
The NBC News poll found vJTtually the 
same shift in the sharpest slump in policy-
approval ever measured for a new Congress. 
The crown jewel of the contract, huge 
tax cuts tilted toward business and the 
wealthy combined with a seven-year zero 
budget-deficit blueprint, was especially 
flawed and, worse still, a practical contra-
diction. The tax cuts proved a zero-deficit 
programoverseven years wasn'teven a good 
idea. 
Meanwhile, the l04th Congress has 
emerged as a beacon ligh t of· hypocrisy 
when it comes to institutional reform and 
money in politics. The promise of term lim-
its wasquicklyscuttled,and new GOP lead-
ers, especially in the House, have used the 
same kind of closed-door legislative tactics 
they attacked under the Democrats. The 
vaunted lobbying "reforms" passed this 
winter, turn out to have something else: A 
downshift from criminal penalties to civil 
penalties with the usual game of widening 
as many escape hatches as are closed. 
Discussing the loopholes in the gift ban, 
the president of the American League of 
Lobbyists remarked,"! would prefer to call 
them pathways or, in some cases, 
interstates." 
As for campaign finance, serious reform 
has already been mocked and foreclosed. 
Congress' new GOP leaders have collected 
bigger campaigncomri butions,f rom more 
special interest groups, than any prervious 
set of first timers. 
The final mega-problem is the 
"extremi ng" of Congress since the 1994 elec-
tion. Not only has the ideology been radi-
cal. but, on the House side, Gingrich and 
the 74 House GOP [ reshmen are becoming 
GOP contributions dwindle 
significantly since last quarter 
Clinton edges Dole in total funding, 
Buchannan and Lugar in debt 
Joe Wholley 
Asst. Int. News & Busmess Editor 
With primariesquickl yapproaching, 
GOP candidates campaign funds are be-
ginning to diminish. 
Senator Bob Dole of Kansas began 
1996 with $4.4 million in campaign 
funds, substantially more than his GOP 
rivals. Last year Dole raised more than 
$25 million. Phil 
Gramm, his nearest 
Republican com-
petitor for cam-
paign donations, 
raised $16.3 million 
last year and has 
added $4.8 milhon 
more from his Sen· 
ate campaign. 
Steve Forbes has 
spent about $15 
million so far, most 
o[ it his own money. 
but has not said 
howmuchisleftin 
his campaign fund. 
An election 
comission spokes-
man stated last 
week that a routine 
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Bill 
CllniDn 
Bob 
Dole 
leuerrequesti nginfomation about tm ns· 
actions between the campaign and 
Forbes Inc. was sent to the campaign last 
December. In a report filed last fall, the 
Forbes campaign reported several pay-
ments to the company for expenses like 
usage of equipment, rent and travel re-
nal quarter of 1995, significantly more 
than Gramm's $1.8 million. Buchanan's 
campaign has ra1sed substantial 
amounts of cash fundmg by targeting 
large numbers of people making small 
donations of about $100 or $200. A 
Buchanan campaign treasurersaidthat 
telemarketing and direct-mail cam-
paigns brought in an estlmate$900,000 
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• TOTAL FUNDS 
in janu-
a r y . 
Buchanan 
ended 
l995with 
o n I y 
$107,661 
m his 
c a m -
paign 
treasury 
and $1.4 
million 
in debts. 
Dole 
a n d 
Gramm 
have re-
lied on 
donors 
making 
the maximum contribution of $1,000 
for the general election. No pledge 
greater than $1,000 is allOMd lor aen· 
era! elections. 
Lamar Alexander, former Governor 
ofTennessee and former Education Sec-
retary, raised $1 'i million this quarter, 
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cum-challenge: Woulddumpingthe House 
GOP and eliminating Gingrich as speaker 
make it safe to oust Clinton as president, 
while his family and staff start sening 
records for rime spent before grand juries? 
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Clinton's great success with his State of 
the Union speech isn't likely to repeat it self 
if he has to make a State of Integrity follow-
up. But Clinton's foibles have already been 
debated in two elections: 1992 and 1994. It 
is the failures of the GOP Congress that 
might well be the focus of 1996. 
a 26 percent to 34 percent approval rating, violation of the law because It would 
while 55 percentto 58 percent disapprove. mean that the company had given the 
No new speaker has ever dropped so far so campaign something of value. Laws bar 
fast. corporations from making campaign 
The right-leaning freshmen are in just contributions. 
as much trouble.Onejanuarypollfound 70 A Forbes campaign representative 
percent of Americans disapproved of the stated last Friday that Forbes Inc. had 
freshmen 's willingness to shut down gov- never advanced any money to the cam· 
ernmem in the budget debate, with 45 per- paign. In its report, the campaign~ 
cent calling the freshman "ideological ex- curately described advances for the use 
tremists who are holding the federal gov- of theeompmy ~as "travel reimburse-
ernment hostage." ments,' said the campaign spokesman. 
Is there a remedy? Not necessarily, al- Conservative commentator Patrick]. 
though defeating enough Republicans in Buchanan raised $2.4 million in the fi-
Take the "Contract With America." This 
started out as a smart campaign ploy, but 
GOP strategists let its dozen or so promises, 
from budget balance to a line-item veto, 
become the be-ail and encj-all of Republi-
can congressionalachievement. A few good 
ideas , congressional accountability and 
prohibition of unfunded federal mandates 
being imposed on the states, for example, 
made it across Clinton's desk and into the 
statute books; but other popular themes 
(term limits) bogged down,andsome ideas, 
such as tort reform and environmental 
overhaul, lost favor as the involvement of 
lobbyists became all too evident. 
the House to depose Gingrich as speaker L ___________________________ --.......J 
could be a start. After all, if Americans 
start deciding that the -------------, 
l04th Congress is the great scores 
worst in memory, or even 1 1 1 
The collapse of public support was stun-
ning. Polls by the Times-Mirror Center 
found that , in winter 1994-95, voters ap-
first runner -up, then it 
could betimeforvotersto 
demand a different set of 
arrangements and re-
forms. In Congress, as well 
as in presidential elec-
tions, the two-party sys-
tem, with its false prom-
ises and special-interest 
masters, has arguably be-
come part of the problem, 
not part of the solution. 
Like politics or 
business? 
You could be 
the neHt Rush 
Limbaugh or 
Bill Gates ... 
Write for the 
CN and see 
what you haue 
to offer. Call 
Gina, 4398 
Large law fiYm looking for 
homes and apartments 
for law stiAdents who are 
derking in Cleveland 
au ring the summer 
months. 
Call Paula CU1isky 
at 
tjf9-8()11 
great 
teachers ... 
Kaplan helps you focus 
your test preP. study 
where you nee(j it most. 
Our teachers will show 
you the P.roven skills and 
test-taiC.ing techniques 
to herp you ... 
get a higher score 
KAPLAN 
CALL 1-800-KAP·TEST 
DOMINO'S 
PIZZA ... 
JOHN CARROLL 
UNIVIRSITY STUDENTS 
•·u.:.~'-!Y:1 ... 
TWISTY aRIAD 9M 
GARDIN SALAD "' 
1982 w.m.n.vme Center Road 
381-5555 
St/MIIfl VfJiV81fifY ~. South EIJCid & BMdrwDod 
·-----------· I LARGE 
FOR 
$650 
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B.U.SA promotes cultural understanding 
laurie Blrko 
Staff Reporter 
"In unity there 1s strength." 
scholarship is offered to African-
American women from Cleve-
land Public Schools. Black History Month founder remembered 
That is the motto of students be-
longing to the Black United Stu-
dents AssoCJauon (B. U.S.A.). 
Started in 1989, B.U.S.A. has 
grown to approximately 40active 
members. "BUS.A. welcomesany-
one," said TamikaCarlisle,B.U.S.A. 
president. "It is not just a black 
organization." 
"The organization allows for 
communication among minority 
students m general," said senior 
Brian Love. 
"At the same time it is not ex-
clusive. People of all racesa rewcl -
come. !tallows for students to have 
an 0pen mind; he said. 
l n preparatiOn for Black His-
tory Month , B.U.S A., the 
Multicultural Affairs Office and 
Restdence Life have been working 
hard on a variety of projects to 
celebrate the month. 
The third annual Sharika Pitts 
Scholarship Fund-raiser will be 
held Friday, Feb. 23 at 7 p.m. in the 
Kulas Auditorium. 
Gospel chotrs,jazz bands,smg-
ers, stand up comedtans and po-
etry readings will be displayed in 
a vanetyshowalongwith talents 
from john Carroll University stu-
dents and employees. 
The scholarship is in memory 
of former JCU studem, Sharika 
PittS, who was killed in 1993. The 
last year the variety show 
raised $2,000. This year the goal 
is to raise $3,500, said former 
B.US.A pres1dentMarceniaPerry. 
Also planned for Black History 
Month is an essay and art contest. 
The topic for this year is "How 
can Black History Month serve 
as a catalyst in bridging the gap 
between all cultures}" 
The essays or art depictions 
are due in the Student Life Office 
by 5 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 21. 
Cash prizes will be awarded for 
both essay and art categories; 
$100 for first place and $50 for 
second place. 
Winning entries will be dis-
played in the galleries along the 
first floor of the Administration 
Building. 
Various speakers are planned 
for Feb. 12, 21 and 26, including 
educators Hal johnson and Edgar 
Reeves 
On Saturday, Feb. lO, an Afri-
can Trail Tour will visit 16 Cleve-
land area locations such as the 
office of the first black mayor of a 
major city, Carl B. Stokes, and lo-
cations along the Underground 
Railroad. 
The tour will be directed by 
Margaret Bernstein, editor of the 
"Everywoman" sec tion of the 
Plain Dealer. 
Laurie Btrko 
Staff Reporter 
During the month of Febru-
ary the spirit of pride,hope,edu-
cauon and inspiration is cel-
ebrated among African-Ameri-
cans in accordance with Black 
History Monrh. 
Originally called "Negro His-
tory Week," it originated in Feb-
ruary 1926 by historian Carter 
G. Woodson. 
The celebration was estab-
lished to recognize the histori-
cal achievements and accom-
plishments of African-Ameri-
cans. Since 1976, the observance 
has been celebrated through the 
entire month of February. 
Despite the numerous activi-
ties planned for Black History 
Month, the celebration should 
continue throughout the year, said 
Ronald Oleksiak, director of 
Multicultural Affairs. 
"It shouldn't be a once a year 
show. It should be year round," 
Oleksiak said. "Education 
throughout the year is the key," 
Carlisle said. 
Not on! y does B.U.S.A. promote 
uni ty and education through con-
tests, speakers and fund-raisers, 
but also on a more personal level. 
The message behind Black His-
toryMonthiswremindaUAmeri-
cans of their ethnic backgrounds 
and encourage mutual respect 
among all races. 
Through the celebrations that 
rake place during Black History 
Month, Woodson hoped to bring 
blacks and whites together 
through a "systematic and scien-
tific study" of African-American 
history. 
He wanted to change the op-
pression of blacks and heighten 
the sense of pride among them. 
Bornthesonof slave parents in 
1875, Woodson knew that educa-
tion was the key towards combat-
ing black oppression. 
"When l first came here, we 
talked about racism, problems in 
school and helped each other. It 
was very comforting to know that 
[the members] were there for each 
other," said senior Levella Parker. 
For a night out with friends, 
B.U.S.A. hassetaside Tuesdays and 
Thursdays as movie and social 
nights which are held at 7 p.m. in 
the Wolf and Pot. 
Along with the Multicultural 
Affairs Office and Residence Life, 
B. U.S.A. will present a "Lets Talk" 
session on Thursday, Feb. 15 at 6 
Woodson once said, "If a race 
did not have a recorded history, 
itS achievements would be for-
gotten." 
In September 1915, Woodson 
established the "Study of Negro 
Life and History" which is now 
called the "Association for rhe 
Study of African-American Life 
and History." 
He also published the "Jour-
nal of Negro History" in 1916 in 
an effort to create recognition 
and acceptance of African-
American history. 
His success in educating all 
Americans through black his-
tory has earned him thetitle"Fa-
ther of Black History." 
p.m. in the Wolf and Pot. 
It wi 11 a !low a diverse group of 
JCU students to discuss the racial 
and cultural differences among 
them. 
"We have to learn to get along 
with each other," Oleksiak said. 
According to Carlisle, all 
B. U.S.A. activities are open to all 
students. "ThegoalofBU.S.A.isto 
promoteunityamongallstudentS 
on theJCU campus," she said. 
"We all need to work together 
because we all have a wisdom." 
Perry said. 
Students set to 'Dump Plump' 
~--~~~~~~~-~~ 
pounds you gained? Have 
you broken your New Year's reso-
lutiontoloseweightalready? Help 
is just around the corner. 
The Well ness Center is spon-
soring a new weight loss program, 
"Dump Your Plump," that pro-
motes both gradual weight loss 
and exercise. The program runs 
from jan. 12-March 22. 
Nancy Taylor, director of the 
We specialize in 
lawyers who care about 
helping others ••• 
<¢> St. Thomas is committed to developing the 
inteHecrual, spiritual, and ethical values of its future 
lawyers 
'¢- St. Thomas' low srudent-to-f'aculty ratio allows for 
personali:zed guidance from the faculty 
<¢> St. Thomas is the only Catholic law school in the 
Southeastern United StateS. 
~~~:!Ees~}~!~~ £~;:7~~:r 
SCHool OF LA.W . 
l&-100 ~.W. 32nd Avenue, Miami, Florida 330~ 
1-.800-245-4569 
;r,. -"'omu -nl"enlty Sc:'\OCI oi uw 'N'3J :n,nted full l.DO~ ~v T.e -cu.se -:i ::e:1~~ -:i :r.e .\menC~.n 
3.ar <l.slocaoon on honJV"f' , ... J ~5 
,-----------------------, 
I Please send information about St. Thomas L"nive!'Sity Scbool or" Law I 
I Entrance Date: Fall 199 _ JCUOH 
:-.lame--------------------
1 
1 Admess ________________________________ _ I 
I Citv State Zip I 
I . I 
L~~e~on~o·----------------~ 
Wellness Center, states that 
"Dump Your Plump" is a lifestyle 
ently are faculty members. 
Taylorisextendingan open in-
change. ·------·--'liil&laea•.w>-e~~---...a~- ··~=-=::::.__ 
This program, in its first year at would like to participate in "Dump 
john Carroll University, was de- YourPlump"tocontactherat397-
veloped by the Wellness Council 4283. 
of Northeast Ohio. Students can join a program 
Besideslearninggoodnutrition that will run from after spring 
and promoting safe weight loss, break and last until finals week. 
the program uses peer support and It will be sponsored bytheJCU 
team competition. Wellnessdepartmentand will fol-
Each team of five to ten partici- low the same guidelines as the 
pants startS the lOweek program present "Dump Your Plump" pro-
with weight loss goals. gram . 
All groups from the Northeast The WellnessCenter is also in-
Ohio area a rein competition with valved in the first ever National 
each other. Each competes for Eating Disorders Screening Pro-
prizes, which act as positive rein- gram (NEDSP). 
forcements. The program takes place dur-
Thefeetojoinis$20andcovers ing Eating Disorders Awareness 
the cost of a comprehensive Week, Feb. 5-ll. 
manual. Participants are given jCUwillholdthefreeprogram 
many free coupons for wellness onFeb.BattheLombardoStudent 
items and receive a weekly news- Center Conference Room from 7-
letter. 9 p.m. 
A personal trainer was also TheNEDSPwasformed toedu-
brought in to educate the groups care students about the dangers of 
on diet and exercise. eating disorders and also to assist 
juniorColleen Kermode,a mar- these students in seeking help. 
keting rna JOT, was one of the first This program will have a panel 
people, along with Taylor, to get of speakers from the Cleveland 
involved with the Wellness Cen- Clinic and will include a screen-
ter. ingquestionnaireandone-on-one 
Kermode is the captain of her discussionswithahealthcareprcr 
own "Dump Your Plump" group fessional. 
which consists of seven women. Taylor added that the person 
"I have had a positive response," suffering usually does not realize 
Kermode said. "Th~ peer support what they are doing to their bod-
isgood because each person has to ies and must have a reality check 
answer to each other. If one per- to understand that they have a 
son fails, they fail the group. problem and should seek help. 
Cheating is harder to do," she said. "People who have a disorder are 
l<ermode feels that the group is disillusioned and need reality test-
learning healthy skills that they i ng," Taylor said. 
can take with them even after the Taylor also encourages those 
10 weeks are over. who know someone with a disor-
Taylor feels thatmanystudents der to come to the NEDSP night in 
may have missed thejan.l2 regis- order to obtain information they 
tration due to winter break be- canusetohelptheirfriendorfam-
cause the Wellness Center of ily member to seek help. 
Northeast Ohio, not JCU, set the Taylor hopes thatJCU students 
date to begin the program. will take advantage of these pro-
The bulk of those who are par- grams and keep with the spirit of 
ticipating in the program pres- wellness. 
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Students reveal Valentine dreams and nightmares 
Romantic wishes for the holiday 'Heart'-stopping valentine tales 
Rhoderlka G. M. Reese 
Staff Reporter 
Close your eyes and picture this. 
You've had an extremely long and vigor-
ous day at school. 
In order to brighten your day, the love of 
your life has asked you to meet him/her at 
the finest and most elite location down-
town. 
Upon arrival, you can't help but notice 
the brilliance coming from the chandelier 
and the luxurious carpet leading to your 
destination , room 1085,locatedon the Club 
Floor. 
Entering the room, while placing the Do 
Not Disturb sign on the doorknob, a row of 
rose petals leading to the bathroom has 
sparked your interest. 
As you stand before the emra nee of the 
bathroom, a masseuse holding a bottle of 
·Dom Perignon is waiting for you in from of 
a hot, soothing bath at the Ri tz Carlton ho-
tel. 
Sounds nice, huh? 
Well, senior and finance major, Howard 
Nock, thinks so, too. That is the ideal gift 
that he would love to give hisgirlf riend this 
Valentine's Day. 
"Or, l could take her on a Caribbean 
cruise," said Nock. 
Speaking of boat rides, how about a ro-
mantic candlelight dinner on The Good 
Time ll , sailing down the peaceful waters 
of Lake Erie. 
That'swhereRenee Thomas, a junior and 
communications major, would love to spend 
Valentine's Day with her special someone. 
"A really good gift idea along with the 
boat ride would be a photo album of all our 
memorable momentS together," said Tho-
mas 
Although boat rides are profoundly ro-
mantic and intense for Valentine's Day 
they'renottheonlywaytoce ebrate upid's 
holiday. 
"Traveling to Myrtle Beach viaAmtrack," 
said Arika Walker, sophomore, "would be a 
really fun thing to do" 
When asked whatgiftshewamed,Arika 
couldn't keep a secret. 
"If I could receive anything for 
Valentine's Day it would be a gift certificate 
from Victoria's Secret." she said. 
Molly Sandquist, a freshman, would not 
be disappointed if someone took her to 
Hilton Head, S.C. to enjoy a romantic din-
ner at the end of a pier in Harbour Town. 
"A nice gift idea would be if someone 
went on a scavenger hum to look for items 
that are meaningful to both of us ," said 
Sandquist. 
As a matter of [act, some individuals 
even want to be surrounded by dead bodies! 
"I always wanted togo to LakeviewCem-
etery," said Melissa Zagata, a graduate stu-
dent. 
"It is an historical landmark that has 
been there for over 100 
years. James 
Garfield and 
one of the 
Rockefellers 
are buried 
there,' sa1d 
Zagata. 
"It would 
real! y be neat 
if someone gave 
me a bouquet or 
flowers and sat 
with me while 
reading the 
tombstones of 
a husband and 
wife buried next to 
one another. That is truly eternal love," said 
Zagata. 
"I guess by reading their tombstones we 
would somehow become a part of that ro-
manticism. listening to a personalized 
cassette with all of our favorite songs would 
be even more romantic ," she said. 
Well, the Lakeview Cemetery is defi 
nitdy nekit' z:Giriton;'b>attiei'OI'Iegt-aci1...CC 
student it's a great place to go to on 
Valentine's Day. 
No matter how you plan to spend 
Valentine's Day, hopefully it will be a very 
memorable occasion for you and your spe-
cial someone. 
Laurie Blrko 
Staff Reporter 
Imagine you are stranded in the city late 
at night and are tracked down by a scary 
fellow named Freddy who takes you to a 
pohce station where you are mterrogated 
for hours. 
Sounds like a horrific Halloween story, 
right? Guesswhat? ltwashowseniorCori 
Ceja spent Valentine's Day last year. 
"My Valentine's date left me I had to 
explain to the police why r was alone in the 
middle of the city wearing a party dress," 
Ceja said 
Junior Stephanie Siegel experienced a 
similar nightmare on Valentine's Day. 
"l was chased by a chicken hawk,"S1egel 
sa1d. The chicken 
hawk she was 
referringtowas 
her Valentine's 
date. 
"I didn't 
want to go with 
him because he 
looked It ke a 
chicken and fol -
lowed me like 
a h<twk, but 
my fri ends 
made me. It 
was the worst 
" night of my 
life," she said. 
s u e 
Fauskey, a junior, would have apprec iated 
someone who was as devoted as the ch1cken 
hawk. 
"My boyfriend hooked up with my 
friend at the Valentine's dance," she said. 
Senior Bridgette Mackin regrets her last 
Valentme's Day "I was mad because my 
ftancce hadn't l!,iven me anythin(!,,so l ea tied 
not engaged anymore,• she said. 
Robin Spilka, a junior, discovered just 
what can happen when your Valentine's 
date knows that you don't want to be 
spending the evening with him. 
"We were eating in a restaurant and I 
was having lasagna: He unscrewed the cap 
of the Parmesan cheese so that when I went 
to shake it over my food, it spilled all over 
me and my plate," shesatd. 
"He made an idiot out of me: Spilka 
said. 
Now, if you haven't been chased by a 
chicken hawk, picked up by the police, or 
covered with Parmesan cheese, what else 
could possibly constitute a bad Valentine's 
Day? 
How about a bad gift. 
After receiving a box of flower stems for 
a Valentine's gift, senior Jeff Botos is nor a 
fan of the holiday. 
"Valentine's Day is stupid and Cuptd is 
too. He needs a new outfit," he satd 
Freshman Lisa Breda learned that re-
ceiving a gift meant something was ex-
pected in return. 
"He thought by gtving mea bracelet that 
we would be 'going together.' Later when I 
confronted hnn about 1t, he claimed that 
there was J lack of communication,' satd 
Breda 
'A Ill know 1s that I ended up without a 
Valentine's date," she s~td. 
So 1f you have never had anything hor-
rible happen on a Valentine's date or have 
never received a nasty gift, then how else 
could you ever have a ternble Valennne's 
Day? 
"I was in a car accident," said junior Lara 
R usm. 
junior Jamie Morris isn't concerned 
about having a bad Valentine's Day because 
"I don 't even have a Valcmine's date," he 
said. 
But for all those hopeless romantics who 
truly believe rn the power of Cupid bring-
ing lovers together, here·s a Valeminc's Day 
horror for you 
"' My }!.h\f r\cnd }':.O'-''"' t'-" f',· \\n St.\h' ,\nl'"\ ' 
McCaf ery. 
"My horror IS that we're never together 
on Valentine's Day," he said. 
For these students, Valentine's Day has 
not been all that they might have hoped [or 
it to be. But at least it can't get any worse. 
Valentine's Day: The real story behind the Hallmark holiday 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Assistant Features Editor 
Valentine's Day conjures up images of 
candy, hearts, Cupid and romantic cards. 
Many people probably cringe at the thought 
of how many valentines they passed out in 
elementary school and how much money 
they spent on candy for people that they 
don't even know any more. 
While some celebrate Valentine's Day 
with that special someone, others bitterly 
boycott the day as another one of those 
needless commercial holidays. 
Let's set the record straight: no, Hall-
mark did not invent Valentine's Day to in-
crease their sales. The ancient Romans were 
were drawn randomly from a box, ex-
changed gifts and enjoyed each other's com-
pany long after Lupercalia ended. Many of 
these couples eventually wed. 
The most famous valentine symbol of 
all, Cupid, is rooted in ancient mythology 
as well. ln the ancient Greek myths he is 
called Eros (not arrowsl). 
He was the son of Aphrodite, the god-
dess of love and beauty and the war god 
Mars. In Roman myth, he is called Cupid 
and was the son of Venus, the goddess of 
love. 
Cupid was a happy god and wanted oth-
ers to share in his happiness. That desire is 
why he shot in-
visible, gold-
St. Valentine is considered the 
special guardian of those In love 
tipped arrows 
into the hearts of 
mortals to make 
them fall in love. 
Cupid was 
once wounded 
byhisownarrow 
and felldeepl yin 
love with 
Psyche, a mortal 
princess. 
because he performed secret 
mC~rriages against the orders of the 
Roman Emperor Claudius II. 
the people most responsible for the occa-
sion. 
The Romans traditionallycelebra ted the 
feast of Lupercalia each year on Feb. 15. It 
was a young lovers' festival. 
The festival honored juno, the Roman 
goddess of women and marriage , Pan, the 
nature god and Lupercus, the god of herds 
and crops. 
Partners for the festivaL whose names 
She was made 
immortal by the gods so that she could be 
with Cupid for eternity. 
The heart is usually associated with Cu-
pid, while Psyche representS the soul. 
After the spread of Christianity, many 
ancient Roman festivals were given differ-
ent Christian meanings. 
Lupercalia was changed to Feb. 14 and 
was called St. Valentine's Day by Pope 
Gelasius in 496 A.D. However, the customs 
of the day retained their Roman meaning. 
There may have been two St. Valentines 
in the early Christian church. They were 
both supposedly martyred on Feb. 14 in 
what is now Italy. 
One St. Valentine was a priest 
who was jailed for aiding 
Christians in times of per- • 
secution. Legends said he 
cured the jail keeper's 
daughter of blind-
ness. 
ThtsSt. Valen-
tine is consid-
ered the special 
guardian of those 
in love because he 
performed secret mar-
riages against the strict or-
ders of the Roman Emperor 
Claudius II. 
Claudit~s had banned marriages in 
order to build a standing army 
The Romans beheaded St Valentine 
around 270A.D.on Palest me Hill, the site of 
an ancient pagan altar to Juno. St. 
Valentine's remains are in the Roman St. 
Praxedes church. 
The other St Valentine was a bishop at 
lnteramna, now called Terni, located 60 
miles from Rome. 
He was beheaded in 
Rome around 273 A.D., 
probably for convening 
a Roman family to 
Christianity. 
There 1s a slight posst-
ity that these two men are 
the same person. 
Not much is known about early celebra-
tions of Valentine's Day. By the 1300s, En-
glish poet Geoff reyChaucer had mentioned 
the behef that birds paired off into couples 
on Feb.14. 
The English observed the holi-
day as early as 1446, accordmg to 
john Brand's "Popular Antiqui-
ties." 
By the 1700s, people met 
at gentry homes to ran-
domly draw partners' 
names. The man would 
then wear the name of his 
lady on hissleeveforafewdays. 
This custom is the ongin of the 
saying "he wears his heart on 
his sleeve." 
Valcmiac's Day did not 
become a popular holiday 
in the United States until 
the time of the Civil War when 
soldiers and their fam1liesexchanged 
valentines with each other. 
These valentines were usually both sen-
timental and patriotic, such as one featur-
mg a flag-draped tent. 
The holiday is now mainlycelebrated in 
Great Britain, ltaly,Canada and the United 
States. 
Americans buy more valentine's cards 
than all the other countries combined, ac-
cording to the book "Valentine's Day" by 
Fern G. Brown. 
Valentine's Day is a pagan holiday, a 
Christian holiday and a secular holiday 
wrapped up into one delicious celebration 
of love, companionship and, of course, 
chocolate. 
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B.U.S.A. promotes cultural understanding 
Laurie Blrko scholarship is offered to African-
Black History Month founder remembered StaH Reporter American women from Cleve-"ln unity there 1s strength." land Public Schools. 
That is the mono of students be- Last year the variety show 
longing to the Black United Stu- raised $2,000. Thts year the goal 
dents Association (BUS. A.). is to raise $3,500, said former 
Started in 1989, B.U.S.A. has B.US.A.presidentMarceniaPerry. 
grown to approximately 40active Also planned for Black H1story 
members. "B.US.A welcomes any- Month isanessayand an contest. 
one,"saidTamikaCarlisle,B.U.S.A. The topic for th1s year is "How 
president. "It is not just a black can Black History Month serve 
organization." as a catalyst in bridging the gap 
"The orgamzation allows for between all cultures?" 
communication among minority The essays or art depictions 
students in general," said senior are due in the Student Life Office 
Brian Love. by 5 p.m., Wednesday, Feb. 21. 
"At the same time it is not ex- Cash prizes will be awarded for 
clustve. People of all races are wei- both essay and art categories; 
come.ltallowsforstudentstohave $100 for first place and $50 for 
an J pen mind," he sa id. second place. 
In preparation for Black His- Winning entries will be dis-
tory Month, B. U.S.A. , the played in the galleries along the 
Multicultural Affairs Office and first floor of the Administration 
Res1dence Life have been working Building. 
hard on a variety of projects to Various speakers are planned 
celebrate the mom h. for Feb. 12, 21 and 26, including 
The third annual Shanka Pitts educatorsi-Ialjohnsonand Edgar 
Scholarship Fund-raiser will be Reeves. 
held Friday, Feb. 23at ?p.m. in the On Saturday, Feb.lO, an Afri-
Kulas Audnorium. can Trail Tour will visit 16 Cleve-
Gospelchoirs,jazzbands,sing- land area locations such as the 
ers, stand up comedians and po- office of the first black mayor of a 
etry readmgs will be displayed in major city, Carl B. Stokes, and lo-
a variety show along with talents cations along the Underground 
from john Carroll University stu- Railroad. 
dents and employees. The tour will be directed by 
The scholarship is in memory Margaret Bernstein, editor of the 
of former JCU student, Sharika "Everywoman" section of the 
Pitts,whowaskilledinl993. The PlainDealer. 
Laurie Blrko 
Staff Reporter 
During the month of Febru-
ary the spiritof pride, hope, ed u-
cation and inspiration is cel-
ebrated among African-Ameri-
cans in accordance with Black 
History Mom h. 
Originallycalled "Negro His-
tory Week," it originated in Feb-
ruary 1926 by historian Carter 
G. Woodson. 
The celebration was estab-
lished to recognize the histori-
cal achievements and accom-
plishments of African-Ameri-
cans. Sincel976, the observance 
has been celebrated through the 
entire month of February. 
Despite the numerous activi-
ties planned for Black History 
Month, the celebration should 
continue throughout the year, said 
Ronald Oleksiak, director of 
Multicultural Affairs. 
"It shouldn't be a once a year 
show. It should be year round ," 
Oleksiak said. "Education 
throughout the year is the key," 
Carlisle said. 
Notonlydoes B. U.S.A. promOte 
unity and education through con-
tests, speakers and fund-raisers, 
but also on a more personal level. 
The message behind Black His-
toryMonthistoremindallAmeri-
cans of their ethnic backgrounds 
and encourage mutual respect 
among a lJ races. 
Through the celebrations that 
take place during Black History 
Month, Woodson hoped to bring 
blacks and whites together 
through a "systematic and scien-
tiflc study" of African-American 
history. 
He wanted to change the op-
pression of blacks and heighten 
the sense of pride among them. 
Born the son of slave parents in 
1875, Woodson knew that educa-
tion was the key towards combat-
ing black oppression. 
"When l first came here, we 
talked about racism, problems in 
school and helped each other. It 
was very comforting to know that 
[the members] were there for each 
other," said senior Levella Parker. 
For a night out with friends, 
B.U.S.A. has set aside Tuesdaysand 
Thursdays as movie and social 
nights which are held at 7 p.m. in 
the Wolf and Pot. 
Along with the Multicultural 
Affairs Office and Residence Life, 
B. U.S.A. will present a "Let's Talk" 
session on Thursday, Feb. 15 at 6 
Woodson once said, "lf a race 
did nor have a recorded history, 
its achievements would be for-
gotten." 
In September 1915, Woodson 
established the "Study of Negro 
Life and History" which is now 
called the "Association for the 
Study of African-American Life 
and History." 
He also published the jour-
nal of Negro History" in 1916 in 
an effort to create recognition 
and acceptance of African-
American hisrory. 
His success in educating all 
Americans through black his-
tory has earned him the title"Fa-
ther of Black History." 
pm. in the Wolf and Pot. 
It will allow a diverse group of 
JCU students to discuss the racial 
and cultural differences among 
them. 
"We have to learn to get along 
with each other," Oleksiak said. 
According to Carlisle, all 
B. U.S.A. activities are open to all 
students. "The goal of B. U.S.A. is to 
promote unity among all students 
on thejCU campus," she said. 
"We all need to work together 
because we all have a wisdom," 
Perry said. 
Students set to 'Dump Plump' 
~-_;~14 groen•A@ shout aU those 
holiday pounds you gained? Have 
you broken your New Year's reso-
lutiontoloseweightalready? Help 
is just around the corner. 
The Wellness Center is spon-
soring a new weight loss program, 
"Dump Your Plump," that pro-
motes both gradual weight loss 
and exercise. The program runs 
fromjan. l2-March 22. 
Workouts help to keep students well. Mark Skocz)'las Nancy Taylor, director of the 
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Wellness Center, states that 
"Dump Your Plump" is a lifes tyle 
change 
This program, in its first year at 
john Carroll University, was de-
veloped by the Wellness Council 
of Northeast Ohio. 
Besides learning good nutrition 
and promoting safe weight loss, 
the program uses peersupponand 
team competition. 
Each team of five to ten partici-
pants starts the 10 week program 
with weight loss goals. 
All groups from the Northeast 
Ohio area are in competition with 
each other. Each competes for 
prizes, which act as positive rein-
forcements. 
The fee to join is$20 and covers 
the cost of a comprehensive 
manual. Participants are given 
many free coupons for wellness 
items and receive a weekly news-
letter. 
A persona 1 trainer was also 
brought in to educate the groups 
on diet and exercise. 
Junior Colleen Kermode, a mar-
keting major, was one of the first 
people, along with Taylor, to get 
involved with the Wellness Cen-
ter. 
Kermode is the captain of her 
own "Dump Your Plump" group 
which consists of seven women. 
"!have had a positive response," 
Kermode said. "The peer support 
is good because each person has to 
answer to each other. If one per-
son fails, they fail the group. 
Cheating is harder todo,"shesaid. 
Kermode feels that thegroupis 
learning healthy skills that they 
can take with them even after the 
10 weeks are over. 
Taylor feels that many students 
may have missed thejan.l2 regis-
tration due to winter break be-
cause the Wellness Center of 
Northeast Ohio, not JCU, set the 
date to begin the program. 
The bulk of those who are par-
ticipating in the program pres-
ently are faculty members. 
Taylor isextendinganopen in-
Students can join a program 
that will run from after spring 
break and last until finals week. 
!twill be sponsored bythejCU 
Wellnessdepartmentand will fol-
low the same guidelines as the 
present "Dump Your Plump" pro-
gram. 
The Well ness Center is also in-
volved in the first ever National 
Eating Disorders Screening Pro-
gram (NEDSP). 
The program takes place dur-
ing Eating Disorders Awareness 
Week, Feb 5-11. 
jCU will hold the free program 
on Feb.8atthe Lombardo Student 
Center Conference Room from 7-
9p.m. 
The NEDSP was formed toed u-
cate students about the dangers of 
eating disorders and also to assist 
these students in seeking help. 
This program will have a panel 
of speakers from the Cleveland 
Clinic and will include a screen-
ing questionnaire and one-on-one 
discussions with a health care pro-
fessional. 
Taylor added that the person 
suffering usually does not realize 
what they are doing to their bod-
ies and must have a reality check 
to understand that they have a 
problem and should seek help. 
"People who have a disorder are 
disillusioned and need realitytest-
ing," Taylor said. 
Taylor also encourages those 
who know someone with a disor-
der to come to the NEDSPnight in 
order to obtain information they 
can use to helptheirfriend or fam-
ily member to seek help. 
Taylor hopes thatJCU students 
will take advantage of these pro-
grams and keep with the spirit or 
wellness. 
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Students reveal Valentine dreams and nightmares 
Romantic wishes for the holiday 'Heart'-stopping valentine tales 
Rhoderlka G. M. Reese 
Staff Reporter 
Close your eyes and picture this. 
You've had an extreme! y long and vigor-
ous day at school. 
In order to brighten your day, the love of 
your life has asked you to meet him/her at 
the finest and most elite location down-
town. 
Upon arrival, you can't help but notice 
the brilliance coming from the chandelier 
and the luxurious carpet leading to your 
destination, room 1085, located on the Club 
Floor. 
Entering the room, while placing the Do 
Not Disturb sign on the doorknob, a row of 
rose petals leading to the bathroom has 
sparked your interest. 
As you stand before the entrance of the 
bathroom, a masseuse holding a bottle of 
Dom Perignon is waiting for you in front of 
a hot, soothing bath at the Ritz Carlton ho-
tel. 
Sounds nice, huh? 
Well, senior and finance major, Howard 
Nock, thinks so, too. That is the ideal gift 
that he would love to give hisgirlf riend this 
Valentine's Day. 
"Or, I could rake her on a Caribbean 
cruise," said Nock. 
Speaking of boat rides, how abom a ro-
mantic candlelight dinner on The Good 
Time II, sailing down the peaceful waters 
of Lake Erie. 
That 's whereRenee Thomas, a junior and 
communications major, would love to spend 
Valentine's Day with her special someone. 
"A really good gift idea along with the 
boat ride would be a photo album of all our 
memorable moments together," said Tho-
mas. 
Although boat rides are profoundly ro-
mantic and intense for Valentine 's Day 
they're not theonlywaytocelebrate upid's 
holiday. 
"Traveling to Myrtle Beach via Am track," 
said Arika Walker, sophomore, "would be a 
really fun thing to do." 
When asked what gH t she wanted, Ari ka 
couldn't keep a secret. 
"If I could receive anything for 
Valentine's Day it would be a gift certificate 
from Victoria's Secret," she said. 
Molly Sandquist, a freshman, would not 
be disappoinred if someone took her to 
Hilton Head, S.C. to enjoy a romantic din-
ner at the end of a pier in Harbour Town. 
"A nice gift idea would be if someone 
went on a scavenger hunt to look for items 
that are meaningful to both of us," said 
Sandquist. 
As a matter of fact , some individuals 
even want to be surrounded by dead bodies! 
"I always wanted togo to Lakeview Cem-
etery," said Melissa Zagata, a graduate stu-
dent. 
"It is an historical landmark that has 
been there for over 100 
years. james 
Garfield and 
one of the 
Rockefellers 
are bur;ied 
there,' said 
Zagata. 
"It would 
really be neat 
if someone gave 
me a bouquet of 
flowers and sat 
with me while 
reading the 
tombstones of 
a husband and 
wife buried nextto 
one another. That is trulyeternallove,"said 
Zagata. 
"I guess by reading their tombstones we 
would somehow become a part of that ro-
manticism. Listening to a personalized 
cassette with all of our favoritesongs would 
be even more romantic," she sa id . 
Well, the Lakeview Cemetery is defi 
nit y . g:nu:rllalte 
student it's a great place to go to on 
Valentine's Day 
No matter how you plan to spend 
Valentine's Day, hopefully it will be a very 
memorable occasion for you and your spe-
cial someone. 
Laurie Blrko 
Staff Reporter 
Imagine you are stranded in the city late 
at night and are tracked down by a scary 
fellow named Freddy who takes you to a 
police station where you are interrogated 
for hours. 
Sounds like a horrific Halloween story, 
right? Guess what? It was how senior Cori 
Ceja spent Valentine's Day last year 
"My Valentine's date left me. 1 had to 
explain to the police why I was alone in the 
middle of the city wearing a party dress," 
Ceja sa1d. 
junior Stephanie Siegel experienced a 
similar nightmare on Valentine's Day. 
"l was chased by a chicken hawk," Siegel 
satd. The chicken 
hawk she was 
referring to was 
her Valentine':; 
date. 
"I didn 't 
want to go with 
h1m be ause he 
looked ltke a 
chtcken and fol-
lowed me like 
a hnwk, but 
my fnends 
made me. It 
~ was the worst 
•nigh t of my 
li fe," she s.1id. 
s u c 
Fauskey, a junior, would have appreciated 
someone who was as devoted as the chicken 
hawk. 
"My boyfnend hooked up with my 
friend at the Valentine's dance," she said. 
Senior Bridgette Mackin regrets her lase 
Valentine's Day. "1 was mad because my 
fiancee hadn't gtvcn meanythintJ.,<;n leal lee\ 
not engaged anymore," she sa1d. 
Robin Spilka, a jumor, discov red just 
what can happen when your Valentine's 
date knows that you don't want to be 
spending the evening with him. 
"We were eating in a restaurant and l 
was having lasagna. He unscrewed the cap 
of the Parmesancheesesothatwhen I went 
to shake it over my food, it spilled all over 
me and my plate," she said. 
"He made an idiot out of me,' Spilka 
said. 
Now, i£ you haven't been chased by a 
chicken hawk, picked up by the police, or 
covered with Parmesan cheese, what else 
could possibly constitute a bad Valentine's 
Day' 
How about a bad g1f t. 
After recetvinga box of flower stems for 
a Valentine's gift, semor jeff Botos is not a 
fan of the holiday. 
"Valentine's Day IS Stupid and Cupid IS 
too. He needs a new outfit," he satd. 
Freshman Lisa Breda learned that re-
ce•vmg a gift meant something was ex-
pected in return. 
'He thought by giving me a bracelet that 
we would be 'going together.' Later when I 
confronted h1m about It , he churned that 
there was a lack of ommunication,' satd 
Breda 
·A lll know IS that! ended up without a 
Valentine's dare," she satd 
So 1f you have never had anythtng hor-
rible happen on a Valentine's date or have 
never received a nasty gift, then how else 
could you ever have a terrible Valenunc's 
Day? 
"I was in a car accident," said junior Lara 
Rusin. 
junior Jamie Morns isn't concerned 
about having a bad Valentine's Day because 
"I don 't even have a Valentine's date," he 
said. 
But for all those hopeless romanri s who 
truly believe in the power of Cupid bnng-
ing lovers together. here' a Valentin 's D.1y 
horror for you. 
"My \-',,, U l'\lT\d ~\'-'~"' \o P~..~,,\, .._,\ ttt· A\\<\ \ 
McCaf ery. 
"My horror is that we're never togct her 
on Valentine's Day,' hesa1d. 
For these srudems, Valentine's Day has 
not been all that they might have hoped for 
it to be. But at least it can't get any worse. 
Valentine's Day: The real story behind the Hallmark holiday 
Marla Trlvlsonno 
Assistant Features Editor 
Valentine's Day conjures up images of 
candy, hearts, Cupid and romantic cards. 
Many people probably cringeat the thought 
of how many valentines they passed out in 
elementary school and how much money 
they spent on candy for people that they 
don't even know any more. 
While some celebrate Valentine's Day 
with that special someone, others bitterly 
boycott the day as another one of those 
needless commercial holidays. 
Let's set the record straight: no, Hall-
mark did not invent Valentine's Day to in-
crease their sales. The ancient Romans were 
were drawn randomly from a box, ex-
changed gif tsand enjoyed each other'scom-
pany long after Luperca lia ended. Many of 
these couples eventually wed. 
The most famous valentine symbol of 
all, Cupid, is rooted in ancient mythology 
as well. In the ancient Greek myths he is 
ca !led Eros (not arrows!). 
He was the son of Aphrodite, the god-
dess of love and beauty and the war god 
Mars. In Roman myth, he is ca1led Cupid 
and was the son of Venus, the goddess of 
love. 
Cupid was a happy god and wanted oth-
ers to share in his happiness. That desire is 
why he shot in-
visible, gold-
St. Valentine is considered the 
tipped arrows 
intotheheartsof 
mortals to make 
them fall in love. special guardian of those in love 
because he performed secret 
marriages against the orders of the 
Roman Emperor Claudius II. 
Cupid was 
once wounded 
by his own arrow 
andfelldeeplyin 
love with 
Psyche, a mortal 
princess. 
the people most responsible for the occa-
sion. 
The Romans traditionallycelebrated the 
feast of Lupercalia each year on Feb 15. It 
was a young lovers' festival. 
The festival honored Juno, the Roman 
goddess of women and marriage, Pan, the 
nature god and Lupercus, the god of herds 
and crops. 
Partners for the festival, whose names 
She was made 
immortal by the gods so that she could be 
with Cupid for eternity. 
The heart is usually associated with Cu-
pid, while Psyche represents the soul. 
After the spread of Christianity, many 
ancient Roman festivals were given differ-
ent Christian meanings. 
Lupercalia was changed to Feb.14 and 
was called St. Valentine's Day by Pope 
Gelasius in 496 A.D. However, the customs 
of the day retained their Roman meaning. 
There may have been two St. Valentines 
in the early Christian church. They were 
both supposedly martyred on Feb. 14 in 
what IS now ltaly. 
One St. Valentine was a priest 
who was jailed for aiding 
Christians in times of per- • 
secution. Legends said he 
cured the jail keeper's 
daughter of blind-
ness. 
ThisSt.Valen-
tine is consid-
ered the special 
guardian of those 
in love because he 
performed secret mar-
riages against the strict or-
ders of the Roman Emperor 
Claudius 11. 
Clauditts had banned marriages in 
order to build a standing army. 
The Romans beheaded St. Valentine 
around 270A.D.on Palestine Hill,thesiteof 
an ancient pagan altar to Juno. St. 
Valentine's remains are in the Roman St. 
Praxedes church. 
The other St. Valentine was a bishop at 
lnteram na, now called Ter ni, located 60 
miles from Rome. 
He was beheaded in 
Rome around 273 A.D., 
probably for converting 
a Roman family to 
Christianity. 
There is a slight possi-
itythatthese rwomen are 
the sa me person. 
Not much is known about early celebra-
tions of Valentine's Day By the l300s, En-
glish poet Geoffrey Chaucer had mentioned 
the belief that birds paired off into couples 
on Feb.l4. 
The English observed the holi-
day as early as 1446, according to 
john Brand's "Popular Antiqui-
ties." 
By the 1700s, people mel 
at gentry homes to ran-
domly draw partners' 
names. The mao would 
then wear the name of his 
lady on his sleeve fora few days. 
This custom is the ongin of the 
saying "he wears his heart on 
his sleeve." 
Valentine's Day did not 
become a popular holiday 
in the United States until 
the time of rheCivil War when 
soldiers and their familiesexchanged 
valentines with each other. 
These valentines were usual! y both sen-
. tim ental and patriotic, such as one featur-
ing a flag-draped tent. 
The holiday is nowmamlycelebrated in 
Great Britain, !tal y, Canada and the United 
States. 
Americans buy more valentine's cards 
than all the other countries combined, ac-
cording to the book •valentine's Day" by 
Fern G. Brown. 
Valentine's Day is a pagan holiday, a 
Christian holiday and a secular holiday 
wrapped up into one delicious celebration 
of love, companionship and, of course, 
chocolate. 
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Chilling out in the Circle 
Museum tours provide cure for cabin fever 
Karen Obrzut 
Entertairvnent Editor 
February may be short on days, 
but the weather (especially the 
most recent subzero assault) can 
make it seem endless. Although 
you may be tempted to hide under 
the covers this weekend and watch 
the umpteenth figureskatingspe-
cial. why not venture out and try 
something different? Residence 
Life, which is sponsoring "Cabin 
Fever Relievers" every weekend 
this month, invites srudents to 
tour University Circle museums 
this Saturday. Feb.lO. 
"We were just thinking that 
The Clevtland M I!WUm o( Natul"ll HI$ tory 
· February is such a blah month," 
said Donna Byrnes, director of 
Residence Life. "We asked our-
selves what we could do for a few 
hours to get people out of their 
rooms." 
The tour includes The Cleve-
land Museum of Art, The Cleve-
Land Museum of Natural History 
and The Crawford Auto-Aviation 
Museum. Students are free to 
check out the museums at their 
own pace, according to Byrnes. 
Time is limited to about three 
hours, however, so the following 
are a few must-sees. 
Designer Abe Bruckman completes the mastodon pit for the 
CMNH's 'Cleveland Before Cleaveland' exhibit. 
"Willie Robert Middlebrook 
Photographs: Portraits of My 
People," is now on display at The 
Cleveland Museum of Art (CMA) 
in Gallery 105. Middlebrook is a 
y o u n g 
\\tv[; American 
.;;- -?"_,. photog ra-
1'1 M 1 = pher who 
tJ 1\ llt::cr ea te s 
""" 
chemically manipulating por-
traits in the darkroom, according 
to Denise Horstman, assistant 
manager of marketing and com-
munications at the museum. 
A textile exhibition titled 
"G reek Island Embroideries" is on 
display in Gallery 106. "It is one of 
the greatest folk an ex hi bit ions of 
all time," Horstman explained. It 
features several 16th- to 19th-cen-
tury works from the museum's 
vast collection of textiles from all 
parts of the world. 
Other noteworthy exhibitions 
include "Asian Civilizations" in 
Galleries 113 through I22: "Medi-
eval Treasury and Sculptures" in 
allc ' 
tions such as the sla mic collec-
DaYid M Thurn 
tion in Gallery 206: 
and "Guelth Trea-
sures· in the Ro-
tunda. Horstman en-
courages visitors to 
pick up a museum 
map in the North 
Lobby. Admiss ion to 
the CMA is free. 
The entire Cleve-
land Museum of 
Natural History 
(CMNH) is "very do-
able in a two-hour pe-
riod," according to 
Jan McKay, manager 
of communications 
and marketing. One 
of the main features 
at the museum, titled 
"Cleveland Before 
Cleaveland," is now 
on display in Kahn 
Hall . The exhibition 
covers 500 million 
The Rotunda and Armor Court at The 
Cleveland Museum of Art. 
years of Cleveland 
before 1796, whe n 
Moses Cle.avela nd 
landed at the 
Sun-fast- ic 
'Tanning Salon 
STUDUfPECIAL 
72 ~fiNS J()f< $35 
fill Tu 
wit~ Pn-Pai• Packate· 
381-0888 
NEW COCI'I<r:<JON 
Lj485 MI'IIJ'j9ECD r?OI'ID . SQU'[H EIACI<JD 
mouth a the 7 5 Cuyahoga 
River. Exhib-
lts include 
shark fossils ~YEARS 
found in 
Cleveland Shale; 'The lee Age,' 
which explains the formation of 
the Great lakes; and tools and ar-
tifacts tracing prehistoric peoples 
of this region- to name a few. 
As part of its 75th anniversary 
celebration, the museum presents 
"Kaleidoscope ll,"highlightingthe 
most significant paintings. prints 
and sculptures[ rom the museum's 
Fine Arts Collection. 
High lights of the exhibit in-
• • " •l 
ver and gelatin photograph by 
Ansel Adams; 'Mandan Indians,' a 
hand-colored lithograph by 
Charles Bodner; "San Diego Zoo," a 
watercolor by Henry G. Keller, of 
the renowned Cleveland School. 
and "River Otter," a bronze sculp-
ture by Laurence G. Isard. Admis-
sion to the museum is $4 with a 
college lD. 
The Crawford Auto-Aviation 
Museum (CAAM) houses nearly 
200 automobiles, aircraft and 
other vehicles. Exhibits range 
from Bobby Rahal's 1982 March 
Indy car (t he first winner of the 
Cleveland 500),to a circa 1912-14 
Curtiss Hydroaeroplane. Be sure 
to catch the CAAM's 'Street Ma-
chines" display, including 14 
'muscle cars' from the :;50s and '60s. 
Admission to museum is $6. 
Students interested in going on 
the tour Saturday are required to 
sign up in the Residence Life of-
fice today and tomorrow. Buses are 
schedu led to leave the Belvoir 
parking lot at 1 p.m. and return by 
5 p.m. Call 397-4401 for fu rther 
information. 
Web Surfers 
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Art 
. 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Phar-aohs: Treasures 
of Egyptian Art from the Louvre maone-time-onlyexhibition 
on view Feb. ll through Aprill4.lnternaoonal\y, this exhibition 
is the first occasion for which exceptional works of Egyptian art 
from theM usee du louvre have traveled to the United States. All 
major periods in 3,000 years of Egyptian htstory are represented 
in the show, which examines royal images in statues, reliefs. and 
steles fori nsigh LS into traditions and innovations in Egyptian an. 
Admission to the museum is free; however, admtssion for Pha -
raohsis$7,$5 for students and seniors, and free for children l1and 
under. For tickets call Advamix atl-800-766-6048. 
Film 
Uma Thurman 
Beautiful Girls (Miramax), directed by Ted Ot>mme, opens 
tomorrow (Friday, Feb. 9). It stars Mall D1llon , Uma Thurm.1n 
and Rosie O'Donnell The comic and p01p,nant story mvolvcs five 
fnends who an nd a \O ·ycar rcumon mtlwtr skq>y hom •tnwn 
· ymy v m t 1r 
cence. but none of their fears of women, marriage anJ 1 rowmg 
up. Check local listings for theatres and showtimes. 
Comedy 
The Improv (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer John Carroll 
students a special $1 admission to midnight shows every Satur-
day. Students must be 19 years old and over; however, only one 
student in the party needs a Carroll!D.Scheduled to perform this 
Saturday, Feb.IO is Ron White. Reservations are required -call 
696-4677. Comedians can be heard on 'Get Bent,' 88.7 FM, every 
Friday from 12:30 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
Music 
The Cleveland Opera presents its first-ever chorus concert 
Sunday, Feb.ll at 4 p.m. at Trinity Cathedral The program will 
include works such as "The Humming Chorus' from Madame 
Butterfly and 'The Triumphal Scene' from Aida. Tickets are $20. 
Call575-0900 for more information. 
Agora Theatre welcomes 311 with guestsShootyz Groove on 
Tuesday, Feb.l3. Tickets are $13.50 in advance and are on sale now 
at Ticketmaster, Agora Box Office or charge at 241-5555. 
Theatre 
The Glass Menagerie, duected by JCU senior Neil Ryan, 
opens Thursday,Feb.15and runsFeb.l6,17,22,23and 24at8 p.m. 
in the Marinello Little Theater.Thecastincl udes Bob Attenweiler, 
Alicia Ondrejech, Andrea Tracy and john Cranley. Tickets are $4 
for srudentsand $5 for adults and will be available in theAtrium 
the week of Feb.l2. 
Playhouse Square Center presents Frederick Knelt's classic 
suspense thriller Dia l M For Murde r for one week (Feb. 13 
through 18) at the Palace Theatre Blackmatl, adultery and be-
traya l accentuate the play, which became a celebrated Alfred 
Hitchcock film in 1954 starring Grace Kelly. Performances are 
Tuesday through Sunday evenings at 7:30pm. and Saturday and 
Sunday matinees at 2:30p.m. Tickets range from $20.50 to $35 
and now available at the Playhouse Square Box Office,all Advamix 
outlets or charge at 2 41-6000. 
Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, amstant 
entertainment editor. Dates and times are subject to change. 
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11111st be tumed in to the Student Life 
office by Thursday, 
Auditions will be scheduled March 18 and Mlrch 21 at &p.m. in 
the Dean's Conference Room. 
Contact Genesis Brown, Senior class president or Lisa 
Heckman, Director of Student Activities with •Y questions. 
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Chilling out in the Circle 
Museum tours provide cure for cabin fever 
Karen Obrzut 
Entertainment Editor 
February may beshortondays, 
but the weather (especially the 
most recent subzero assault) can 
make It seem endless. Although 
you may be tempted to hide under 
the covers this weekend and watch 
the urn pteenth figure skating spe-
cial, why not venture out and try 
something different? Residence 
Life, which is sponsoring "Cabin 
Fever Relievers" every weekend 
this month , invites students to 
tour University Circle museums 
this Saturday, Feb.lO. 
"We were just thinking that 
The Clcvtland Mus,eum o( NIICUl111 HIStory 
· February is such a blah month," 
said Donna Byrnes. director of 
Residence Life. "We asked our-
set ves what we could do for a few 
hours to get people out of their 
rooms." 
The tour includes The Cleve-
land Museum of Art, The Cleve-
land Museum of Natural History 
and The Crawford Auto-Aviation 
Museum. Students are free to 
check out the museums at their 
own pace, accord ing to Byrnes. 
Time is limited to about three 
hours, however, so the following 
are a few must-sees. 
Designer Abe Bruckman completes the mastodon pit for the 
CMNH's 'Cleveland Before Cleaveland' exhibit. 
"Willie Robert Middlebrook 
Photographs: Ponraits of My 
People," is now on display at The 
Cleveland Museum of Art CCMA) 
in Gallery 105. Middlebrook is a 
y o u n g 
\,\1: V[; American 
.:;- -1".,... photogra-
{1 M 1 = pher who 
l1 ll ~creates 
chemically manipulating por-
traits in the darkroom , according 
to Denise Horstman, assistant 
manager of marketing and com-
munications at the museum. 
A textile exhibition titled 
"Greek Island Embroideries" is on 
display in Gallery 106. "It is one of 
thegreatestfolkart exhibit ions of 
all time," Horstman explained. It 
features several 16th- to 19th-cen-
tury works from the museum's 
vast collection of textiles from all 
parts of the world. 
Other noteworthy exhibitions 
include "Asian Civilizations" in 
Galleries 113 through 122; "Medi-
eval Treasury and Sculptures" in 
a 
tions such as the slamic collec-
David M Thwn 
tion in Gallery 206; 
and "Guelth Trea-
sures" in the Ro-
tunda. Horstman en-
courages visitors to 
pick up a museum 
map in the North 
Lobby. Admission to 
the CMA is free. 
The enti re Cleve-
land Museum of 
Natural History 
(CMNH) is "very do-
able in a two-hour pe-
riod ," according to 
jan McKay, manager 
of communications 
and marketing. One 
of the main features 
at the museum, titled 
"C leveland Before 
Cleaveland," is now 
on display in Kahn 
Hall. The exhibition 
covers 500 million 
The Rotunda and Armor Court at The 
Cleveland Museum of Art. 
years of Cleveland 
before 1796, when 
Moses CleJ~veland 
landed at the 
Sun-frASt- ic 
'Tanning Salon 
STUDENfPECIAL 
12 'TANS ]Of< $35 
fill Tu 
wit~ Pr~-Pai• Packat~· 
381-0888 
NEW LOCI/1:90N 
4485 MIIIFJ9ECD 1€01/D, SOIA1:H EIAC£90 
mouth ci t.re 7 5 Cuyahoga 
River. Exhib-
its include 
shark fossils ~YEARS 
found in 
Cleveland Shale; 'The Ice Age,' 
which explains the formation of 
the Great Lakes; and tools and ar-
tifacts tracing prehistoric peoples 
of this region- to name a few. 
As part of its 75th anniversary 
celebration, the museum presents 
"Kaleidoscope ll," h ighltghting the 
most significant paintmgs, prints 
and sculptures from the museum's 
Fine Arts Collection. 
Highligh ts of the exhi~it in-
ver and gelatin pho ograph by 
AnselAdams;'Mandan Indians,' a 
hand-colored lithograph by 
Charles Bodner; "San Otego Zoo," a 
watercolor by Henry G. Keller, of 
the renowned Cleveland School: 
and "River Otter," a bronze sculp-
ture by laurence G. lsard. Admts-
sion to the museum is $4 with a 
college ID. 
The Crawford Auto-Avtation 
Museum (CAAM) houses nearly 
200 automobiles, aircraft and 
other vehicles. Exhibits range 
from Bobby Rahal's 1982 March 
Indy car (the first winner of the 
Cleveland 500), to a circa 1912-14 
Curtiss Hydroaeroplane. Be sure 
to catch the CAAM's "S treet Ma-
chines" display, including 14 
'm uscle cars' from the'50sand '60s. 
Admission to museum is $6. 
Students interested in going on 
the tour Saturday are required to 
sign up in the Residence Life of-
fice today and tomorrow. Buses are 
scheduled to leave the Belvoir 
parking lot at l p.m and return by 
5 p.m. Call 397-4401 for further 
information. 
Web Surfers 
CN 
Entertainment 
wants you 
Call Karan 
397-4398 
P~nant? Need Help? 
~CALL BIRTHRIGHT 
LAKEWOOD ClEVELAND PARIM 
228-5996 >IIIS-2SOO &>1-6400 
HOTUNE 1 -MO-!i'in.4.Cim 
Art 
. 
The Cleveland Museum of Art presents Pharaohs: TTcasures 
ofEgyptian Arrfrom the Louvre inaone-ume-onlyexhtbitiOn 
on view Feb. ll through Aprill4. lnternationally, thisexhibitton 
is the first occasion for which exception a I works of Egyptian an 
from theM usee d u Louvre have traveled to the United States. All 
major penods in 3,000 years of Egyptian htstoryare represented 
in the show, which examines royal images in statues, reliefs, and 
steles for insights imo tradi rionsand innovations in Egyptian art. 
Admission to the museum is free; however, admission for Pha-
raohsis$7,$5for_studentsand seniors,and r reeforchildren !land 
under. For tickets call Advantix at 1-800-766-6048. 
Film 
UmaThurman 
Beautiful Gids(Miramax), directed by Ted Demme, opens 
tomorrow (Friday, Feb. 9). It stars Man Dillon, Uma Thurman 
and Rosie O'Donnell. The ·omic and pOignant story involv s ftvc 
f nend~ who anencl a 10 year rcumnn in I h~1r ~\rcpy l>nm ·town 
. y y I I )'VUI ffi lfl 
cence, but none of their fears of women, marriage and growmg 
up. Check local listings for theatres and showtimcs. 
Comedy 
The lmprov (in the Flats) and 88.7 WUJC offer John Carroll 
students a special $1 admission to midnight shows every Satur-
day. Students must be 19 years old and over; however, only one 
student in the party needs a Carroll !D. Scheduled to perform this 
Saturday, Feb. lOis Ron White. Reservations are required -cal1 
696-4677. Comedtanscan be heard on 'Get Bent,' 88.7 FM,every 
Friday from 12:30 a.m. to 2 a.m. 
Music 
The Cleveland Opera presents its first-ever chorus concert 
Sunday, Feb.ll at 4 p.m. at Trinity Cathedral. The program will 
include works such as "The Humming Chorus' from Madame 
Butterfly and 'The Triumphal Scene' from Aida. Tickets are $20. 
Cal\575-0900 for more information. 
Agora Theatre welcomes 311 with guestsShootyzGrooveon 
Tuesday, Feb.l3. Tickets are $13.50 in advance and are on sale now 
at Ticketmaster, Agora Box Office or charge at 241-5555. 
Theatre 
The Glass Menagt:rie, directed by JCU senior Neil Ryan, 
opensThursday,Feb.l5andruns Feb. 16, 17,22,23and 24at8 p.m. 
in the Marinello Little Theater. The cast includes Bob Auenwetler, 
Alicia Ondrejech,Andrea Tracyandjohn Cranley. Tickets are $4 
for students and $5 for adults and will be available in the Atrium 
the week of Feb. 12. 
Playhouse Square Center presents Frederick Knott's classic 
suspense thriller Dial M For Murder for one week (Feb. 13 
through 18) at the Palace Theatre. Black mat!, adultery and be-
trayal accentuate the play, which became a celebrated Alfred 
Hitchcock film in 1954 starring Grace Kelly: Performances are 
Tuesday through Sunday evenings at 7:30p.m. and Saturday and 
Sunday matinees at 2:30p.m. Tickets range from $20.50 to $35 
and now avatlableat the Playhouse Square Box Office, all Advanttx 
outlets or charge at 241-6000. 
Coming Attractions were compiled by Lani Assily, assistant 
entertainment editor. Dates and times are subject to change. 
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Videos to whisk you away 
Kristen Sclvleldler 
Opinion Editor 
As Valentine's Day quickly ap-
proaches, you may be looking for a 
good way to celebrate the popular 
(or not-so-popular, depending on 
your perspective) holiday. V-Day 
can be a romantic way toshakeoff 
the coldness of February. It may 
be depressing for some. It can also 
be a fun-filled day spent with 
friends. 
CHoUyv.ocd Pictures Co 
No matter what the situation, 
there's somethmg about 
Valent me's Day that can lead even 
the most cynical among us to be-
lieve in thefairytalealtoveragain. 
And there is one way everyone can 
celebrate Cupid's Day - with a 
good movie. 
Sandra Bullock and Peter Gallagher in While You Were Sleeping. 
While there are hundreds of 
romanticcomediesoutthere, here 
are a few highly recommended 
selections that may not have im-
mediately come to your mind. 
For those lookmg for nothing 
but a good, hard-coredose of pure 
romance, a clear-cut choice is 
Only You, starring Marisa Tomei 
and Robert Downey Jr. Despite a 
few plot twists and turns, this is a 
simple 'love story wntten m the 
stars,' all about fate and destiny, 
complete with a beautiful {and 
very romantic) soundtrack. 
For those who are a little more 
on the innocent side, or JUSt among 
the young at heart, many of Walt 
Disney's classic flicks would suf-
fice. But, Valentine's Day calls for 
perhaps the ultimate fairy tale: 
Cinderella. If the last time you 
saw this timeless film was before 
your fifth birthday, it's been much 
too long. Let yourself be swept 
away in the magtc of this story 
once again. Its simplicity will put 
life and love back into perspective 
for you. 
Interested in a romance with-
out all the sap, and a relationship 
Mimie Driver and Chris O'Donnell in Circle of Friends. 
OSavoy Plc:turt5 
based on more than love at first 
sight? Make sure you check out 
While You WereSieeping.star-
ringSandra Bullock and Bill Pull-
man. The chem istry between 
their two characters is perhaps 
the most genuine (and non-
sappy) seen on the big screen in 
recent years. Aside from the ro-
mance, this movie will keep you 
very entertained with its humor. 
'Honorable Mention' goes to a 
film that will please those look-
ing for something with a slightly 
more substantial plot. Circle of 
Friends, starring Chris 
O'Donnell and Minnie Driver, is 
especially appropriate because it 
deals with college,f riends and ro-
mance, and what happens when 
these mix:. 
As you can see, there are V-Day 
videos out there for everyone, 
whether you are in love, looking 
for love, or even avoiding it. As 
with any holiday, don't be afraid 
to celebrate Valentine's Day, even 
if you are feeling a bit lonely. 
~(.;a!Uil::es,l~~aH.J.IU pucept o{ 
your fr iends. In the words of 
Cinderella, "No matter how your 
heart is grieving, if you keep on 
believing, the dream that you 
wish will come true." 
I E S E R V E OFFICERS' TRAI NIN G C 0 IP S 
ONECOURSETHATCOUlDCHANGE 
THE COURSE OF YOUR UFE. 
confidence, character and manage-
ment skills All the credentials 
employers look for. ROTC is open to 
Look forward to the future w1th 
confidence. Enroll m Army ROTC, 
an elective that's different from 
any other college course ROTC 
offers hands-on leadership train 
freshmen and sophomores Wlthout 
obligation and reqmres about 4 
L-~- hours per week It will put your mg Trammg that g1ves you 
expenence and helps bUlld self- life on a whole new course. 
ARMY ROTC 
TIE SMIITEST COLLEGE COURSE YOU WI TilE. 
For details, visit 2nd floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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T/1e Juror guilty 
of predictability 
~~ 
Denise Lash 
Staff Reporter 
Thejuror,starringDemi Moore 
and Alec Baldwin , is a psychologi-
cal thriller about a single mother 
named A nnie(Moore)who is sum-
maned for jury duty. Annie is an 
artist who does not have time to 
read thenewspapersand learn that 
the trial involves a prominent Ma-
fia member accused of murder. 
A few days before thecourtcase, 
three of Annie 's sculptures are 
bought by a mysterious man pos-
ing as an unknown art buyer 
(Baldwin). Baldwin's character, the 
Teacher, is an outside operator 
hired by the Mafia to find someone 
in the jury whom he can convince 
to alter the verdict. 
After a date with Annie, the 
Teacher tells her that she must vote 
not guilty or else he will kill her 
son. He bugs her house and phones 
to be sure that Annie isn't talking 
to anyone about the trial. He de-
velops a romantic obsession with 
her. 
As the trial continues, Annie 
learns that there is only one other 
jurymemberwho believes that the 
accused is not guilty. The Teacher 
contacts Annie w hileshe is seq ues-
tered and tells herthatsimply vot-
ing not guilty isn't good enough-
Annie now hastoconvincethe ten 
other jurors that the Mafia mem-
ber is innocent, or else both she 
and her son will be killed. 
Ihe Juror leave$ the. awijence 
with a lot of questions. Why would 
anyone, let alone a single mother, 
turn down the judge's repeated of-
fers to getoutof serving on a Mafia 
case? lt of ten seems as if impor-
tantsegmentsof the film were cut 
out during the editing process. 
CHow does Annie know where to 
find the Mafia? How did the 
Teacher know Annie's secret 
plan?) 
Toward the end of the film, the 
story line grows unrealistic, as 
Annie takes big risks that put her 
son 's life, as well as her own, in 
danger. There are a few surprising 
twists and turns, but otherwise the 
plot is fairly predictable. 
Moore's performa nceas a single 
mother is unconvincing. Except 
for the most suspenseful moment, 
Moore fails to make the viewer 
believe that she is angry with 
Bald win for being put in this posi-
tion. Baldwin does a decent job 
portraying a cold and ingenious 
Mafia man. 
joseph Gordon-Levitt, who 
plays Annie's son Oliver, also de-
livers a good performance. His he-
roic character issomewhatstrange 
for an adolescent at the typical 
self-absorbed junior high-school 
age, but his performance in the 
film shows potential. Look for him 
in the future. 
Written by Oscar-winner Ted 
Tally (The Sllence of the Lambs) 
and directed by l3rian Gibson 
(What's Love Got to Do With It), 
The] u ro ris a somewhat entertain-
ing, if not believable, film. There 
are a few good suspenseful scenes 
and a couple interesting plot 
twists. But, if you were planning 
on seeing Thejuror, wait until it 
comes to a second-run theatre. 
Otherwise, you are not missing 
much. 
1 -~ 2 • catdlll on video, 
3 - wortll tile money, 4 - see It twice, 
5 . lnst.nt cleulc 
Music picks and pans 
Gren 
Camp G renada 
(I.R.S.) 
Now is the time to rise up. 
That's right. The people of the 
music-listening society at large 
need to band together and get 
the message out that weare tired 
of this kind of music. Punk has 
gone back underground. With 
Green Day, punk had its 15 min-
utes and was supposed to qui-
etly recede. Such has not been 
not the case. 
Gren , composed of none 
other than Gren himself, with 
Brett, Marcus and Possum, drag 
theirtragically hipGeneration-
X music out of the underground 
nightclub and attempt to stand 
on the success of local stardom. 
The music is really nothing 
new. There is the recycled drum 
beat. Some fancy guitar riffs. 
The scratchy-voiced lead singer 
who belts out the semi poetic but 
mostly ridiculous-sounding vo-
cals. The aspect of these vocals 
that really stuns me is that the 
frontman gives the impression 
that there is supposed to be 
meaning behind all of his words. 
-Andrew Sc hlegelm ilch 
1 diiC - - ·· of time, 2- poor a - cood. 4 - uceHent 
II - lnea.nt cl.eeiC 
Scott Blasey 
Don't Try Til is at Home 
(King Mouse) 
Don't Try This At Home, the 
firstsoloattempt by Scott Blasey, 
is an intriguing collection of 10 
acoustic songs. Blasey might be 
familiar tojCU music fans from 
the Pittsburgh area - most of 
the time Blasey is the lead 
singer/rhythm guitarist of the 
Clarks. 
Blasey showcases his talent 
for writing catchy riffs and in-
telligent lyrics on songs such as 
"Mercury" and "Courtney.' He 
speaks of friends from broken 
homes in "No Place Called 
Horne." 
"lf I Had a Gun" deals with 
the brutal murder of a friend: "If 
I had a friend, if he had a reason 
to die, 1 would find a way and try 
and understand why." 
Most of thesongsarestr ipped 
down to just Blasey and his gui-
tar. "Rain,"mypersonalfavorite, 
speaks of the ups, downs and 
joys of a relationship. Gregjo-
sephof the Clarks plays mando-
lin on this track, and the honest 
lyrics hit home. Fans can e-mail 
the Clarks at 
"Clarkspgh@aol.com." Bottom 
line: This recording is very sin-
cere and heartfelt 
-joe Ha laiko 
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JCU wrestlers to face Mount Union, seek revenge 
Steven R. Colaianni 
Staff Reporter 
The john Carroll Universay 
wrestling team may have sent its 
"B" squad to compete at Baldwin-
Wallace's john Summa Invita-
tional last Friday and Saturday, but 
two Blue Streaks came away with 
grade" A" performances. 
Sophomore joe Hatgas posted 
a 4-2 record en route to finishing 
fifth at the 126 pound weight class, 
while junior David Grubach 
placedsix:that 142 pounds. Hatgas 
and Grubach were the only jCU 
wrestlers to place at the tourna-
ment. The Streaks' "B" squad fin-
ished lOth out of l3 teams. 
JCU will return to dual meet 
action this Friday night when they 
host #16 Mount Union in the Don 
Shula Sports Center. The Streaks 
will try to avenge their 26-12loss 
to the Purple Raiders backonjanu-
ary 27th in the final round of the 
Ohto Athletic Conference Duals. 
In that match, five contests 
were decided bytwopointsor less, 
so some matches to watch Friday 
include: senior JJ. Huszczo, who 
leads JCU with 23 victories this 
season , vs. Tracey Lambdin(at 118 
pounds);freshman Ben Hahlen vs. 
Steve Ramos Cat 126 pounds); 
sophomore Chris Roman vs. Geoff 
Lewis (at l 42 pounds); senior Ja-
son Kessen vs. Brian Malloy (at 
150 pounds) and senior john 
McGuire vs. Rick Angione (at 190 
pounds). 
john Carroll holds a 20-7 ad-
vantage in the series between the 
schools, including an 8-3 record 
here in the Don Shula Sports Cen-
ter. However, Mount Union has 
taken the last four meetings from 
the Streaks, including the final 
match at this season's OAC Duals. 
TwoJCUseniorswilllikelyearn 
special recognition this Friday 
against the Purple Raiders. With 
his next victory, senior Andy 
Worst will become the 29th wres-
tler i njohn Carroll history to earn 
at least 60 career wrestling wins. 
jJ. Huszczo. now ranked #3in Di-
vision I lJ at 118 pounds, needs one 
victory to move past Carl 
DiBernardo imosole possession of 
12th placeonjCU'sall-time career 
victories list . Huszczo's career 
record currently stands at 82-47. 
"The publicity is nice, but I the 
publicity] will mean more after 
the season," said Huszczo "I'm not 
concentrating on my statistics 
right now l am more worried 
about staying focused and taking 
one match at a time." 
Huszczo stressed the impor-
tanceof a solid team effort against 
Mount Union this Friday. 
"We were not focused against 
Mount Union [at the OAC Duals]," 
Huszczo said. "We had a lot of 
guys inJured. and we had a very 
tough draw on the second day of 
the Duals, but I'm not makmg ex-
cuses. Lately we have been having 
good pracnces, and if every guy 
wrestles h ts best on Friday, we can 
defimtely beat Mount Union.• 
Men·s b-balllets OAC race tighten 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
After spending what has 
seemed like the entire second half 
of the Ohio Athletic Conference 
season on the road, the john 
Carroll University men's basket-
ball team will finally be able to 
spend some extended time at 
home. The timing couldn't be bet-
ter. 
Heading into last Saturday's 
game against Capital, the Blue 
Streaks held a two game confer-
ence lead over the Crusaders and 
Ohio Northern. A Blue Streak vic-
tory would have likely dropped 
Capital out of the OAC race, put 
jCU up three games, and main-
tained Carroll's two game lead 
over Northern with four games to 
play. 
However,af ter trailing most of 
the game, Capital rallied and 
pulled out an 84-74 victory in 
Columbus, assuring the race for 
the OAC title will be an ex:ciung 
one. 
"We had too many turnovers," 
Coach Mike Moran said. "We were 
a little sloppy with the use of our 
feer. At this point in the year, you 
just can't afford to give the other 
team so many opportunities." 
"One of the biggest things was 
my performance wasn't so good 
from the floor," junior point guard 
David Pfundstein said. "I didn't 
take too many bad shots; I just 
dtdn't hit the shots when I needed 
to. When you go 0 for 6 from the 
floor, it's kind of bad, especially 
when you're getting open jump-
ers." 
The Blue Streaks were led by 
semor center jeffrey Sesphnkis 
and junior forwardJJ. Richardson, 
each of whom scored 22 potnts. 
jumor guard joey Bigler added 19 
After them, howe er, the Blue 
see 8-Ball, page 13 
Freshman Erin Biehle makes her decision count 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
3 ... 2 ... L.Swish 
It is the shot that we have all 
taken in our driveways when we 
were kids. If we made it, we jumped 
up and down and screamed while 
the neighborhood stared at us. And 
if we missed, well, we were fouled. 
Saturday against Capital, with 
the clock ticking and the crowd 
counting down, Erin Biehled id not 
e fo 1 d. 
Bieh le's last second buzzer 
beater, which gave the St reaks 
their first win against the two time 
defending national champions in 
overthree years, is only the begin -
ning for Blue Streak fans. 
Biehle, a 5'll 'freshman forward 
out of Ursuline Academy in Cin-
cinnali, was not planning to come 
to john Carroll, but she credits 
Coach Carol Dugan for showing 
enough interest to conv ince her to 
change her mind. 
"l came up for my visit in May; 
and it was really a last minute de-
cision," said Biehle, who had her 
housing deposi t in at Miami Uni-
versity, in Oxford, Ohio. "l felt re-
ally wanted here." 
Biehleorigi na il y pia nned to try 
to walk on at Miami, where she 
would have majored in pre-med. 
She currently has a 4.0 GPA in 
Carroll's pre-med program. 
While goi ng away to college 
was a tough adjustment to make, 
Biehle said, she fit in well with the 
team. 
"We played together since that 
fi rst Monday in August," Biehle 
said. "It eased the transition, and 
by the time it came to practice, I 
knew I'd fit in really well. 
Biehle currently is second on 
the team inscoring,averagingl0.8 
points per game and 5.6 rebounds. 
She leads the OAC in field goal 
percentage,shootingat a 55% clip. 
While scoring in the low post 
has come naturally for Biehle, she 
used to be the player feeding the 
ball down low. 
"I played gua rd until my fresh-
guard's intuition for a while," said 
Biehle, who started playing bas-
ketball at a recreatJon center in 
5th grade. "It helps me play with 
the guards in a post position." 
Sophomore guard KrisMihalic 
said that the thing that impresses 
her about Biehle is the way she 
has stepped up on the team. 
"Coach gave her a role, and she 
does a great job,"Mi halicsaid. "She 
does not play timid, and besides 
that, she's a great person - very 
easy to get along with" 
Dugan said she knew Biehle 
would be a special player when 
she recruited her. 
"She's easy to get along with, 
and she issucha pleasuretocoach," 
Dugan said. 
Biehle, who played both bas-
ketball and soccer in high school, 
said the hardest thing to deal with 
was leaving her family. 
"Being away from my family 
has been the biggest thing," Biehle 
said."Between sports and academ-
ICS, my parents have always been 
there for me." 
Theenttre team,B1ehlesaid, has 
r 
Capital game, which could give 
them the confidence they need to 
carry them through the rest of the 
regular season. 
'We're all looking forward to 
the OAC playoffs,' Biehle said. 'We 
know that now we have beaten 
Capital, we can play with any-
body.' 
Junior center and team co-cap-
tain Deana Bahhur said that be-
cause Biehle is a freshman, she 
might not feel the pressure associ-
ated with college basketball. 
"I don't know if she realized how 
big the game against Capital was," 
Bahhur said. "She justgoesoutand 
plays." 
1HE ONE AND ONLY 
321-4781 
SINCE 1977 
JCU 
: $ 1.50 Off whole cold sub or : 
I $.75 off half hot or cold sub I 
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Freshman Erin Biehle (52) listens in to Coach Dugan's 
instructions at a women's basketball practice this week. 
;~ 'Rielly's 
\:\ · -, , l 0 CAT E D I N C E DAR. C E N T E R. 
GUINESS, MURPHY'S, HARP, DOUBLE 
DIAMOND, WOODPECKER CID~ AND 
WATNEY'S BY TilE PINT AND 1/2 PINT 
ROLLING ROCK 
DRAFT SP ECIALS! 
IIAM. -2AM. 
LUNCH AND DINNffi ~IALS 
KITCHEN CLOSES AT 11 P.M. FREE PARKING AT 
REAR OF THE BUD..DING 
20% OF FOOD TO ALL CARROLL STUDENfS. 
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Videos to whisk you away 
Kristen Schneldler 
Opinion Ed1tor 
As Valentine's Day qUickly ap-
proaches, you may be looking for a 
good way to celebrate the popular 
(or not-so-popular, dependmg on 
your perspective) hohday. V-Day 
can be a romanticwaytoshakeoff 
the coldness of February It may 
be depressing for some. It can also 
be a fun-filled day spent with 
friends . 
No matter what the sJtuatJon, 
there's something about 
Valentme's Day that can lead even 
the most cynical among us to be-
lieve m the faJrytalealloveragain. 
And there is one way everyone can 
celebrate Cup1d's Day - wtth a 
good movie. 
While there are hundreds of 
romanticcomediesout there, here 
are a few htghly recommended 
selections that may not have im-
mediately come to your mmd. 
For those lookmg for nothing 
but a good, hard-coredose of pure 
romance a clear-cut choice is 
Only You , starring Marisa Tomei 
and Robert Downey Jr. Despite a 
few plot twists and turns, this is a 
sunple 'love story wntten m the 
stars,' all about fate and destiny, 
complete with a beau tiful (and 
CHollywood f"'cturdCo 
Sandra Bullock and Peter Gallagher in While You Were Sleeping. 
very romantic) soundtrack. 
For those who are a 1 i ttle more 
on the innocents1de,or just among 
the young at heart, many of Walt 
Disney's classic flicks would suf-
fice. Bu t, Valentine's Day calls for 
perhaps the ultimate fairy tale: 
Cinderella . If the last time you 
saw this timeless film was before 
your f1f th bJTthday, it's been much 
too long. Let yourself be swept 
away in the magic of this story 
once again. ltssimplicitywill put 
life and love back into perspective 
for you 
In terested in a romance with-
out all the sap, and a relationship 
based on more than love at first 
sight? Make sure you check out 
While You Were Sluping.star-
ringSandra Bullock and Bill Pull-
man . The chemistry between 
their two characters is perhaps 
the most genuine (and non-
sappy) seen on the big screen in 
recent years. Aside from the ro-
mance, this movie will keep you 
very entertained with its humor. 
'Honorable Mention' goes to a 
him that will please those look-
ing for something with a slightly 
more substantial plot. Circle of 
Friends, starring Chris 
O'Donnell and Minnie Driver, is 
especiall y appropriate because it 
dealswithcollege,f riends and ro-
mance, and what happens when 
these mix. 
As youcansee, there are V-Day 
videos out there for everyone, 
whether you are in love, looking 
for love , or even avoiding it. As 
with any holiday, don't be afraid 
to celebrate Valentine's Day, even 
if you are feeling a bit lonely. 
Minnie Driver and Chris O'Donnell in Circle of Friends. 
you r n e nds. In t he words of 
Cinderella, 'No matter how your 
heart is grieving, if you keep on 
believing, the dream that you 
wish will come true." 
I E S E R V E OFFICERS' TRAINING C 0 R P S 
ONECOURSETHATCOUlDCHANGE 
THE COURSE OF YOUR UFE. 
Look forward to the future with 
confidence Enroll m Army ROTC, 
an elective that 's different from 
any other college course ROTC 
offers hands-on leadership tram-
mg. Trammg that gives you 
expenence and helps build self-
confidence, character and manage-
ment skills All the credentials 
employers look for. Rare IS open to 
freshmen and sophomores without 
obligation and requires about 4 
hours per week. It will put your 
ltfe on a whole new course . 
ARMY ROTC 
m SIUITEST COllEGE COURSE TOO CD TilE. 
For details, visit 2nd Floor of the RecPlex or call 
397-4421 
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The Juror guilty 
of predictability 
~~ 
Denise Lash 
Staff Reporter 
The]uror,starring Demi Moore 
and Alec Baldwin, is a psychologi-
cal thriller about a single mother 
named Annie (Moore) who is sum-
moned for jury duty. Annie is an 
artist who does not have time to 
read thenewspapersand learn that 
the trial involves a prominent Ma-
fia member accused of murder. 
A few days beforethecourtcase, 
three of Annie's sculptures are 
bought by a mysterious man pos-
ing as an unknown art buyer 
(Baldwin). Baldwi n'sc harac ter, the 
Teacher, is an outside operator 
hired by the Mafia to find someone 
in the jury whom he can convince 
to alter the verdict. 
After a date with Annie, the 
Teachertells her that she must vore 
not guilty or else he will kill her 
son. He bugs her house and phones 
to be sure that Annie isn't talking 
to anyone about the trial. He de-
velops a romantic obsession with 
her. 
As the trial continues, Annie 
learns that there is only one other 
jurymemberwho believes that the 
accused is not guilty. The Teacher 
contacts Annie while she is seques-
tered and tells herthatsimply vot-
ing not guilty isn 't good enough-
Annie now hastoconvincethe ten 
other jurors that the Mafia mem-
ber is innocent, or else both she 
and her son will be killed. 
Ihe Juro leaves the.audie.Dce 
w1th a lor of questions. Why would 
anyone, let alone a single mother, 
turn down the judge's repeated of-
fers togetoutof serving on a Mafia 
case? It of ten seems as if impor-
tantsegmentsof the film were cut 
out during the editing process. 
(How does Annie know where to 
find the Mafia? How did the 
Teacher know Annie's secret 
plan?) 
Toward the end of the film, the 
story line grows unrealistic , as 
Annie takes big risks that put her 
son's life, as well as her own, in 
danger: Therearea few surprising 
twistsand turns, butotherwise the 
plot is fairly predictable. 
Moore'sperformanceasasingle 
mother is unconvincing. Except 
for the most suspenseful moment, 
Moore fails to make the v1ewer 
believe that she is angry with 
Baldwin [or being put in this posi-
tion. Baldwin does a decent job 
portraying a cold and ingenious 
Mafia man. 
Joseph Gordon-Levitt, who 
plays Annie's son Oliver, also de-
livers a good performance. His he-
roic character issomewhatstrange 
for an adolescent at the typical 
self-absorbed junior high-school 
age, but his performance in the 
film shows potential. Look for him 
in the future. 
Written by Oscar-winner Ted 
Tally (The Silence of the Lambs) 
and directed by Brian Gibson 
(What's Love Got to Do Wilh It), 
The ]u rorisa somewhat entertain-
ing, if not believable, film . There 
are a few good suspenseful scenes 
and a couple interesting plot 
twists. But, if you were planning 
on seeing The)uror, wait until it 
comes to a second-run theatre. 
Otherwise, you are not missing 
much. 
1 - bomb, 2 - catch It on video, 
3 - worth tile money, 4 -- It twice, 
5 - lnat.nt cleulc 
Music picks and pans 
Gren 
Camp Grenada 
(I.R.S.) 
Now is the time to rise up. 
That's right. The people of the 
music-listening society at large 
need to band together and get 
the message out that weare tired 
of this kind of music. Punk has 
gone back underground. With 
Green Day, punk had its 15 min-
utes and was supposed to qui-
etly recede. Such has not been 
not the case. 
Gren, composed of none 
other than Gren himself, with 
Brett, Marcus and Possum, drag 
their tragically hip Generation-
X music out o[ the underground 
nightclub and attempt to stand 
on the success of local stardom. 
The music is really nothing 
new: There is the recycled drum 
beat. Some fancy guitar riffs. 
The scratchy-voiced lead singer 
who belts out thesemipoetic but 
mostly ridiculous-sounding vo-
cals. The aspect of these vocals 
that really stuns me is that the 
frontman gives the impression 
that there is supposed to be 
meaning behind all of his words. 
-Andrew Schlegelmilch 
1 diiC --t· of tlnoe, 2 - poor 
3 - Jood, 4 - ucellent 
1- IMt.t ..-.ac 
Scott Blasey 
Don't Try This at Home 
(King Mouse) 
Don't Try This At Home, the 
first solo a nempt by Scott Blasey, 
is an intriguing collection of lO 
acoustic songs. Blasey might be 
familiar toJCU music fans from 
the Pittsburgh area - most of 
the time Blasey is the lead 
singer/rhythm guitarist of the 
Clarks. 
Blasey showcases his talent 
for writing catchy riffs and in-
telligent lyrics on songs such as 
"Mercury" and "Courtney" He 
speaks of friends from broken 
homes in "No Place Called 
Home." 
"If I Had a Gun" deals with 
the brutal murder of a friend: "If 
l had a friend, if he had a reason 
todie,Iwould find a wayandtry 
and understand why." 
Most of thesongsarestripped 
down to just Blasey and his gui-
tar. "Rain,"mypersonalfavorite, 
speaks of the ups, downs and 
joys of a relationship. Gregjo-
sephof the Clarks plays mando-
lin on this track, and the honest 
lyrics hit home. Fanscane-mail 
the Clarks at 
"Ciarkspgh@aol.com." Bottom 
line: This recording is very sin-
cere and heartfelt. 
-Joe Halaiko 
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JCU wrestlers to face Mount Union, seek revenge 
Steven R. Colaianni 
Staff Reporter 
The John Carroll Umversay 
wrestling team may have sent its 
"B" squad to compete at Baldwin-
Wallace's john Summa lnvita-
tiona !last Friday and Saturday, but 
two Blue Streaks came away with 
grade " A" performances. 
Sophomore joe Hatgas posted 
a 4-2 record en route to finishing 
fifth at the l26pound weight class, 
while junior David Grubach 
placedsixthatl42pounds. Hatgas 
and Grubach were the only JCU 
wrestlers to place at the tourna-
ment. The Streaks' "B" squad fin-
ished lOth out of 13 teams. 
jCU will return to dual meet 
action this Friday night when they 
host #16 Mount Union m the Don 
Shula Sports Center. The Streaks 
will try to avenge their 26- L2 loss 
to the Purple Raiders backonjanu-
ary 27th in the final round of the 
Ohio Athletic Conference Duals. 
In that match, five contests 
were decided by two points or less, 
so some matches to watch Friday 
include: senior Jj. Huszczo, who 
leads jCU with 23 victories this 
season, vs. Tracey Lambdin (at liS 
pounds); freshman Ben Hahlen vs. 
Steve Ramos (at 126 pounds); 
sophomoreChr is Roman vs. Geoff 
Lewis (at 142 pounds); senior Ja-
son Kessen vs. Brian Malloy (at 
150 pounds) and senior john 
McGuire vs. Rick Angione (at 190 
pounds). 
john Carroll holds a 20-7 ad-
vantage in the series between the 
schools, includmg an 8-3 record 
here in the DonShulaSporrsCen-
ter. However, Mount Union has 
taken the last four meetings from 
the Streaks, including the final 
match at thisseason'sOAC Duals. 
Two JCU seniors willlikel yearn 
special recognition this Friday 
against the Purple Raiders. With 
his next victory, senior Andy 
Worst will become the 29th wres-
tler in john Carroll history to earn 
at least 60 career wrestling wins. 
JJ. H uszczo, now ran ked #3 in Di-
vision Ill at 118 pounds, needs one 
victory to move past Carl 
DiBernardointosole possession of 
12th placeonjCU'salhimecareer 
victories list. Huszczo's career 
record currently stands at 82-47. 
'The publicity is nice, butlthe 
publiCity] will mean more after 
theseason,"saidHuszczo "I'm not 
concentrating on my statistics 
right now. I am more worried 
about staying focused and tak ing 
one match at a ume." 
H uszczo stressed the im por-
tance of a solid team effort aga i nsr 
Mount Union this Friday 
"We were no1 focused agamst 
Mount Union [at the OAC Duals]," 
Huszczo said. 'We had a lot of 
guys injured, and we had a very 
tough draw on the second day of 
the Duals, but I'm not makmg ex-
cuses. Lately we have been having 
good pracuces, and if every guy 
wrestles his best on Friday, we can 
definitely beat Mount Union." 
Men's b-balllets OAC race tighten 
Erik Boland 
Staff Reporter 
After spending what has 
seemed like the entire second half 
of the Ohio Athletic Conference 
season on the road, the John 
Carroll Universuy men 's basket-
ball team will finally be able to 
spend some extended time at 
home. Thetimingcouldn'tbebet-
ter. 
Heading into last Saturday's 
game against Ca pnal, the Blue 
Streaks held a two game confer-
ence lead over the Crusaders and 
Ohio Northern. A Blue Streak vic-
tory would have likely dropped 
Capital out of the OAC race, put 
JCU up three games, and mam-
tained Carroll's two game lead 
over Northern with four games to 
play. 
However, after tra1lmg most of 
the game, Capital ralhed and 
pulled out an 84-74 victory in 
Columbus, assuring the race for 
the OAC tule will be an exciting 
one. 
"We had too many turnovers," 
Coach Mike Moran said. "We were 
a little sloppy with the use of our 
feet. At this point in the yl!ar, you 
just can't afford to give the other 
tea m so many opponumties" 
'One of the biggest things was 
my performance wasn't so good 
from the floor," junior point guard 
David Pfundstein said. "I didn't 
take too many bad shots; 1 just 
didn't hlt the shots when I needed 
to. When you go 0 for 6 from the 
floor, it's kind of bad, especially 
when you're gettmg open JUmp-
ers." 
The Blue treaks were led by 
sentor center Jeffrey Sesplankis 
and jumorforwardJJ R1chardson, 
ea h of whom scored 22 points. 
jumor guard joey B1gler added 19 
After them , however, the Blue 
see B-Ball, page 13 
Freshman Erin Biehle makes her decision count 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reporter 
3. .. 2 ... L.Swish 
It is the shot that we have all 
taken in our driveways when we 
were kids. If we made it, we jumped 
upanddown and screamed while 
the neigh borhoodstared at us. And 
if we missed, well, we were fouled. 
Saturday against Capital, with 
the clock ticking and the crowd 
counting down, Erin Biehledid not 
et fouled. 
Biehle's last second buzzer 
beater, which gave the Streaks 
theirfirst win against the two time 
defending national cham pions in 
over three years, is only the begin-
ning for Blue Streak fans . 
Bieh le,a 5'll"f reshman forward 
out of Ursuline Academy in Cin-
cinnati, was not planning to come 
to john Carroll, but she credits 
Coach Carol Dugan for showing 
enough interest to convince herto 
change her mind. 
"I came up for my visit in May, 
and it was really a lastminutede-
cision ," said Biehle, who had her 
housing deposit in at Miami Uni-
versity, in Oxford, Ohio. "I felt re-
ally wanted here." 
Biehle originall yplanned to try 
to walk on at Miami, where she 
would have majored in pre-med. 
She currently has a 4.0 GPA in 
Carroll's pre-med program. 
While going away to college 
was a tough adjustment to make, 
Biehle said , she fit in well with the 
team. 
'We played together since that 
first Monday in August," Biehle 
said. "It eased the transition, and 
by the time it came to practice, I 
knew I'd fit in really well . 
Biehle currently is second on 
the team in scoring, averaging 10.8 
points per game and 5.6 rebounds. 
She leads the OAC in field goal 
percentage,shootingat a 55%clip. 
While scoring in the low post 
has come naturally for Biehle, she 
used to be the player feeding the 
ball down low. 
"[played guard until m y fresh-
guard's intuition for awhile," said 
Biehle, who started playing bas-
ketball at a recreation center in 
5th grade. ' It helps me play with 
the guards in a post position." 
Sophomore guard Kris Mihalic 
said that the thing that impresses 
her about Biehle is the way she 
has stepped up on the team. 
"Coach gave her a role, and she 
does a great job," M i halicsaid. "She 
does not play timid, and besides 
that, she's a great person - very 
easy to get along with." 
Dugan said she knew Biehle 
would be a special player when 
she recruited her. 
'She's easy to get along with, 
andsheissuch a pleasure to coach," 
Dugan said. 
Biehle, who played both bas-
ketball and soccer in high school, 
said the hardest thing to deal with 
was leaving her family. 
"Being away from my family 
has been the biggest thing," Biehle 
said . "Between sports and academ-
ics, my parents have always been 
there for me." 
The enti re team , Bieh lesa id , has 
Capital game, whic could give 
them the confidence they need to 
carry them through the rest of the 
regular season. 
'We're all looking forward to 
the OAC playoff s,'Biehlesaid. 'We 
know that now we have beaten 
Capital, we can play with any-
body.' 
Junior center and team co-cap-
tain Deana Bahhur said that be-
cause Biehle is a freshman, she 
might not feel the pressure associ-
ated with college basketball. 
' !don't know if she realized how 
big the game against Capital was,' 
Bahhur said. 'She just goes out and 
plays." 
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Swim teams await OAC finals 
Sc.eay Zt-'«:r 
Frank D'Angelo gets vertical off the 1-meter board in a meet 
earlier this season. 
Brian Murphy 
Staff Reporter 
The first weekend of February 
meant the fmal weekend of regu-
lar season competition for both 
John Carroll University men and 
women swimmers. Both teams 
concluded the regular season with 
splits, defeating Buffalo State in 
Buffalo on Thursday night and 
losing at home on Saturday after-
noon to the College of Wooster. 
The women's 124-77 shellack-
ing of Buffalo State was high-
lighted by the setting of two pool 
records by john Carroll women. 
Senior Peggy Dempsey established 
the new mark in the 500 free with 
a time of 5:18.61 , and sophomore 
Pam Jimison did likewise in the 
100 back with a time of 1:05 64. 
Dempsey also won the 50 free in 
26.22. 
Other wmners mcluded: Car-
rie Greenplate in the 1,000 free 
(1134.52) and Debbie Janchar in 
the 200 free (2:07.73) and 100 free 
(59.26) . Blue Streak teams also 
captured the 200 medley and 200 
free relays. julie Randles added a 
first place finish in the 3-meter 
diving competition. 
Thursday's romp was followed 
by a Sarurday setback to the Col-
lege of Wooster, 139-95. The Blue 
Streak women, now 8-3,4-0 in the 
Ohio Athletic Conference, won 
just three events. Dempsey cap-
tured both the 1,000 free and 500 
free . Roslyn Valentino was victo-
rious in the 200 breast. 
"Buffalo State was a good win , 
and Wooster is a top-10 program.' 
Dempsey said. "We expected it to 
be tough. They're a solid team, but 
we swam some good races. I think 
we gained some confidence be-
cause it was our last meet, and we 
swam well' 
The men, whose record now 
stands at 5-6,3-l in theOAC, raced 
past Buffalo State to post a final 
score of 122-89. Winners for john 
Carroll in this non-conference 
meet were jeff Juergens In the 
l,OOOfree(lO 24.80),Matt0lver in 
the 200 free (1:54.70), jay Donato 
in the 200 IM (2:13.33) and the ioo 
back (57.39), and Adam Samko in 
the 100 fly (57.78). Diver Frank 
D'Angelo aided the Streaks' cause 
by winning both the 1-meter and 
3-meter diving contests. 
Women's basketball defeats first-place Capital at buzzer 
Carroll defeats defending national champions for first time since 1992-93 
Saturday afternoon brought 
the arrival of Wooster. The Scots 
held off the Blue Streak men by a 
l29-ll3coum. Leading the men in 
this loss were Juergens in the 200 
f ree0:49.12) and 500 free( 4:56.23), 
Kevin Bactvnan 
Staff Reporter 
Bahhur picked up her third and 
fourth fouls with just over 17 min-
utes to play and the Streaks lead-
ing 30-29. But 
Biehle and senior 
ing the ball back to the Streaks for Donato in the 200 back (2:05.92), 
the final play. Chns Ollison in the 200 breast 
SophomoreguardKrisMihalic (no time available), and the 400 
said that the medleyrelayteam(3:50.57). Again, 
John Carroll University 
women's basketball coach Carol 
Dugan has sa1d all year that if ev-
eryone got hot at the same nme, 
opposmg teams better watch out. 
With 15 seconds on the clock, 
sophomore forward Maggie 
O'Ga ra took the in bounds pass and 
dribbled up the right baseline be-
fore she crossed over to the left 
side of the court and threw a lob 
pass into Biehle over the Capital 
defender. 
guard Bridgeue "This is just the 
Moran (16 
points, 5 boards) 
picked up the 
slack. 
Streaks were D'Angelo captured both diving 
much more re- contests. 
!axed than they "[Wooster] was a close meet," 
were the last Donato commented. "We sur-
time they prised ourselves by almost pull-
played Capital ing it out; everyone had good 
in Col umbus, swims. Wewerepleased." 
Saturday, they were en fuego. 
With a combmation of a pa -
tient offensive attack and a strong 
defensive efrort,t he Streaks upset 
two time defending national 
champion Capital at the Don 
Shula Spans Center, 62-60. 
"The plan was to clear out the 
left side to get the ball to Erin on 
the block,"saidO'Gara, whodished 
out eight assists and 13 points. 
The Crusad-
ers whittled a 
seven point defi-
cit down and 
rook the lead 
with four min-
utes left before 
Moran hit a 
spark we needed, 
and hopefully this 
In a game that was tight the 
whole way,f reshman forward Erin 
Bieh lcsank a 12-foot, turn-around, 
baseline jump-shot at the buzzer 
Anum ber of ti mcs, the Streaks 
ran theshotclockdown insidefive 
seconds beforegeu ingan easy lay-
up in the paint. Dugan said that 
the keys to tht game were good 
shot selection and solid defense. 
Is an Indication of 
how we'll play in 
OH, a 76-55 The next meet for both squads 
loss. is the Ohio Athletic Conference 
"We just ler Swimmi ng and Diving Champi-
things happen onships which will take place at 
because last John Carroll's William H.johnson 
time we were Natatorium on February 15, 16, 
trying to force and 17. Bothteamswillbeseeking 
the tournament." 
h. S\ \n h. M1flflfli".-5<DDis,." M.UII&llll:..f tbek ~n h con udve VA~-----~--""""'~ 
Oh10 AthletiC onferencc , 9-11 
overall, thCJr first win over Capi 
tal since the l992-93 season. 
ticnt and work the de fense when 
we had the ball," Dugan said. "We 
showed a tremendous amount of 
poise when we read the defense 
and reacted.' 
from the top of 
the key to tie the 
game at 53. 
-----------said. "This is 
just the spark 
"I had to think about 11 as just 
anothcrplay,"sa1d Stehle, whofm-
tshed wtth 20 points and four re-
bounds. "It ned not to think about 
11 as the do or die play. 
The Streaks looked like they 
were in trouble early in the second 
half when junior center Deana 
Capital took back the lead with 
under a minute to play before 
Biehle scored to tie the game at 60 
with 47 seconds left. She then 
pulled down a Capita l miss giv-
Joey Bigler 
jun1or, Men's Basketball 
Bigler was named the OAC Player 
of the Week. He scored 32 potnts 
to go along w1th his e1ght re-
bounds, seven assists, and three 
steals. Over the last two games 
Bigler was 12-21 (.571) from the 
field mcludmg 6 -7 ( 857) 
from three-po1nt range. 
Erin Biehle 
Freshman, Women's Basketball 
Biehle made a last-second shot 
to help John Carroll beat Capi-
tal for the first time in three 
years. Th1s week, she tossed-in 
31 points thanks to 15-22 (.682) 
from the field. grabbed nine re-
bounds, and handed-out three 
aSSists. 
we needed, and 
hopefully this is an indication of 
how we'll play in the tournament." 
jCU played at Hiram on Tues-
dayand travels to Muskingum this 
Saturday. Carroll's last home game 
is next Tuesday, Februaryl3th, 
against cross-town rival Bald win-
Wallace. 
titles. 
"We're excited," Donato said 
about the men's team. "Mount 
Union will be tough. We're not 
goingtorunawaywith[thecham-
pionshi plli ke in other years. We're 
going to have to work for it." 
'Our faith now is in our train-
ing,' Dempsey said of the women's 
team. ' Hopefully things turn out 
well. I feel confident.' 
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continued from page 11 
Streak well almost ran dry. For-
wards Mark Heidorf and Artie Tay-
lor added five and six points re-
spectively, and that wrapped up 
jCU's scoring for the afternoon. 
"Our team'sa team," Bigler said. 
"We're notgoingtowin any games 
byoneguyscoring22andanother 
guy scoring 19. l think we have to 
get a ba lanced attack from every-
body." 
With Ohio Northern's victory 
over Muskingum Saturday and 
jCU's loss, the battle for the OAC 
crown comesdown to three teams. 
john Carroll leads both Northern 
and Capital by one game with four 
games left. 
4Beforelwe left here, we met in 
the chapel and said it would be a 
big win ," Bigler said of the Capital 
game. "Now it makes it interest-
ing. I think [winning] three out 
four's going to win it for us. We 
havethreegamesat home and one 
ALL THOSE SOPHOMORES, 
JUNIORS OR SENIORS 
INTERESTED 
WHEN: MAY 28TH· JULY 15TH* 
STIPEND: $1,000 PLUS ROOM 
AND BOARD 
SELECTION PROCESS: 
1. Review of Applications - Feb 19 
2. Interviews • Feb. 22 and Feb. 23 
3. Selections to be announced the 
week of Feb. 26 
*You are nOI able to take classes or work during this period 
SPORTS 
game on the road. We're in posi-
tion where we control what we're 
going to do." 
In looking at the schedules of 
the three contenders,Joh n Carroll 
would seem to have an edge. While 
the Blue Streaks will stay home in 
Cleveland (their lone away game 
is at cross town rival Baldwin-
Wallace), both Northern and 
Capital must play three of four 
games on the road. In fact, Ohio 
Northern's final game 1s at john 
Carroll. 
"We're not in bad shape. We're 
still a game up," Richardson said. 
"The bottom line IS we have three 
of our next four at home. If we win 
all four of them, we don't have to 
worry about anybody else." 
"The sca ry thing about these 
next four games tome is that three 
of the teams,otherthan Northern, 
really are playing with nothing to 
lose," Richardson continued. 
•they're playmg for seedmg post-
nons [for the OAC Tournament!, 
but they're out of the race, and 
13 
that's kind of scary." 
Pfundstein sees the tight race 
as a way of indirectly helping the 
team m the long run. 
"Back when we had a three 
game lead, [earlier in the season} 
Capital tied it up," Pfundsteinsaid. 
"Everyone knows what we have to 
do again. Not tosaythatwe'velost 
focus the lastcoupleof weeks, but 
I thmk when we have a dogfight, 
we come out playing better. We 
know what challenge is ahead of 
us, and 1 thinkwe'llcomethrough." 
APPLICATIONS ARE 
AVAILABLE IN THE DEAN OF 
STUDENTS OFFICE. DEADLINE 
FOR APPLICATIONS IS FEB. 16 
AT 5 P.M. 
APPLY NOW! 
ONLYB 
POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE 
-
-
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Swiin teains await OAC finals 
~yZder 
Frank D'Angelo gets vertical off the 1-meter board in a meet 
earlier this season. 
Brian Murphy 
Staff Reporter 
The first weekend of February 
meant the final weekend of regu-
lar season competition for both 
John Carroll University men and 
women swimmers. Both teams 
concluded theregularseason with 
splits, defeating Buffalo State in 
Buffalo on Thursday night and 
losing at home on Saturday after-
noon to the College of Wooster. 
The women's 124-77 shellack-
ing of Buffalo State was high-
lighted by the setting of two pool 
records by john Carroll women. 
Senior Peggy Dempsey established 
the new mark in the 500 free with 
a time of 5:18.61, and sophomore 
Pam Jimison did likewise in the 
100 back with a time of 1:05.64. 
Dempsey also won the SO free in 
26.22. 
Other winners included: Car-
rie Greenplate in the 1,000 free 
(11:34 52) and Debbie janchar in 
the200free(2:07.73)and tOO free 
(59.26). Blue Streak teams also 
captured the 200 medley and 200 
free relays. julie Randles added a 
first place finish in the 3-meter 
diving competition. 
Thursday's romp was followed 
by a Saturday setback to the Col-
lege of Wooster, 139-95. The Blue 
Streak women, now 8-3, 4-0 in the 
Ohio Athletic Conference, won 
just three events. Dempsey cap-
tured both the 1,000 free and 500 
free. Roslyn Valeminowasvicto-
rious in the 200 breast. 
'Buffalo State was a good win, 
Women's basketball defeats first-place Capital at buzzer 
Carroll defeats defending national champions for first time since 1992-93 
Kevin Bachman 
Staff Reponer 
John Carroll University 
women's basketball coach Carol 
Dugan has said all year that if ev-
eryone got hot at the same ume, 
opposing teams better watch out. 
SatUrday, they were en fuego. 
Wnh a combination of a pa-
tient offensive atlack and a strong 
defensive effort, the Streaks upset 
two-time defending national 
champion Capital at the Don 
Shula Sports Center, 62-60. 
In a game that was ttght the 
wholeway,freshman forward Erin 
Stehle sank a 12-foot, turn-a round, 
basehne jump-shot at the buzzer 
With 15 seconds on the clock, 
sophomore forward Maggie 
O'Gara took the in bounds pass and 
dribbled up the right baseline be-
fore she crossed over to the left 
side of the court and threw a lob 
pass into Biehle over the Capital 
defender. 
"The plan was to clear out the 
left side to get the ball to Erin on 
the block,"saidO'Gara, who dished 
out eight assists and 13 points. 
Anum berof times, the Streaks 
ran theshotclockdown inside five 
seconds beforegettingan easy lay-
up in the paint. Dugan said that 
the keys to the game were good 
shot selection and solid defense. 
Bahhur picked up her third and 
fourth fouls with just over 17 min-
utes to play and the Streaks lead-
ing 30-29. But 
Biehleandsenior 
ing the ball back to the Streaks for 
the final play. 
Sophomore guard Kris Mihalic 
guard Bridgeue "This is just the 
Moran (16 
points, 5 boards) 
picked up the 
slack. 
The Crusad-
ers whittled a 
seven point defi-
cit down and 
took the lead 
with four min-
utes left before 
Moran hit a 
spark we needed, 
and hopefully this 
is an Indication of 
how we'll play in 
the tournament." 
said that the 
Streaks were 
much more re-
laxed than they 
were the last 
time they 
played Capita I 
in Columbus, 
OH, a 76-55 
loss. 
"We just let 
things happen 
because last 
time we were 
trying to force 
and Wooster is a top-10 program." 
Dempsey sa1d. "We expected it to 
be tough. They're a solid team, but 
weswamsomegoodraces.lthink 
we gained some confidence be-
cause it was our last meet, and we 
swam well.' 
The men, whose record now 
stands at 5-6,3-l in theOAC, raced 
past Buffalo State to post a final 
score of 122-89. Winnersforjohn 
Carroll in this non-conference 
meet were jeff Juergens in the 
1,000 free00:24.80),Matt 01 ver in 
the 200 free Cl:54.70),jay Donato 
in the 200 lM (2:13.33) and the iOO 
back (5739), and Adam Samko in 
the 100 fly (57.78). Diver Frank 
D'Angelo aided the Streaks' cause 
by winning both the 1-meter and 
3-meter diving contests. 
Saturday afternoon brought 
the arrival of Wooster. The Scots 
held off the Blue Streak men by a 
129-ll3coum. Leading the men in 
this loss were Juergens in the 200 
free (1:49.12) and 500 free( 4:56.23), 
Donato in the 200 back (2:05.92), 
Chris Ollison in the 200 breast 
(no time available), and the 400 
medleyrelayteamC3:5057). Again, 
D'Angelo captured both diving 
contests. 
"!Wooster] was a close meet," 
Donato commented. "We sur-
prised ourselves by almost pull-
ing it out; everyone had good 
swims. We were pleased." 
The next meet for both squads 
is the Ohio Athletic Conference 
Swimming and Diving Champi-
onships which will take place at 
John Carroll's William H.johnson 
Natatorium on February 15, 16, 
and 17. Both teams will beseeking 
; Bl lc: 8\ntn "l-......&-.!Mtt""'MI!I!IM!I .. --._._4"~~~ ~-*M-MiMflf" -""'D<S,.-JI'UIIlo.u<:'-4 their, venth con cuttve tll"ltb-·----'~--~ 
Oh10 Athletic onference. 9-ll 
overall, their first win over Capi-
tal since the 1992-93 season. 
ticnt and work the defense when 
we had the ball," Dugan said. "We 
showed a tremendous amount of 
poise when we read the defense 
r rom the top of 
the key to tie the 
game at 53. 
-----------said. "T his is 
just the spark 
and reacted." 
"I had to think about it as just 
another play," said Biehle, who fin-
ished With 20 points and four re-
bounds. "I tried not to think about 
it as the do or die play. 
The Streaks looked like they 
were in trouble early in the second 
half when jumor center Deana 
Capital took back the lead with 
under a minute to play before 
Biehle scored to tie the game at 60 
with 4 7 seconds left. She then 
pulled down a Capital miss giv-
joey Bigler 
jun10r; Men's Basketball 
Bigler was named the OAC Player 
of the Week He scored 32 points 
to go along with h1s eight re-
bounds, seven assists, and three 
steals. Over the last two games 
Bigler was 12-21 (.571) from the 
field includmg 6-7 (.857) 
from three-point range. 
Freshman, Women's Basketball 
Biehle made a last-second shot 
to help john Carroll beat Capi-
tal for the first time in three 
years. Th1s week. she tossed-in 
31 points thanks to 15-22 (.682) 
from the field, grabbed nine re-
bounds, and handed-out three 
assists. 
we needed, and 
hopefully this is an indication of 
how we'll play in the tournament." 
jCU played at Hiram on Tues-
dayand travels to Muskingum this 
Saturday. Carroll's last home game 
is next Tuesday, Februaryl3th, 
against cross-town rival Baldwin-
Wallace. 
titles. 
"We're excited," Donato said 
about the men's team. "Mount 
Union will be tough We're not 
going to run away withlthecham-
pionshipllikeinotheryears. We're 
going to have to work for it." 
'Our faith now is in our train -
ing,' Dempsey said of the women's 
team. 'Hopefully things turn out 
well. I feel confident." 
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B-Ball 
continued from page 11 
Streak well almost ran dry. For-
wards Mark Heidorf and Artie Tay-
lor added five and six points re-
spectively, and that wrapped up 
jCU's scoring for the afternoon. 
"Ourteam'sa team,"Biglersaid. 
"We're not going to win any games 
by oneguyscoring22 and another 
guy scoring 19. I think we have lO 
get a balanced attack from every-
body." 
Wtth Ohio Non hem's victory 
over Muskingum Saturday and 
jCU's loss, the battle for the OAC 
crown comes down to three teams. 
john Carroll leads both Northern 
andCapital by one game with four 
games left. 
1Beforel we left here, we met in 
the chapel and said it would be a 
big win," Bigler said of the Capital 
game. "Now it makes it interest-
mg. l think [winning( three out 
four's going to win it for us. We 
have three games at horne and one 
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game on the road We're in posi-
tion where we control what we're 
going lO do." 
In looking at the schedules of 
the three comenders,john Carroll 
would seem to havean edge. While 
the Blue Streaks will stay home in 
Cleveland (their lone away game 
is at cross town rival Baldwin-
Wallace), both Northern and 
Capital must play three of four 
games on the road. In fact , Ohio 
Northern's final game is at john 
Carroll. 
"We're not in bad shape. We're 
still a game up," Richardson sa1d. 
"The bonom line is we have three 
ofournextfourathome lfwewin 
all four of them, we don't have to 
worry about anybody else." 
"The scary thing about these 
next four games to me is that three 
of the teams,ot her than Northern, 
really are playing with nothmg to 
lose: Richardson continued, 
"They're playing for seeding posi-
tions !for the OAC Tournamentl 
but they're out of the race, and 
13 
that's kmd of scary." 
pf undstein sees the tight race 
as a way of indirectly helping the 
team in the long run. 
'Back when we had a three 
game lead, [earher in the season] 
Capital tied it up,'Pfundsteinsaid. 
"Everyone knows what we have to 
do again. otto say that we've lost 
focus the last couple of weeks, but 
l thmk when we have a dogfight, 
we come out playing better. We 
know what challenge is ahead of 
us, and I thinkwe'llcomethrough. • 
APPLICATIONS ARE 
AVAILABLE IN THE DEAN OF 
STUDENTS OFFICE. DEADLINE 
FOR APPLICATIONS IS FEB. 16 
AT 5 P.M. 
APPLY NOW! 
ONLYB 
POSITIONS 
AVAILABLE 
-... 
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•Views/Editorial 
Don't rely on their 
good intentions 
The John Carroll University student body, under the 
direction of the Student Union, has proposed that students 
have a larger role in the allocation of funas to allJCU organi-
zations. 
Current! y, Rev. Richard Salmi, Sj., appropriates one lump 
sum of money to be distributed among all of the organiza-
tions by Lisa Heckman, director of student activities. She 
makes allocaton decisions according to each organization's 
need which she determines by reviewing the services and 
uses listed in their charter. 
If theSU's proP,<?sal passes, a new Student Activities Budget 
Board (SABB) will be formed, meaning students will have a 
far-magnified involvement in student government. Under 
the proposal, the new SABB will consist of two administra-
tors (Director of Residence Life Donna Byrnes and Director of 
Student Activities Lisa Heckman), three students from the 
SU Senate, and two students from the SU House of Represen-
tatives. 
While the SU rna y have nothing but good intentions with 
this proposaL there are some areas feft incomplete within the 
plan. Simply put, the proposal is too vague, and does not go 
tnto enough detail abOut now it will work on an everyday 
basis. 
Although the language of the proposal is meant to address 
Salmi,i t seems to neglect the logistics of what it takes to make 
the change in structure work in everyday life; that'.s the !'art 
that would interest the average student. The SU IS tali<ing 
about a change in government structure that should have 
been spelled out in relation to normal operations of running 
an organization. 
On the glossy surface, the proposal appears tempting to 
students, leading them to believe tnat the entire pr~ess will 
be a smooth one, beneficial to all involved. Jn reahty, tf the 
proposal is passed and the SABB is farmed, the process of the 
allocation oHundswill beacomplicated,messyone, with the 
potential for disastrous problems. With the promise of more 
(or any) student involvement does not come automatic ben-
SABB,chaoscould ultimately prevail, with organization rep-
resentatives bitterly fighting for money. Admittedly thougn, 
there is the potennal for student organizations to present a 
unified from when requesting more money for student orga-
nizations. 
Also, has anyone thought LO question just what the criteria 
will befortheselection oT theSABB members? What kmd of 
application or appointment process will take place? . 
Another potential problem is that this proposal would JUSt 
hand out lump sums of money to organizations - no line 
items. And, the proposal does not account for how the stu-
dent organizations are tO go about getting their day-ro-day 
money. According to ]ohnCranley,SU president, the current 
system of accessing funds will be followed under the pro-
posed SABB. The proposal neglects to account for this. . 
Finally, many people may not realize that most likely, lt 
will frequently be difficult for the SU House of Representa-
tives and Senate to reach agreement by the university dead-
line since they only have lour weeks to come to such a con-
sensus. If there is no agreement, the original proposal of the 
seven-member SABB will stand, eliminating most student 
in vel vement. 
Good intentions, but the plan needs clarification. 
HITS & misses 
HIT: The Valentine's Day Dance selling out. 
m I s s: Less than 200 bids constituting a 
sell out. Possibly the dance should be held 
somewhere a bit larger next time. HIT: The 
''Cabin Fever Relievers." HIT: The patches of 
ice all around the quad seem to have finally 
disappeared. HIT: Country Western night last 
week in the dining hall. HIT: Women's basket-
ball beating Capital for the first time in three 
years. HIT: The large student turnout at 
Career Night. m I s s: The lack of opportuni-
ties for non-business majors at Career Night. 
m I s s: The severe cold weather during the 
past couple of weeks. HIT: All of the cultural 
access we have ... tickets to shows at Play-
house Square, etc. 
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I c.o.n see it 
nD\l'J ..... 
Politics: the fashion factor 
just an observation: It seems that the fashion 
world is a lot like politics. In the fashion industry, 
everything works in seasons; trends come in and 
out every few months. The people that are "in" 
fluctuate as much as the wind changes. Then there 
is the ever prevalent fad phenomena: this week it's 
cool to dye your hair with 
food coloring but next 
week fauxfurwill be all 
the rage. There is also the 
"in" group, the people that 
control the biz, be itt he 
models or the agencies 
they are signed to. ' 
Here's the connection: 
in the political world, 
things work in seasons, 
too, each consisting of 
Christina 
Hynes 
News 
Editor 
CoiTVTlefltary 
of elections. Every four years we take another look 
at what our views and values are and yet again it 
becomes politically correct to take issue with 
something or another, be it abortion or saving the 
platypus. People are judged with worth if they 
have the "in" view on an issue and took Public 
Speaking 101. The people within this 'world' are 
also as fickle as those in the fashion biz. 
The other similarity between fashion 
affcianados and political mavericks is the recy-
cling factor, and this has nothing to do with the 
environment. In the fashion industry, styles keep 
coming back, and some of them just won't die. For 
example, the good ole' leopard skin style, it is still 
around. The Dazed and Confused look comes in 
and out every few years along 
with the retro look. The recycling 
factor also works with politics 
perfectly. The "PC morality of 
the 1990s, the greed factor of the 
1980s, the return to strict religious 
values with the Christian Coali-
tion, are all reflections of the 
, con ervat1ve views are 
again taking the forefront with advocates the likes 
of Rush Limbaugh. We are reverting to the past 
and restructuring it to look as if it is original. 
Since it's timeforthe tide to change again, it 
will be interesting to see what's hot and what's not. 
Obviously, the budget is one of the leading mora l 
issues at hand, but what's in store for the likes of 
public education, Medicare, federal funding, and 
family values? 
Let them eat snack cakes 
l've bet:n accused at times of thinking of strange 
things. Not too long ago, I was on my way to class 
when, out of the blue, I had this odd need to know 
cop-our that says, "It's the thought that counts." 
Anyway, the necessary stipulation that goes along 
with that phrase is that some thought is actually 
Sam 
Sublty 
involved. Giving up food is a no-
brainer. 
There are a couple of things 
that we can all do a liule differ-
enrly this year. One is to give up 
whether people in 
England walk down the 
left side of the hall. I 
mean, do their walking 
habits mimic their 
driving on the left just as 
we both walk and drive 
on the right, or is this 
some sort of strangely 
innate function thai goes 
along with walking 
upright? 
Assistant some of our time. Some form of 
Entertairment Editor 
volunteer work can go into this 
category. One of the lesser known 
Convnentary 
beatitudes of jesus goes, roughly, 
"Blessed art the ones who help 
with Meals on Wheels on Friday 
As the Lenten season approaches,! have 
recently been struck by another oddity. It seems 
that most people, if they give up anything at all, 
end up using Lent as an excuse to start a diet or to 
stop eating some sort of food they really shouldn't 
be eating in the first place. Why? jesus suffered in 
thedesertfrom the temptation of Lucifer. Today 
we suffer through forty days of temptation from 
Little Debbie. I'm sure God really appreciates the 
gesture. But I also think that there might be better 
things we could do than sacrifice our daily glazed 
snack cake. 
Every year it's harder for me to think of 
something to do for Lent 1 was actually toying 
with the idea of becoming a conscientious objec10r 
this year due to a near nervous breakdown last 
year resulting from giving up dessert entirely for 
those two long months until Easter. Talk about 
visions of sugarplums dancing in your head. Bur 
each year I seem to return to the same standard and 
give up some sort of food 
So this Lenten season, I'm going to drop the old 
evenings." Maybe not an exact 
quote, but you get the idea. 
Another thing we can do, for those who still 
want to give up some type of food, is not only to 
give it up, but give to the less fortunate what we 
give up. And just for those who are going to take 
me literally here, I don't want to see three Ding-
Dongs and a jelly doughnut in the offering plate 
come Sunday. I mean, for example, that we could 
collect whatever would normally be spent on the 
sacrificed food and make one big Lenten offering. 
That way our sacrifice can be another's gain. 
That's the true nature of giving. 
This time around 1 urge everybody out there to 
pur a little thought into what to give up for Lent. 
Be like the guy whowalksdown the left side of 
the hall and do something a little out of the 
ordinary. Just a warning, though: If you decide to 
walk on the left stde of the hall you risk severe 
bodily harm from that big guy who just hates 
scrawny wise guys like you. Being different for 
Lent is a little safer. And just one more thing I was 
wondering about...Oh, never mind. 
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•Views/ Letters to the editor 
Bookstore procedures clarified 
by manager 
As manager of the University Bookstore, 
I must respond to the jan. 25 CN editorial. 
Textbook prices seem very expensive. 
However, wh.en I was a JCU student, my 
tuition was $42 a credit hour, and my text-
books a semester cost me $100. Everything 
is more expensive. I am puzzled at the par-
ticular textbook outrage. It is unfair that 
ediuonschangef requentl y, that a book may 
be used indirect! y or not at all. Bur these 
problems are out of the bookswre's control. 
The charge that one can buy a cheaper 
text book at Borders Bookstore distressed me. 
I wondered if we had erred pricing the book 
mentioned in the article. 
[checked our invoice and found our price 
accurate based on the price charged to us 
by the publisher. Borders did not have that 
book in stock. but the manager said that 
this book would cost approximately $7 4. If 
a student was able to purchase the book for 
$56, claimed by the article, the cost was an 
error. 
dollars. We strive to do the best for the 
University community. 
jim Traverse 
Manager, University Bookstore 
"Even-handed" analysis praised 
In commentary 
Kudos toGina Girardot for her commen-
tary in the jan. 25 CN. In an age where 
sound bites and one-liners have become the 
staple of what passes for reporting and 
analysis in 1he popular media, it is wonder-
ful to find such a careful and balanced dts-
cussion of the issues. Fair and even-handed 
representation of both sides of a debate is 
precisely what is needed in public discourse, 
moreso in this case since feminism is such 
a "hot"topic. Girardot's piece demonstrates 
the value of ajCU liberalartseducation,for 
women as well as men. 
Sheila E. McGinn, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies 
shipskills. TheSUproposesgrantinganew 
body deCJsion making power. It increases 
its own power very little. Orgamzations 
have a vested interest in representatives at 
SU meetings, and the House of Representa-
tives proposal allows more student 
involvme.nt. TheSABBstrengthensorgani-
zationalleadership, because without such 
leadership, organizations risk losing funds. 
Since when should we deny students op-
portunity to playa roleatJCU bee a use you're 
worried about the "kid sitting in I he base-
ment of Dolan playing 'Century Club?' If 
anything, this proposal gives the kid the 
chance to come out of the basement and 
develop leadership skills. 
There might not be inclusion of every 
student in theactual mediation of theSABB, 
but they can make a difference. This pro-
posal increases outlets for input to major 
university policies. 
The Bookstore must recover shipping Practice room restriction 
charges and overhead costs. If textbooks blamed on student abuse 
Finally, it was petty to attack the 
proposal's rhetoric. Auncchio is entitled to 
his own opinion, but I would ask he makes 
an informed one. 1 wonder how many plan-
ning meetings he attended, how thorough\ y 
he read the proposal. It would explain the 
lack of real evidence against it. No matter 
how "good" the rhetoric is thought to be, it, 
and the proposal that goes along with it is 
backed by students who wtsh to do some-
thing about makingJCU a better place for 
all. 
weresoldatcost, the Universitywould have 
to recover those costs somewhere else. The !can't understand why the CN has such 
Bookstore covers its minimum cost of do- a problem with the practice rooms. The 
ing business, and excess monies are re- pia nos were just tuned last week, as they are 
turned to the University general fund to atthe beginning of each semester. 
defray other costs. The reason one of the practice rooms is 
Used books are another area addressed . locked is so that choir and band players 
If the Bookstore has been notified a panicu- have access to an instrument that hasn't 
tar title will be used next semester, we pur- been mistreated. I've found soda spilled on 
chase that book from students at half retail. keyboards, pedals tampered with, and other 
jeff Becherer 
Class of 1998 
If the store cannot use the title, the used abuses in open practice rooms. The Feb.1 CN commentary, "SABB Bet-
book company might buy it. The used book- Your gripe should be with students who ter read between the Lines," suggests stu-
store will not give the kind of money for beat on the pianos and misuse the practice dents read between the lines regarding the 
books the University Bookstore gives. rooms. Physical Plant and the Music direc- SABB issue. We encourage you not to delve 
One might ask why the store does not tors are doing their best to keep them in intohalf-truthsandinnuendoes,butrather 
buy everything it sells. Professors change shape. look at the issue from analytically. 
textbooks for courses, neweditionsare pub- In 21Jesuit universities reached for cross 
lished , and when the end of the semester Charlton Beilsrein analysis, students have sole authority to 
buy-back occurs, if we have not been noti - Director of Bands appropriate budgets. Students are integral 
fied th:H a title will be used we cann t buy....-..,...--:===-----:-:-:~~~--~[:a::;ct:=;ors of bud etin rocesses. as ll is their 
the book. There are few, if any, items we SABB proposal defended money. 
l}rchase that can be returned for money against CN commentary Another criticism regarded service. The 
once used. A pair of Gap pants has no value proposal speaks for itself, "We propose that 
onceworn,aCDopenedcannotbereturned; I wish to respond to the commentary any new structuring of organization ap-
however,a used textbook can bring the stu- written by Auricchio in the Feb 1 CN. If propriations be structured to reward those 
dent up to half original price. anything contains flawed logic or lacks a organizationswhoparticipateinserviceac-
There is the question of textbook avail- real motive, it is the article written by the tivities." just ask Pavlov if incentives reap 
ability. There is always the chance that the managing editor: rewards. 
Bookstore has made a mistake. Textbooks The comments on why the SABB will It seems ludicrous to attack the proposal 
may be ordered late,editionsrequested may fail to create connection with the univer- because every student could not be a leader 
be out of print, publishers make mistakes; sity lack sensible backing. The present ad- in the Senate or House of Representatives. 
and as happened this buying cycle, the ministration system will be replaced with Is this suggesting that we abandon all lead-
weather closes down transportation. a student body to allocate funds, but it is ership capacities and not work to provide 
The University Bookstore would never nothing out of the ordinary, nor will there more? The proposal supports the fact that 
gouge a student of his/her hard-earned be increased "politics" within the univer- Jesuit universities were founded on several 
sity. There is little reason to deny the stu- ideals, one being the development of lead-
dentssay in thewayactivitymoneyisspent; ership skills. The Carroll News . 
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an institution of higher learning should lt is sad that not everyone votes in SU 
not be limited to the classroom. Every other elections. This does not take away from the 
jesuit university inthecountry has granted fact that dozens of student organizations 
their student bodies full authority to allo- and over 350 non-senators were at the SU 
cate organizational funds. I think it's time meeting last Tuesday to endorse the pla·n. 
jCU put trust in students, and grant us au- These people are the ones affected by the 
thority as well. proposal, not the "kid in the basement of 
Maybe over fifty people"come between" Dolan" uninvolved in organized activity. 
the budget and its final acceptance, but the The view of the organizations was ex-
budget will be devised by a 7 member board pressed. It is interesting to note the author 
of studentsand faculty. On! y after a budget did not care enough to come to the meeting. 
has been reached,andonly for 4 weeks, this Jesuit universities are grounded in a lib-
"bureaucracy" will be debating allocation era\ arts education advocating looking at 
of money. That is little time to become issues from all perspectives. The author 
tangled up in politics and little reason to confusesrhetoricforreasoning,andverbos-
reject the proposal. Jty with a thorough basis for change. 
The Jesuit mission of service grounds The SU can handle attacks,we are used 
this proposal. This university is second to to it, but thiscommentarywas not grounded 
none in missions of service, but that doesn't in fact. It focused on rhetoric and forgot that 
mean that there aren't areas that could use this proposal is a collective effort from the 
improvement. The SU and student organi- SU and student organizations. 
zations have found an area where the uni-
versity is lacking in service. U the univer-
sityiscommitted tocorrectingsuch wrongs, 
there will be no problem getting SABB ad-
ministrative approval. 
The last half of the commentary dis-
gusts and d isheanens me. It is full of ad 
horns and insults everyone from the SU 
president to the average student, continu-
ally undercutting intelligence and down-
grading rightS and privileges. . 
There is no reason why thts proposal 
wouldn't increase development of leader-
Doralice N. Tavolario, 
Erin O'Brien, 
Bishoy M. Mikhail 
Class of 1997 
The Feb. l commentary by Jamie 
Auricchio brought many valid points 
against the SABB proposal. It is beneficial 
tocriticize a revolUI ionary idea, but the pro-
posal is either misunderstood or its magni-
tude not realized. The proposal is two years 
15 
in the making, but circumstances impaired 
and eventually stopped progress altogether. 
The SABB proposal was broken down into 
four main points last week, and I plan on 
defending these. 
'A sense of connectedness with the Uni-
versity." Rev. Richard Salmi, Sj. and Direc-
tor of Student Activities Lisa Heckman com-
pose the current 'bureaucracy." Both are 
paid officials, not members of jCU organi-
zations. With the new proposal, 50 tuition-
paymg, nomtnated representatives w1ll 
work direcd y with appropriations of fund-
ing. 
"Thejesutt missiOn of service." !feel that 
therewasconfusion in lastweek'scommen-
tary regarding program cuts. Nowhere in 
this proposal were cuts mentioned, nor in 
SABB committee meetings. The motto of 
the jesuits andjCU is "men and women for 
others." If you can't take care of yourself 
and your own responsibilities, money in-
cluded, how can you rake on the task of 
helping others? 
"The development of leadership skills." 
Genuine interest has been taken in this pro-
posal. It wasn't mentioned that last week's 
SU meeting was the largestanyof as mem-
bers can remember. It also wasn't men-
tioned that it was stated that in all other 
jesuit schools comparable tojCU's size the 
appropriation of money is done entire! y by 
students. Why should we, the students of 
jCU, settle. for second best? 
"A greater sense of community and dia-
logue among students." It is unfortunate 
rhat less than half of undergraduate stu-
dents panicipa1e in elections, but this ex-
tols the efforts of the SO and select mem-
bersof the University. The kid sitting in the 
basement of Dolan playing "Century Club" 
wouldn't spend the time and take the ha-
rassmentof the ad m inistralion and the CN. 
You might say it is their job as elected repre-
sentatives, but if it is a power mp, why not 
sell beer in the lnn Between togetl he praise 
of students? With a \argc number of stu-
~~llom, Ol. 
proximately 99 percent of tht:m backing 
the proposal, why must the CN anack and 
belittle it? 
What isthesudden interest taken by the 
CN? For a proposal two years in the mak-
ing, it's taken its time to show any opinion. 
L agree that "rhetoric" seems to make the 
proposal undesirable to the average student, 
but on the cover, it is addressed to Fr. Salmi, 
who understands the ideas. Instead of in-
stigating criticism and discrediting a pro-
posal that will bring us to the level of other 
jesuit institutions, theCN should drop itS 
grudge with the SU and focus its energy 
and talent on helping the student. In addi-
tion, this is not john Cranley's proposal. It is 
orchestrated by 12 active members of the 
student body. lt was extensively revised, 
not only by the committee, but also by the 
presidents of the organizations. Other in-
fluential students were aware of the pro-
posal well before jan. 30. Only Cranley's 
letter to the editor was seen last week. If the 
average student can't get views seen be-
cause of space restraints, then eliminate 
one or rwoof the ever-important tavern and 
pizza shop ad venisements. 
In conclusion, think about this. Most of 
us have worked at a part-time or summer 
job. What if your parents took your pay-
check and decided how you received money. 
You wouldn't be too happy, would you? This 
is happening now, and all the kids are mad 
except the CN. But I forgot that they get 
their money from the taverns and pizza 
shops that they seem to put before their 
readers. 
Ryan D. Lynch 
Sophomore Class Treasurer 
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•Views/Editorial 
Don't rely on their 
good intentions 
The john Carroll University student body, under the 
direction of the Student Union, has proposed that students 
have a larger role in rhe allocation off unas toall]CU organi-
zations. 
Currently, Rev. Richard Salmi,Sj.,appropriatesonelump 
sum of monex to be distributed among all of the organiza-
tions by Lisa Heckman, director of student activities. She 
makes allocaton decisions according to each organization's 
need which she determines by reviewing the services and 
uses listed in their charter. 
If the SU's proP,<?sal passes, a new Student Activities Budget 
Board (SABB) will be formed , meaning students will have a 
far-magnified involvement in student government. Under 
the proposal, the new SABB will consist of two administra-
tors(DirectorofResidence Life Donna Byrnes and Director of 
Student Activities lisa Heckman), three students from the 
SU Senate, and two students from the SU House of Represen-
tatives. 
While the SU rna y have norhing bur good intentions with 
this proposal, there are some areas Ief t incomplete within the 
plan. Simply put, the proposal is too vague, and does not go 
mto enough detail aoou(how it will work on an everyday 
basis. 
Although the language of the proposal is meant to address 
Salmi, it seems to neglect the logistics of what it takes to make 
the change in structure work in everyday life; that's the part 
that wou1d interest the average student. The SU is tall<ing 
about a change in government structure that should have 
been spelled our in relation to normal operations of running 
an organization. 
On the glossy surface, the proposal appears tempting to 
students, leading them tO believe that the entire process will 
be a smooth one, beneficial to all involved. In reality, if the 
proposal is passed and the SABB is formed , the process of the 
allocation or f undswill beacomplicated,messy one, with the 
potenrial for disastrous problems. With the promise of more 
(or any) student involvement does not come automatic ben-
SA BE, chaos could ultimate] yprevail, with organizatiOn rep-
resentatives bitterly fighting for money. Admmedl y though, 
there is the potenual for srudenr organizations to present a 
unified f rant when requesting more money for srucfent orga-
nizations. 
Also, has anyone thought to question just what the criteria 
will be for theselecrionoT theSABB members? What kmd of 
application or appointment process will take place? . 
Anotherpotemial problem is that this proposal would JUSt 
hand our lump sums of money to organizations - no line 
items. And, the proposal does not account for how the sru-
denr organizations are to go about getting their day-ro-day 
money. According to John Cranley, SU president, the current 
system of accessing funds will be followed under the pro-
posed SABB. The pro~sal neglects to account for this. . 
Finally, many ~ople may not realize that most hkely, 1t 
will frequently oe difficult for the SU House of Representa-
tives and Senate to reach agreement by the university dead-
line since they only have four weeks ro come to such a con-
sensus. If there is no agreement, the original proposal of the 
seven-member SABB will stand, eliminating most student 
involvement. 
Good inrenrions, but the plan needs clarification. 
HITS & misses 
HIT: The Valentine's Day Dance selling out. 
m I s s: Less than 200 bids constituting a 
sell out. Possibly the dance should be held 
somewhere a bit larger next time. HIT: The 
''Cabin Fever Relievers." HIT: The patches of 
ice all around the quad seem to have finally 
disappeared. HIT: Country Western night last 
week in the dining hall. HIT: Women's basket-
ball beating Capital for the first time in three 
years. HIT: The large student turnout at 
Career Night. m I s s: The lack of opportuni-
ties for non-business majors at Career Night. 
m I s s: The severe cold weather during the 
past couple of weeks. HIT: All of the cultural 
access we have ... tickets to shows at Play-
,.... house Square, etc. 
OPINION The Carroll News, February 8,1996 
I eon see it 
tlDW ..... 
Politics: the fashion factor 
just an observation: It seems that the fashion 
world is a lot like politics. ln the fashion industry, 
everything works in seasons; trends come in and 
out every few months. The people that are "in" 
fluctuate as much as the wind changes. Then there 
is the ever prevalent fad phenomena: this week it's 
cool to dye your hair with 
food coloring but next 
week faux fur will be all 
the rage. There is also the 
"in" group, the people that 
control the biz, be it the 
models or the agencies 
they are signed to. 
Here's the connect ion: 
in the political world, 
things work in seasons, 
too, each consisting of 
Christina 
Hynes 
News 
Editor 
Commentary 
of elections. Every four years we take another look 
at what our views and values are and yet again it 
becomes political! y correct to take issue with 
something or another, be it abortion or saving the 
platypus. People are judged with worth if they 
have the "in" view on an issue and took Public 
Speaking 101. The people within this "world' are 
also as fickle as those in the fashion biz. 
The other similarity between fashion 
affcianados and political mavericks is the recy-
cling factor, and this has nothing to do with the 
environment. In the fashion industry, styles keep 
coming back, and some of them just won't die. For 
example, the good ole' leopard skin style, it is still 
around. The Dazed and Confused look comes in 
and out every few years along 
with the retro look. The recycling 
factor also works with politics 
perfectly. The "PC" morality of 
the 1990s, the greed factor of the 
1980s, the return to strict religious 
values with the Christian Coali-
tion, are all reflections of the 
r 1 s. , conservative views are 
again taking the forefront with advocates the likes 
of Rush Umbaugh. We are reverting to the past 
and restructuring it to look as if it is original. 
Since it's time for the tide to change again, it 
will be interesting to see what's hot and what's not. 
Obviously, the budget is one of the leading moral 
issues at hand, but what's in store for the likes of 
public education, Medicare, federal funding, and 
family values? 
Let them eat snack cakes 
l've been accused at times of thinking of strange 
things. Not too long ago, l was on my way to class 
when, out of the blue,! had this odd need to know 
cop-our that says, "It's the thought that counts." 
Anyway, the necessary stipulation that goes along 
with that phrase is that some thought is actually 
involved. Giving up food is a no-
brainer. 
whether people in 
England walk down the 
left side of the hall I 
mean, do their walking 
habits mimic their 
driving on the left just as 
we both walk and drive 
on the right, or is this 
some sort of strangely 
innate function that goes 
along with walking 
upright? 
Sam 
Sublty 
There are a couple of things 
that we can all do a little cliff er-
ently this year. One is to give up 
some of our time. Some form of 
volunteer work can go into this 
AsSistant 
Entenairment Editor 
category. One of the lesser known 
Commentary 
beatitudes of jesus goes, roughly, 
"Blessed art the ones who help 
with Meals on Wheels on Friday 
As the Lenten season approaches, I have 
recently been struck by another oddity. It seems 
that most people, if they give up anything at all, 
end up using Lent as an excuse to start a diet or to 
stop eating some sort of food they really shouldn't 
be eating in the first place. Why? jesus suffered in 
the desert from the temptation of Lucifer. Today 
we suffer through forty days of temptation from 
Little Debbie. I'm sure God really appreciates the 
gesture. But I also think that there might be better 
things we could do than sacrifice our daily glazed 
snack cake. 
Every year it's harder for me to think of 
something to do for Lent. l was actually toying 
with the idea of becoming a conscientious objector 
this year due to a near nervous breakdown last 
year resulting from giving up dessert entirely for 
those two long months until Easter. Talk about 
visions of sugarplums dancing in your head. But 
each year l seem to return to the same standard and 
give up some son of food. 
So this Lemen season, I'm going to drop the old 
evenings." Maybe not an exact 
quote, but you get the idea. 
Another thing we can do, for those who still 
want to give up some type of food, is not only to 
give it up, but give to the less fortunate what we 
give up. And just forthosewho are going to take 
me literally here, I don't want to see three Ding-
Dongs and a jelly doughnut in the offering plate 
come Sunday. 1 mean, for example, that we could 
collect whatever would normally be spent on the 
sacrificed food and make one big Lenten offering. 
That way our sacrifice can be another's gain. 
That's the true nature of giving. 
This time around I urge everybody out there to 
put a little thought into what to give up for Lent. 
Be like the guy who walks down the left side of 
the hall and do something a little out of the 
ordinary. Just a warning. though: If you decide to 
walk on the left side of the hall you risk severe 
bodily harm from that big guy who just hates 
scrawny wise guys like you. Being different for 
Lent is a little safer. And just one more thing I was 
wondering abou t...Oh, never mind. 
-
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•Views/ Letters to the editor 
Bookstore procedures clarified 
by manager 
As manager of the University Bookstore, 
1 must respond to the jan. 25 CN editorial. 
Textbook prices seem very expensive. 
However, when 1 was a JCU student , my 
tuition was $42 a credit hour, and my text-
books a semester cost me $100. Everything 
is more expensive. I am puzzled at the par-
ticular textbook outrage. It is unfair that 
editionschangefrequently,thata book may 
be used indirectly or not at all. But these 
problems are out of the bookstore's control. 
The charge that one can buy a cheaper 
textbook at Borders Bookstore distressed me. 
1 wondered if we had erred pricing the book 
mentioned in the article. 
1 checked our in voice and found our price 
accurate based on the price charged to us 
by the publisher. Borders did not have that 
book in stock, but the manager said that 
this book would cost approximately $74. If 
a student was able to purchase the book for 
$56, claimed by the article, the cost was an 
error. 
dollars. We strive to do the best for the 
University community. 
Jim Traverse 
Manager, University Bookstore 
''Even·hancted" analysis praised 
In commentary 
Kudos to Gina Girardot for her commen-
tary in the jan. 25 CN. In an age where 
sound bites and one-liners have become the 
staple of what passes for reporting and 
analysis in the popular media, it is wonder-
ful to find such a careful and balanced dis-
cussion of the issues. Fair and even-handed 
representation of both sides of a debate is 
precisely what is needed in public discourse, 
moreso in this case since feminism is such 
a "hot" topic. Girardot's piece demonstrates 
the value of ajCU liberalartseducation, for 
women as well as men. 
Sheila E. McGinn, Ph.D. 
Assistant Professor of Religious Studies 
ship skills. TheSU proposes granting a new 
body decision making power. It increases 
its own power very little. Organizations 
have a vested interest in representatives at 
SU meetings, and the House of Representa-
tives proposal allows more student 
involvment. TheSABBstrengthensorgani-
zationalleadership, because without such 
leadership, orgamzations risk losing funds. 
Since when should we deny students op-
portunity to playa roleatjCU because you're 
worried about the "kid sitting in the base-
ment of Dolan playmg 'Century Club?" If 
anything, this proposal gives the k1d the 
chance to come out of the basement and 
develop leadership skills. 
There might not be incluston of every 
student in theactual mediation of theSABB, 
but they can make a difference. This pro-
posal increases outlets for input to major 
university policies. 
The Bookstore must recover shipping Practice room restriction 
charges and overhead costs If textbooks blamed on student abuse 
Finally, it was perty to attack the 
proposal's rhetoric. Auncchio is entitled to 
his own opinion, but l would ask he makes 
an informed one. I wonder how many plan-
ning meetings he attended, how thorough! y 
he read the proposal. It would explain the 
lack of real evidence against it. No matter 
how "good" the rhetoric is thought to be, it, 
and the proposal that goes along wah it is 
backed by students who wish to do some-
thing about makingJCU a better place for 
all. 
were sold at cost, the University would have 
to recoverthose costs somewhere else. The I can't understand why the CN has such 
Bookstore covers its minimum cost of do- a problem with the practice rooms. The 
ing business, and excess monies are re- pianos were justtuned last week, as they are 
turned to the University general fund to at the beginning of each semester. 
defray other costs. The reason one of the practice rooms is 
Used books are another area addressed. locked is so that choir and band players 
If the Bookstore has been notified a particu- have access to an instrument that hasn't 
Jar title will be used next semester, we pur- been mistreated. I've found soda spilled on 
chase that book from students at half retail. keyboards, pedals tampered with,andother 
jeff Becherer 
Class of 1998 
If the store cannot use the title, the used abuses in open practice rooms. The Feb. I CN commentary, "SABB: Bet-
bookcompany might buy it. The used book- Your gripe should be with students who ter read between the Lines," suggests stu-
store will not give the kind of money for beat on the pianos and misuse the practice dents read between the lines regarding the 
books the University Bookstore gives. rooms. Physical Plant and the Music direc- SA BB issue. We encourage you not to delve 
One might ask why the store does not tors are doing their best to keep them in intohalf-truthsand innuendoes,butrather 
buy everything it sells. Professors change shape. look at the issue from analytically. 
textbooksforcourses,neweditwnsarepub- In 2ljesuit universities reached for cross 
lished, and when the end of the semester Charlton Beilstein analysis, students have sole authority to 
buy-back occurs. if we have not been noti- Director of Bands appropriate budgets. Students are integral 
fi ed that a title will be used we cann t buY.---,....,.-=,.......---...-.,....,,.....-:--;- --f~a~c~tors of b ud et 'n rocesses. as it is the1r 
the book. There are few, if any, items we SABB proposal defended money. 
rchase that can be returned for money against eN commentary Anothercriticismregardedservice. The 
once used. A pair of Gap pants has no value proposal speaks for itself, "We propose that 
onceworn,aCDopenedcannotbereturned; I wish to respond to the commentary any new structuring of organization ap-
however,a used textbook can bring the stu- written by Auricchio in the Feb l CN. If propriations be structured to reward those 
dent up to half original price. anything contains flawed logic or lacks a organizationswhoparticipateinserviceac-
There is the question of textbook avail- real motive, it is the article written by the tivities.· Just ask Pavlov if incemives reap 
ability. There is always the chance that the managing editor. rewards. 
Bookstore has made a mistake. Textbooks The comments on why the SABB will It seems ludicrous to attack the proposal 
may be ordered late, editions requested may fail to create connection with the univer- because every student could not be a leader 
be out of print, publishers make mistakes; sity lack sensible backing. The present ad- in the Senate or House of Representatives. 
and as happened this buying cycle, the ministration system will be replaced with Is this suggesting that we abandon all lead-
weather closes down transportation. a student body to allocate funds, but it is ership capacities and not work to provide 
The University Bookstore would never nothing out of the ordinary, nor will there more? The proposal supports the fact that 
gouge a student of his/her hard-earned be increased "politics" within the univer- jesuit universities were founded on several 
sity. There is little reason to deny the stu- ideals, one being the development of lead-
dentssay in thewayactivitymoneyisspent; ershi.p skills. The Carroll News 
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tration, faculty. or students. Sl&ned material and com-
Ics are solely the view of the author. 
Home SUbscriptions of the CN are available by con-
tacting the C1'1off10e. Office phone lUllberS are 216-
397-4479, 216·397-1711 and 216-397-4398. Fa./ 
Data 216·397·1729. 
The Carrol News Is proWced oo Apple Maelntostm 
COITliJUletSusingAlcU;Pagemaker~.AicUlfreehlrtd'", 
Hewlett Packard Deskscan" Mlcrosolttlt Word, 
Quari<Xpresse. • 
The C&rrol/ News is pmted on 70% (ecycled paper, 
()Je copy of The Carroll News Is available to eacll 
member of the JoM Carrol UWer&lty ()()fT'fiUlity at 
no cost. Ad!:litional copieS are valued at 5 cents each. 
an institution of higher learning should lt is sad that not everyone votes in SU 
not be limited to the classroom. Every other elections. This does not take away from the 
jesuit university in the country has granted fact that dozens of student organizations 
their student bodies full authority to allo- and over 350 non-senators were at the SU 
care organizational funds. 1 think it's time meeting last Tuesday to endorse the pla·n. 
JCU put trust in students, and grant us au- These people are the ones affected by the 
thority as well. proposaL not the "kid in the basement of 
Maybeoverfiftypeople"comebetween" Dolan" uninvolved in organized activity. 
the budget and itsfinalacceptance, but the The view of the organizations was ex-
budget will be devised by a ?member board pressed. It is interesting to note the author 
of students and faculty. On! y after a budget did not care enough to come to the meeting. 
has been reached,andonly for 4 weeks, this jesuit universities are grounded in a lib-
"bureaucracy" will be debating allocation era! arts education advocating looking at 
of money. That is little time to become issues from all perspectives. The author 
tangled up in politics and little reason to confusesrhetoricforreasoning,andverbos-
reject the proposal. ity with a thorough basis for change. 
The Jesuit mission of service grounds The SU can handle attacks,we are used 
this proposal. This university is second to to it, but thiscommentarywasnotgrounded 
none in missions of service, but that doesn't in fact. It focused on rhetoric and forgot that 
mean that there aren't areas that could use this proposal is a collective effort from the . 
improvement. The SU and studentorgani- SU and student organizations. 
zations have found an area where the uni-
versity is lacking in service. lf the univer-
sity is committed tocorrectingsuch wrongs, 
there will be no problem getting SABB ad-
ministrative approval. 
The last half of the commentary dis-
gusts and disheartens me. It is full of ad 
horns and insults everyone from the SU 
president to the average student, continu-
ally undercutting intelligence and down-
grading rights and privileges. 
There is no reason why this proposal 
wouldn't increase development of leader-
Dora lice N. Tavolario, 
Erin O'Brien, 
Bishoy M. Mikhail 
Class of 1997 
The Feb. 1 commentary by Jamie 
Auricchio brought many valid points 
against the SABB proposal. It is beneficial 
tocriticize a revolutionary idea, but the pro-
posal is either misunderstood or its magni-
tude notrealized. The proposal is two years 
15 
in the making, but circumstances impaired 
and eventually stopped progress altogether. 
The SABB proposal was broken down into 
four main points last week, and I plan on 
defending these. 
"A sense of connectedness with the Uni-
versity." Rev. Richard Salmi, SJ. and Direc-
tor of Stude ntACtl vit 1es Lisa Heckman com-
pose the current "bureaucracy." Both are 
paid officials, nor members of jCU organi-
zations. With the new proposal, 50 tuition-
paying, nommated representatives will 
work directly with appropriations of fund-
ing. 
"The jesuit mission of service." I feel that 
therewasconfus1on in lastweek'scommen-
tary regarding program cuts. Nowhere m 
this proposal were cuts mentioned, norm 
SABB committee meetings. The motto of 
the jesuits andjCU is "men and women for 
others." If you can 't take care of yourself 
and your own responsibilities, money in-
cluded, how can you take on the task of 
helping others? 
"The development of leadership skills.· 
Genuine interest has been taken in this pro-
posal. ({wasn't mentioned that last week's 
SU meeting was the largestanyof its mem-
bers can remember. It also wasn't men-
tioned that it was stated that in all other 
jesuit schools comparable to JCU's size the 
appropriation of money is done entirely by 
students. Why should we, the students of 
JCU, sell lefor second best? 
"A greater sense of community and dia-
logue among students.· lt is unfortunate 
that less than half of undergraduate stu-
dents participate in elecrions, but this ex-
tols the efforts of the SO and select mem-
bersof the University: The kid sitting in the 
basement of Dolan playing "CemuryCiub" 
wouldn't spend the time and take the ha-
rassmentof theadministrationand theCN. 
You might say it is their job as elected repre-
sentatives, but if it is a power trip, why not 
sell beer in the Inn Between to get the praise 
of studen s? With a \arg number of stu-
c..l ll . ' L 
proximately 99 percent of them backing 
the proposal, why must the CN arrack and 
belittle ir? 
What isthesudden interest taken by the 
CN? For a proposal tV\10 years in the mak-
ing, it's taken its time to show any opinion. 
l agree that "rhetoric" seems to make the 
proposal undesirable to the average student, 
but on the cover, it is addressed to Fr. Salmi, 
who understands the ideas. Instead of in-
stigating criticism and discrediting a pro-
posal that will bring us to the level of other 
jesuit institutions, theCN should drop its 
grudge with the SU and focus its energy 
and talent on helping the student. In addi-
tion, this is notjohnCranley'sproposal. !tis 
orchestrated by 12 active members of the 
student body. lt was extensively revised, 
not only by the committee, but also by the 
presidents of the organizauons. Other in-
fluential students were aware of the pro-
posal well before jan. 30. Only Cranley's 
lettertotheeditorwasseen last week. If the 
average student can't get views seen be-
cause of space restraints, then eliminate 
one or two of the ever-important tavern and 
pizza shop advertisements. 
In conclusion, think about this. Most of 
us have worked at a pan-time or summer 
job. What if your parents took your pay-
check and decided how you received money. 
You wouldn't be too happy, would you? This 
is happening now, and all the kids are mad 
except the CN. But I forgot that they get 
their money from the taverns and pizza 
shops that they seem to put before their 
readers. 
Ryan D. Lynch 
Sophomore Class Treasurer 
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c I a s s i f i e d s 
Want to feel good? Start 
by helping other people. 
Come to the Project 
H.O.P.E. meetings this and 
every Sunday, 9:00 p.m. 
Jardine Room. We need 
your help. 
HELP WANTED: CRUISE 
SHIP NOW HIRING-Earn up 
to $2,000+ /month work-
ing on Cruise Ships or 
Land-Tour companies. 
World travel. Seasonal 
and full-time employment 
available. No experience 
necessary For more infor-
mation call 1-206-971-
3550 ext. 561 
ALASKA EMPLOYMENT-
Students Needed! Fishing 
industry Earn up to 
$3,000-$6,000+ per 
month. Room and Board! 
Transportation! Male or 
Female. No experience 
necessary. Call (206) 971-
350 ext561. 
TELEMARKETERS 
OUT ON 
A LIMB 
WANTED: East side com-
pany looking for enthusi-
astic, reliable workers to 
sell Rolling Stone maga-
zine to our existing cus-
tomers. No cold sales, 
just easy money. We can 
offer: Automated 
phones, monthly incen-
t ives, weekly bonuses, 
guaranteed base rate, 
friendly atmosphere, 
Mon.-Thurs from 6:00-
10:00PM plus one week-
end, opportunity for ad-
vancement, 271/Chagrin 
location. We are ideally 
looking for college stu-
dents looking to earn up 
to $15 per hour and gain 
useful experience for fu-
ture employment! Call 
today for an interview. 
292-7010. 
BABY-SITTER WANTED: 
Energetic and playful for 
3 yr. old. Flexible hours 
and good pay. 5 minutes 
from JCU, must have tran-
spiration. Duties, play, 
by 
Gary 
Kopervas 
(Of-U ~o<?W1\uof 'bJl 
SQ.I" .lCTI<:tJ ~ t.l.l. ~,...,. " 
~ ~ 11-l~ll'b.lll:>.) 
SIGMA DELTA KAPPA PRESENTS ..... 
GOOD 
(ROSE) 
BUDS 
FOR VALEN1'INES DAY 
ORDER UP SOME GREAT ROSES FOR 
THAT SPECIAL SOMEONE THIS WEEK 
IN 1'HE ATRIUM DURING LUNCH .AND 
DINNER HOURS. 
(I; 
read stories, mall tr ips 
and must take to the park, 
no cleaning or cooking. 
Please call 381-6320 
Also, anyone interested in 
a summer job, please call. 
Seeking child care in our 
home for our three young 
children one morning per 
week. We pay well for re-
sponsible, loving care. 
Walking distance from 
Gesu/JCU 381-7584 .. 
portat ion. Hours 7:00 
AM-8 :30AM and 3:00-
7:00PM with some addi-
tional hours for running 
errands at your conve-
nience Good pay, nice 
people, great perks! Pos-
sibly for summer employ-
ment also . Call Vince 
Gennaro 963-5520 days. 
NEEDED: Nighttime baby-
sitter sleeping arrange-
ment available. 10 year 
old boy. Hours 6:00pm-
8:30 am. Easy Job. Call 
John 382-2639 or voice 
mail at 485-6862. 
NEEDED: Child care in our 
South Euclid home, 3 after-
noons /week 2:30-6:00, for 
a 3 month old. 381-3899. 
CHILD CARE: Adorable 14 
month old boy looking for a 
baby-sitter in Orange Vil-
lage. Part - Time week 
days and some Saturday 
evenings. Non-smoker, 
own transportation. Refer-
ences. Call349-4772 
The Aliens are watching 
PARTY ON THE BEACH 
SPRING Cancun Mexico 
from $339. Panama City 
Beach from $129. In-
cludes Daily parties, 
evening club parties, and 
great discounts!!!! 
(800)988-TOUR. Get a 
group of 14 together and 
you travel free!!! 
PRESIDENTIAL SCRAMBLE 
JOB AVAILABLE- NANNY 
WANTED for third grade 
girl just minutes from JCU. 
MUST have reliable trans-
M~ 
T~ 
T~y 
DOWN 
1 Hublt 
2 Chlno'llocale 
3 Fcxpedlatd 
4 Eldtn:Abrw. 
5 Troc.r 
c 1995 All riChta reaerved 
GFR Aaaoclatea 
P.O. Box 461, kheneetody, NY '-2301 
Spring Break Countdown 
Bahama trip all expenses 
Mitsubishi 3000 GT (for a week) 
Bluestreak Shots 
Big-Mug Night $3.00 (any mug) 
LIVE D.J . 
Ladies for a $1.00 
F 1.!llfli& 24 oz Mugs $2.00 RIDAY&SAT 
INTH NEM 
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JOHN CARROLL, ITS 
YOURS! WE 
BUILT IT AND YOU 
HAVE TO FILL IT 
LOCATED AT 5100 MAYFIELD, 
5 MIN. FROM CAMPUS 
461-8774 
DON'T MISS FEB. 8TH ALLIVIN DAYDREAM 
